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Executive Summary 
 

Newcastle City Council (NCC) is developing a Dogs in Open Spaces Strategy and sought to understand 

community needs, issues and ideas relating to dog off leash areas in Newcastle. The strategy will 

consider existing sites and potential new sites for off leash areas, including some fenced dog parks. 

The strategy will also consider options to improve responsible dog ownership. 

To better understand key issues, community needs and priorities, Council has consulted with key 

organisations, sporting groups and park committees, held drop in sessions and attended the annual 

Pups in the Park event. An online survey was undertaken in addition to these face to face community 

engagement activities. 

The survey was available to members of Council's community reference panel, Newcastle Voice, as 

well as members of the broader community.  A total of 1,076 people took part in the survey. 

Data handling and analysis was carried out using Sparq software by NCC's Community Engagement 

team. 

Results  

Current dog off leash usage patterns 

Respondents were presented with a list of all existing off leash areas within the Newcastle Local 

Government Area (LGA) and were able to select up to three locations that they mainly use. The 

highest proportion of respondents (32%) indicated that they do not use any dog off leash areas 

within the Local Government Area, followed by:  

 Islington Park (21%)  

 Area outside of the City of Newcastle (20%) 

 Carrington Foreshore (14%) 

 King Edward Park (14%). 

 Dixon Park (13%) 

The majority of respondents who use a dog off leash area do so at least two times a week (54%). 

Participants who stated that they do not use off leash areas (n=226), were asked to select options 

from a predetermined list and/or could provide an alternative 'other' reason. The majority of 

respondents (54%) selected lack of fenced dog off leash areas as their main reason for not using a 

dog off leash area in Newcastle.  

Benefits of dog off leash areas 

Participants were able to select up to three main benefits from a predetermined list, including the 
option of 'other'. The benefit nominated by the highest proportion of participants (81%) was dogs 
are able to run free and exercise. This was closely followed by dogs learn to socialise with other dogs 
(73%).  
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Issues and concerns  

Principle findings include: 

 The most mentioned concern was that some people don't pick up after their dogs (53%), 

followed by often dogs off leash are not kept under control (38%) and some dogs may attack 

your dogs (25%) 

 The statements with the highest level of agreement within the survey (either strongly 

agreed or agreed) were:  

o Provide some fenced off leash areas in Newcastle (84%) 

o Create some new dog off leash areas in districts that are lacking off leash 

opportunities (81%) 

o Increase trees, shade, shelter and seating at existing dog off leash areas 

(78%) 

o Better define the area of existing dog off leash areas through paths, 

landscapes and signage (75%). 

o At the end of the survey, participants were given the opportunity to provide 

comments and suggestions about specific existing or potential off leash 

areas.  

The top themes mentioned in the open questions were: 

Fencing of areas 

A wide range of responses called for the need for fenced areas in a variety of locations. 

When talking about fenced areas respondents mentioned that fencing would help to 

improve dog and human safety.  

Bins and dog waste 

Bins and the provision of disposable dog waste bags were a common topic mentioned. 

Respondents spoke about the lack of adequate bins at existing dog off leash sites and made 

suggestions to have a dog waste bag dispenser at bins for users of the area. 

Enforcement 

A number of comments were made relating to enforcement including patrols, fines and 

education. Some respondents felt that in order to curb bad behaviour there needs to be a 

greater presence by Council rangers through patrols, fines or using cameras. Others felt that 

better education and increased signage at sites may be a better strategy. 

Dog control and Safety 

Many responses expressed a fear of dogs that are out of control. There were also many 

responses that expressed concern for dogs running away or running onto nearby roads due 

to a lack of fencing.  

 

Key Suggestions 

Principle findings include: 

 The top features identified for improvement for existing dog off leash areas were trees and 

shade (63%), drinking water for dogs (62%) and fenced area for dogs off leash (60%). 

 The top three suggested locations for a potential fenced dog park by suburb were Lambton 

(16%), Islington (7%) and New Lambton (6%). Lambton Park was the most mentioned 

specific site (12%) for a potential fenced dog park.  
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1 Introduction 
Newcastle City Council (NCC) is developing a Dogs in Open Spaces Strategy and sought to understand 

community needs, issues and ideas relating to dog off leash areas in Newcastle. The strategy will 

consider existing sites and potential new sites for off leash areas, including some fenced dog parks. 

The strategy will also consider options to improve responsible dog ownership. 

To better understand key issues, community needs and priorities, Council has consulted with key 

organisations, sporting groups and park committees, held drop in sessions and attended the annual 

Pups in the Park event. An online survey was undertaken in addition to these face to face community 

engagement activities.  

This report describes the results for the online survey.    

2 Methodology 

2.1 Research approach 

This activity falls under the consult category of the IAP2 framework endorsed in Council's 

Community Engagement Framework. 

Figure 1 Public Participation Spectrum, International Association of Public Participation 

 

2.2 Data collection 

The survey was available via the following channels: 

 Through Council’s community reference panel (Newcastle Voice) 

 To the broad community via Council's website. 

http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/Community/Get-Involved/City-Engagement-Charter-Framework
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In total, 1,076 participants took part in the survey.  The survey questions can be found in Appendix I. 

The online survey was conducted between 18 January and 9 February 2018. 

2.3 Survey promotion 

The survey was promoted through direct email invites to Newcastle Voice members. Additionally, 

the survey was promoted through: 

 Facebook, Newcastle City Council page 

 Twitter @citynewcastle  

 Council Enews  

 Council website.  

2.4 Data handling 

Data handling and analysis was carried out using Sparq software by NCC's Community Engagement 

team. 

A project code frame (grouping like comments into thematic categories) was developed to analyse 

qualitative open ended responses. The code frame can be viewed at Appendix II. All responses are 

de-identified to ensure the anonymity of respondents, and edited only for grammar and spelling if 

inserted as verbatim comments into the body of the report.  

Due to a technical issue the Horseshoe Beach off leash location was omitted as an option for the first 

840 surveys completed. Feedback on the Horseshoe Beach location has been received in other areas 

of the survey and from remaining respondents.  

2.5 Respondents 

Newcastle Voice is Council’s community reference panel. Individuals join Newcastle Voice to have 

their say on a variety of Council projects and activities via surveys, workshops and information 

sessions. All online active Newcastle Voice members (n=2,146) were emailed a survey invitation on 

18 January 2018. Email reminders to Newcastle Voice members who had not yet completed the 

survey were sent on 9 February 2018. 

In total 566 Newcastle Voice members took part in the survey. A further 510 members of the 

broader community completed the survey through Council’s website, taking the total number of 

survey respondents to 1,076. 

The sampling process outlined is a self-selecting sample, which is a non-probability sampling 

technique. While this approach is more cost and time effective than a probability sampling (e.g. 

random sampling), there is likely to be a degree of self-selection bias in the results. This is especially 

true among broad community respondents who may choose to complete the survey because they 

have strong views on the topic one way or the other. Similarly, using a self-selection sampling 

technique may limit the representativeness of the sample. Responses have not been weighted post 

collection.  
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3 Survey findings 

3.1 Participant profile 

3.1.1 Demographic breakdown 

The survey collected information on gender, age and suburb of residence. There was a much higher 

proportion of females (64%, n = 687) than males (35%, n = 377) who completed the survey.  

Figure 1 Participation by gender 

 

Age 

The majority of participants indicated they were in the 45-64 (42%, n = 453) and 25-44 (36%, n = 

389) age groupings. 

Figure 2 Participation by age 
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Suburb 

The highest proportion of participants (9%) indicated they lived in New Lambton and outside 

Newcastle (9%). Participants represented a broad spread of suburbs across Newcastle. The top six 

suburbs selected were. 

 New Lambton (9% n = 96) 

 Outside Newcastle (9% n = 93) 

 Lambton (7% n = 73) 

 Merewether (6% n = 69) 

 Mayfield (5% n= 50) 

 Cooks Hill (4% n = 48). 

A full breakdown of responses can be found at Appendix III. 

If participants did not live within the Newcastle Local Government Area they had the option of 

selecting 'other' and manually entering their location. A full list of these locations can be found in 

Appendix IV. 

3.1.2 Reason for completing survey 

 
Participants were asked to select from six main reasons, including 'other', for completing the survey. 
The reason selected by the highest proportion of participants was because they were an interested 
dog owner (41%) followed by resident generally interested in planning for the area (25%). 
 
Figure 4 Main reason for completing survey 

 

A total of 41 (4%) participants selected 'other' and provided a description of their reason, these 
responses are listed in full at Appendix V. 
 
Dogs in household 

The survey asked how many dogs, if any, participants own. As shown in Figure 5, the highest 

proportion of participants indicated they owned one dog (45%) followed by no dogs (34%).  Only 

those participants who indicated that they have at least one dog were asked the survey questions 

regarding use of off leash areas. 

 

5% 8% 25% 4% 41% 17% 

Main reason for completing the survey 
n = 1,076 

Resident living near a dog off leash area User of a reserve that allow dogs off leash

Resident generally interested in planning of the area Other

Interested dog owner User of existing dog off leash area
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Figure 5 Number of dogs in household 

 

3.2 Current dog off leash usage patterns 

 

Existing dog off leash areas use  

Respondents were presented with a list of all existing off leash areas within the Newcastle Local 

Government Area (LGA) and were able to select up to three locations that they mainly use. There 

was also the option to nominate a space outside of Newcastle or to state that they used none at all.  

Due to a technical issue the Horseshoe Beach off leash location was omitted as an option for the first 

840 surveys completed. Feedback on the Horseshoe Beach location has been received in other areas 

of the survey and from remaining respondents.  

The locations selected by over 10% participants are presented in Table 1. The highest proportion 

(32%) indicated that they do not use any dog off leash areas within the LGA. A full list of the 

responses is at Appendix VI.  

Table 1 Existing dog off leash areas respondents mainly use (n = 715) 

Existing dog off leash park location % 

Do not use any dog off leash areas 32% 

Islington Park, Islington 21% 

Outside City of Newcastle 20% 

Carrington Foreshore, Carrington 14% 

King Edward Park, The Hill 14% 

Dixon Park Reserve, Merewether 13% 

Horseshoe Beach, Newcastle (number not representative of full sample) 11% 

Note: participants could select more than one option, therefore the results do not add to 100%. 

Those indicating that they use a dog off leash area outside of the City of Newcastle were asked to 

record the park name or location. These responses are contained in Appendix VI. 

Frequency and times using dog off leash area 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 present the results for the questions regarding how often, days and what times 

people use existing dog off leash areas. Only those who selected that they used dog off leash areas 

(n = 489) were asked to complete these details.  
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The majority of respondents who use a dog off leash area do so at least two times a week (54%). 

There was a relatively even spread across that days that people use the areas. Similarly there was a 

relatively even spread of times respondents indicated they used the areas, with the exception of 

between 12pm and 3pm, which was the least popular time for use of off leash areas.  

Figure 6 Frequency of using dog off leash areas 
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Figure 7 Days mainly using dog off leash areas 

 

 

Figure 8 Times mainly using dog off leash areas 

 

Note: participants could select more than one option, therefore the results do not add up to 100%. 

Main Reasons for not using a dog off leash area 

Participants who stated that they do not use off leash areas (n=226), were asked to indicate their 

main reasons why in order to better understand factors that prevent people from using designated 

areas. Participants could select options from a predetermined list and/or could provide an 

alternative 'other' reason. The most common reason (54%) selected for not using a dog off leash 

area in Newcastle was lack of fenced dog off leash areas. Figure 9 provides a breakdown of all 

responses. 
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Figure 9 Main reasons for not using a dog off leash area 

 

Note: participants could select more than one option, therefore the results do not add to 100%. 

Participants who selected 'other' were asked to record their reason. A full list of the 35 other 

responses can be found at Appendix VII. A snapshot of responses is provided below.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dog off leash in non-designated areas 

Participants were asked whether they let their dog off leash in non-designated areas. Just over half 

of respondents (52%) indicated that they did not. If respondents answered 'yes' they were then 

asked to identify the main reasons from a predetermined list, they could also provide an 'other' 

response. The findings are presented in the chart below.  

 

"Prefer to walk with dog on leash" 

"Dog was recently attacked whist walking on lead so now we are afraid" 

"I have small dogs and do not trust other big dogs" 

"Our dog isn’t trained enough to come back if we let them off leash" 

"Have a big yard for my dog to roam and play" 
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Figure 10 Main reasons for letting your dog off leash in non-designated areas 

 

Note: participants could select more than one option, therefore the results do not add up to 100%. 

Approximately one-quarter (26%) of these participants provided other reasons for letting their dog 

off leash in non-designated areas. The responses were coded using the code frame and the most 

mentioned themes were.  

 No other dogs or people around (40%, n = 33) 

 No dog off leash areas nearby (17%, n = 14) 

 Dog is well supervised or trained (17%, n = 14) 

 They feel unsafe in dog off leash areas (12%, n = 10) 

A snapshot of these responses is provided below.  

 

 

 

Distance prepared to travel to dog off leash areas 

 

A total of 86 respondents said that they use a sportsground for an off leash activity. A full list of the 

responses can be found at Appendix VII 

Distance prepared to travel to dog off leash area  

Participants who identified as dog owners were asked how far they would travel to go to both 

fenced and unfenced dog off leash areas. The findings show a slight increase in the distance people 

"Areas are generally industrial areas where there is little or no pedestrian activity" 

"It’s natural, but I certainly maintain that it’s not to be abused and you must be able to control you 

dog at all times." 

"Needs more exercise and off lead area not available close by." 

"Only when the park is empty of other people and especially other dogs" 
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would travel to a fenced area as opposed to a non-fenced area, with the number of people willing to 

travel further than 10km rising from 11% to 16%.  

Figure 11 Distance prepared to travel to dog off leash areas (fenced and un-fenced) (n = 715) 

 

3.3 Benefits of dog off leash areas 

Participants (whether they owned a dog or not) were asked a series of questions regarding  what 
they thought were the broader community benefits of dog off leash areas were and what they liked 
the most about the areas.  
 
Benefits of dog off leash areas 
 
Participants were able to select up to three main benefits from a predetermined list, including the 
option of 'other'. The benefit nominated by the highest proportion of participants (81%) was dogs 
are able to run free and exercise. This was closely followed by dogs learn to socialise with other dogs 
(73%). The full list of responses is presented in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 Main benefits of dog off leash areas to the broad community (n = 1,076) 

 

9% 

14% 

15% 

18% 

10% 

10% 

21% 

18% 

20% 

16% 

16% 

11% 

6% 

9% 

2% 

3% 

Fenced Area

Unfenced
Area

walking distance (up to 500m) Within 1km Within 2km

Within 5 km Within 10 km Further than 10km

Won't travel/use off leash area Other

5% 

7% 

8% 

19% 

25% 

35% 

73% 

81% 

Other

There is less reason for dogs to be on leash
in other areas

Do not believe there are any benefits

Dogs bark less at home if they use dog off
leash areas

People get exercise walking to the dog off
leash area

People get to talk to other people

Dogs learn to socialise with other dogs

Dogs are able to run free and exercise
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Note: participants could select up to three options, therefore the results in Figure 12 do not add to 

100%. 

A total of 49 respondents identified 'other' benefits of dog off leash areas to the broader community. 

A full list of responses can be found at Appendix VII. Many of these responses are duplicates or 

similar to the themes previously provided in the predetermined list. Examples of these responses are 

presented below.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What people like most about dog off leash areas 
 
Participants were asked what they like most about the existing dog off leash areas in Newcastle from 
a predetermined list, they could also provide an 'other' response. The things participants indicated 
they liked most about dog off leash areas were: 

 Easy to access (41%)  

 Large size of areas (29%)  

 Openness of the areas (28%)  

 Appealing settings (21%).  
 

The full breakdown of responses is presented in Figure 13. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"They bring people together" 

"It complements the rise of apartment living in the city and dog owners require off leash areas to 

exercise their animals" 

"I reckon there are benefits for the dogs, plenty of them, but not sure there are benefits for the 

broader community in having/maintaining such areas" 
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Figure 13 What do you like most about the existing dog off leash areas in Newcastle 

 

Note: participants could select more than one option, therefore, the results do not add up to 100%. 

A snapshot of the 50 'other' responses provided is captured below. Many of the responses provided 
negative comments, suggestions for improvement or don’t know answers. A full list of the responses 
can be found at Appendix IX. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5% 

19% 

5% 

7% 

9% 

12% 

13% 

14% 

15% 

21% 

28% 

29% 

41% 

Other

Don't know

Irrigated grassed areas

The lack of fencing

Other recreation activities nearby

Path connections

Facilities within the park

Don't like anything

Good car parking

Appealing settings

Openness of the areas

Large size of areas

Easy to access (by walking or vehicle)

What do you like most about the existing dog off leash areas in 
Newcastle? (n = 1,076) 

"My dog loves to swim at horseshoe beach" 

"Being able to let the dog run without having someone lecture you about the dog not being on a 

lead." 

"They provide an opportunity for dogs to play unfettered." 

"I don't use off leash areas that are not fenced" 

"I don't like any of the off leash areas in Newcastle. They are not well maintained, difficult to access 

and are unsafe for dogs being close to roads, rail or so small that dogs become territorial." 
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3.4 Issues, concerns and suggestions 

 

Main Concerns 

Participants were asked to select up to three main concerns they had about dog off leash areas from 

a predetermined list, they could also provide an 'other' option. Participants could also indicate that 

they did not have any concerns with dog off leash areas. The most mentioned concern was that 

some people don't pick up after their dogs (53%), followed by often dogs off leash are not kept under 

control (38%). Table 2 below shows a summary of all responses.  

Table 2 Main concerns about dog off leash areas 

Main concerns about dog off leash areas Total 

  1076 

Some people don't pick up after their dogs 573 (53%) 

Often dogs off leash are not kept under control 413 (38%) 

Some dogs may attack your dog/s 268 (25%) 

Off leash area boundaries are not clearly defined 224 (21%) 

Do not have any concerns 206 (19%) 

Off leash areas are often in poor condition 153 (14%) 

Some dogs may attack people 148 (14%) 

Concerned if dogs are allowed off leash on sportsgrounds 128 (12%) 

Dogs that are not on a lead scare you or your family 92 (9%) 

Other 90 (8%) 

Some dog off leash areas are too close to playgrounds 68 (6%) 

Concerned about dogs barking in off leash areas 5 (0%) 

Note: participants could select more than one option, therefore the results do not add up to 100%. 

Ninety respondents (8%) selected 'other', with a variety of themes mentioned. It must be noted that 

many stated the same or similar concerns as provided in the question list. The responses were coded 

using the project code frame and found the most frequent issues mentioned were: 

 Fencing of dog off leash areas 47% (n = 39) 

 General safety concerns for dogs 26.5% (n = 22) 

 Lack of bins and dog poo bags 9.6% (n = 8) 

A full list of responses can be found at Appendix X and a snapshot of these responses is contained in 

the table below. 
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Main features to be improved or included 

Participants were asked to select up to five main features they would like to see included or 

improved at existing dog off leash areas. Table 3 shows the three features participants mentioned 

the most were trees and shade (63%), drinking water for dogs (62%) and fenced area for dogs off 

leash (60%). 

Table 3 Main features participants would like to see included or improved at existing dog off leash areas 

Main features you would like to see included or improved at existing dog off 
leash areas.  

Total 

  1076 

Trees and shade 673 (63%) 

Drinking water for dogs 663 (62%) 

Fenced area for dogs off leash 641 (60%) 

Seating 375 (35%) 

Toilets 294 (27%) 

Signage and information 260 (24%) 

Agility equipment (for dogs to play on) 190 (18%) 

Car parking 152 (14%) 

Shelters 127 (12%) 

Lighting 116 (11%) 

Picnic tables 60 (6%) 

Don't know 61 (6%) 

Other 105 (10%) 

Note: participants could select more than one option; therefore the results do not add up to 100%. 

A total of 105 participants (10%) selected 'other' and gave an alternative response. These responses 

were coded using the project code frame. The majority of responses mentioned bins or dog poo 

bags (56.2%, n = 59) as their main concern. Other issues mentioned were the need for signage and 

"There are no fenced options. I have greyhounds that need to be in a fenced area to be off leash." 

"Dogs can pester people who have no interest in dogs" 

"If the area is unfenced, dogs can run into the traffic and be hit by cars." 

"Do not provide enough bins or a place to put plastic pages for people who forget to bring poop 

bags to clean up after their dogs and parking" 

"There aren't enough of them in local walking distance. Need to be in neighbourhoods. Espec in 

areas with increasing high rise e.g. Newcastle west." 

 

 

"There aren't enough of them in local walking distance. Need to be in neighbourhoods. Espec in 

areas with increasing high rise e.g. Newcastle west." 
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greater information (7%, n = 7), fencing of areas (5%, n = 5), better enforcement and patrols (5%, n = 

5) and more beach locations (4% n = 4). 

A snapshot of these responses can be read in the table below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opportunities 

Participants were asked to indicate their level of agreement with a number of statements relating to 

possible opportunities for off leash areas. Figure 14 below shows the level of agreement with each 

statement.  For all statements, the majority of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed.  

The statements with the highest level of agreement (either strongly agreed or agreed with the 

statement) were: 

 Provide some fenced off leash areas in Newcastle (84%) 

 Create some new dog off leash areas in districts that are lacking off leash opportunities 

(81%) 

 Increase trees, shade, shelter and seating at existing dog off leash areas (78%) 

 Better define the area of existing dog off leash areas through paths, landscapes and signage 

(75%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Poo bags provided beside rubbish bin which currently there are none.  Other states provide this why 

not NSW" 

"More bins - lack of bins and distance to bins means people are less likely to pick up after their dog" 

"I would like to see dog off leash areas further from main roads" 

"Shrubs and screens to separate areas and prevent reactive dogs from fixating on other dogs across 

the park, and create low-stimulus areas" 

"I would love to have a fenced area just for Whippets and Greyhounds because other dogs can do a lot 

of damage if they bite them even playing because they have very thin skin which tears badly!" 
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Figure 14 Level of agreement with possible off dog leash opportunities 

 

Suggested fenced in 

area locations 

 

Participants were asked to identify a preferred location for a fenced dog off leash location and 

provide a reason or further suggestion relating to the location. A total of 744 participants provided a 

response. Some respondents gave a general suburb preference; others were very specific about the 

location and even specified the location within the park. Due to the open nature of the question a 

wide range of suburbs and specific sites were identified and coded. To ensure effective data analysis 

the responses were coded at both suburb and site level. Participants often gave multiple suggestions 

for locations in their response.    

The table below shows the most frequently suggested suburbs (mentioned more than 20 times) for 

a potential fenced dog off leash area.  
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Table 4 Suggested location of potential fenced dog park by suburb (n = 744) 

SUBURB COUNT % 

Lambton 119 16% 

Islington 51 7% 

New Lambton 46 6% 

Merewether 39 5% 

Hamilton South 32 4% 

Wallsend 32 4% 

Hamilton 29 4% 

Carrington 29 4% 

The Hill 29 4% 

Stockton 27 4% 

Waratah 24 3% 

Adamstown 22 3% 

The full list of coded suburb and location responses can be found at Appendix XI. 

The table below shows the most frequently suggested (mentioned more than 20 times) specific 

locations for a fenced area by site. 

Table 5 Suggested location of potential dog park by specific location (n = 744) 

SUBURB COUNT % 

Lambton Park (Lambton) 88 12% 

Islington Park (Islington) 46 6% 

Learmonth Park (Hamilton South) 29 4% 

Dixon Park Reserve (Merewether) 23 3% 

Gregson Park (Hamilton) 23 3% 

Nesca Park (The Hill) 22 3% 

 

Some respondents did not specify a location (n = 136) and either mentioned they had no preference 

(n = 27), opposed fenced dog off leash parks (n = 48), provided no answer (n = 36) or stated they 

didn't know (n = 25). Various locations outside the LGA were also mentioned 29 times. A full list of 

verbatim responses can be found at Appendix XII.  

General comments and feedback  

At the end of the survey, participants were given the opportunity to provide comments and 

suggestions about specific existing or potential off leash areas. Many respondents did not provide a 

location and took this as an opportunity to provide general feedback. All responses were coded 

using the project code frame. The most prominent themes are summarised in the table below.  
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Table 6 Comments and suggestions about existing and potential dog off leash areas (n = 654). 

Themes COUNT % 

Fencing of areas 168 17% 

Bins/Waste Bags 97 10% 

Dog waste problems  63 6% 

General support/satisfied with off leash areas 54 6% 

Water access 47 5% 

Signage and Information 46 5% 

Dog Control/Irresponsible owner issues 46 5% 

Not sporting fields/ovals/recreation areas 43 4% 

 

Similar themes were raised by participants (n = 457) answering the question for general feedback 

about dogs off leash or dogs in general. The area that received the most comments was general 

support or satisfaction with off leash areas (16.6%) closely followed with fencing of areas (14.7%). 

Table 7 Most mentioned general feedback themes (n = 457) 

Theme No. % 

General support/satisfied with off leash areas 76 17% 

Fencing of areas 67 15% 

Enforcement/Patrols 50 11% 

Bins/Waste Bags 47 10% 

Dog Control/Irresponsible owners issues 45 10% 

Dog poo problems  42 9% 

 

The following is a summary description of top themes mentioned in the last two questions. A 

selection of quotes has also been included to provide a snapshot of responses. A full list of verbatim 

responses for the final two questions can be found at Appendix XIII. 

Fencing of areas 

A wide range of responses called for the need for fenced areas in a variety of locations. When talking 

about fenced areas respondents mentioned that fencing would help to improve dog safety 

(preventing them from running away) and human safety (preventing dogs from interacting with 

other park users, particularly children).  
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There were a number of responses indicating separated fenced areas would be useful for different 

types of dogs. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bins and dog waste 

Bins and the provision of disposable dog waste bags were a common topic mentioned. Respondents 

spoke about the lack of adequate bins at existing dog off leash sites and made suggestions to have a 

dog waste bag dispenser at bins for users of the area. Many respondents felt that having these bags 

would encourage more dog owners to pick up their dog's waste.  

The issue of bins related directly to the issue of dog waste left on the ground. Many comments 

referred to this as a major problem throughout Newcastle not only in dog off leash areas, but on 

pathways and on sporting grounds. A number of comments referred directly to the health impact 

this has to users of sporting grounds and requested that dogs not be allowed to use these grounds 

even when sport is not being played. 

 A number of people mentioned that bins were not emptied regularly enough. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Needs to be separated from pedestrian paths, cycle ways and multi-use paths" 

"All should be securely fenced.  Uncontrolled dogs are a menace." 

"Off leash areas, particularly when they adjoin a road or sporting field, must be fenced for the 

safety and welfare of all users of the dog area, the roads and adjoining sporting or recreational 

areas." 

"Please fence them and have separate areas for large and small dogs." 

"Better to make one large off leash area then several smaller ones at different locations- small 

fenced areas increase aggressive dog behaviour" 

 

 

"I would like to see dog waste bags available to use if one is caught short or when owners may 

be unaware of their dog's deposits. The available bags should encourage dog owners to be 

more vigilant. They are in most Council's in Sydney." 

"Need increased garbage bins and more frequent collection" 

"Rubbish bins for dog poo bags are very inadequate. They are largely unavailable along the 

walking tracks to off-leash areas (Islington and Carrington Throsby Creek walk), and the ones 

available in the off-leash areas are often full to overflowing." 

"Dog poo bags provided by council in parks & along walkways (especially Bathers Way)" 

"If any off the leash areas are to be established, they should be fenced off and patrolled by the 

council to ensure they are being used correctly. Off the leash areas should NOT be expanded to 

sporting grounds where children are left to clean up after these dog owners or get dog 

excrement all over them whilst enjoying their weekend sport."   
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Enforcement 

A number of comments were made relating to enforcement including patrols, fines and education. 

This issue was often mentioned in relation to concerns about responsible dog ownership. Some 

respondents felt that in order to curb bad behaviour (lack of dog control, picking up after dogs, 

aggressive behaviour or not following rules) there needs to be a greater presence by Council rangers 

through patrols, fines or using cameras. Others felt that better education and increased signage at 

sites may work to change the behaviour of some dog owners.  

A number of people mentioned enforcement outside of dog off leash areas and that many dog 

owners were allowing their dog off leash in non-designated areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dog control and Safety 

Many responses expressed a fear of dogs that are out of control. Comments included many stories 

of dog attacks on both humans and other dogs. There were also many responses that expressed 

concern for dogs running away or running onto nearby roads due to a lack of fencing.  

Some participants felt that some dog off leash areas had many dogs that were not adequately 

controlled and owners did not provide appropriate supervision. This prevented some people from 

attending the existing dog off leash areas.  

A number of comments were made about the risk (real and perceived) of having dog off leash areas 

within spaces that involve other recreation activities, particular near playgrounds.  

 

 

 

 

 

"If more off leash areas are created there should be greater policing of dogs off leash in non 

designated areas." 

"I think I just did that, but I do feel very strongly that a number of dog owners ignore the rules, 

which puts everyone offside. A ranger enforcing the rules would surely help and would go a 

long way towards making non dog owners feel they were being considered." 

"Rangers to patrol and fine inappropriately behaving owners. More education about 

requirements of dog owners." 

"I think good signage is needed plus a co-existence statement and maybe some rules - no 

jumping on kids etc. (for the owners, not the dogs to read - maybe some graphics to make it 

humorous)" 

"The dog area at Dixon Park is a very real hazard for young children playing in the equipment. I 

have 6 grandchildren that use the area constantly and have witnessed dozens of times large 

dogs running right through the equipment and around little children…There is no barrier at all to 

keep kids safe … Put a fence around the dogs, not the kids!!" 

 

"The dogs in King Edward Park menace cyclists. I have been bitten by small dogs on the foot 

whilst pedalling. I have been menaced when stopping for water" 
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4 Appendices 

Appendix I Survey 

Dogs in open spaces survey 
Welcome 
 
Instruction 
Newcastle City Council is developing a DOGS IN OPEN SPACES STRATEGY to guide the future provision, 
development and management of dog off leash areas, including some potential fenced areas. To assist 
Council to better understand community needs and ‘have your say’, please complete the following survey by 
Friday 9 February. 
 
Suburb 
Single Choice Question: Drop Down 
Could you please tell us what suburb you live in? 
• Adamstown 
• Adamstown Heights 
• Bar Beach 
• Beresfield 
• Birmingham Gardens 
• Broadmeadow 
• Callaghan 
• Carrington 
• Cooks Hill 
• Dangar 
• Elermore Vale 
• Fletcher 
• Georgetown 
• Hamilton 
• Hamilton East 
• Hamilton North 
• Hamilton South 
• Hexham 
• Islington 
• Jesmond 
• Kooragang 
• Kotara 
• Lambton 
• Blackhill/ Lenaghan 
• Maryland 
• Maryville 
• Mayfield 
• Mayfield East 
• Mayfield West 
• Merewether 
• Merewether Heights 
• Minmi 
• New Lambton 
• New Lambton Heights 
• Newcastle (CBD) 
• Newcastle East 
• Newcastle West 
• North Lambton 
• Rankin Park 
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• Sandgate 
• Shortland 
• Stockton 
• Tarro 
• The Hill 
• The Junction 
• Tighes Hill 
• Wallsend 
• Warabrook 
• Waratah 
• Waratah West 
• Wickham 
• Outside Newcastle 
 
OE suburb outside Newcastle 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Could you please tell us what suburb you live in? 
 
Gender 
Single Choice Question: Buttons 
What is your gender? 
• Male 
• Female 
• Transgender/intersex 
 
Age 
Single Choice Question: Drop Down 
Which age group are you in? 
• 15-24 yrs. 
• 25-44 yrs. 
• 45-64 yrs. 
• 65-74 yrs. 
• 75 yrs. and over 
 
Why completing survey 
Single Choice Question: Buttons 
What is your main reason for completing this survey? (Please select one reason) 
• Interested dog owner 
• User of an existing dog off leash area 
• Resident living near a dog off leash area 
• User of a reserve that allows dogs off leash (e.g. sports group, playground user) 
• Resident generally interested in planning for the area 
• Other 
OE other main reason for completing survey 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please record your main reason for completing survey 
 
 
How many dogs in household 
Single Choice Question: Drop Down 
How many dogs does your household have? 
• No dogs 
• 1 dog 
• 2 dogs 
• 3 dogs 
• More than 3 dogs 
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More than 3 dogs OE 
Open Ended: No Validation 
You said that you have more than 3 dogs. Could you tell us how many dogs you have? 
 
Off leash areas mainly use 
Multiple Choice Question (CS Don't have dogs skip) 
Which existing off leash area/s do you mainly use? You can select up to 3 
• Do not use any dog off leash areas 
• Acacia Avenue Reserve, Lambton 
• Ballast Ground, Stockton 
• Braye Park, Waratah 
• Carrington Foreshore, Carrington 
• Dixon Park Reserve, Merewether 
• Elermore Vale Park, Elermore Vale 
• Horseshoe Beach, Newcastle 
• Islington Park, Islington 
• King Edward Park, The Hill 
• Maryland Drive Reserve, Maryland 
• Nesca Park, The Hill 
• Pilkington Street Reserve, Lambton 
• Purdue Park, Mayfield 
• Rawson Park, Stockton 
• Tarro Recreation Area, Tarro 
• Upper Reserve, Wallsend 
• West End Park, Adamstown 
• Outside City of Newcastle 
Off leash area outside of Newcastle OE 
Open Ended: No Validation 
You said that you use an off leash area outside of Newcastle. Please record park name or location. 
 
How often use off leash area  
Single Choice Question: Drop Down (don't have dogs or don't use off leash areas skip) 
On average, how often do you use a dog off leash area? (Please select one) 
• More than 3 times a week 
• 2-3 times a week 
• Once a week 
• Once a fortnight 
• 2-3 times a month 
• Once a month 
• 2-3 times a year 
• Once a year 
• Less often than once a year 
• Other 
OE other frequency for using off leash area 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Could you please tell us on average how often you use an off leash area? 
 
Days use off leash  
Multiple Choice Question (don't have dogs or don't use off leash areas skip) 
What days do you generally use a dog off leash area? Select as many as required 
• Saturday 
• Sunday 
• Weekdays 
 
Times use off leash 
Multiple Choice Question ((don't have dogs or don't use off leash areas skip) 
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What times of day do you generally use a dog off leash area? Select as many as required 
• 5are-9is 
• 9am -noon 
• Noon-3pm 
• 3pm - 5pm 
• After 5pm 
 
Main reason for not using a dog off leash area 
Multiple Choice Question ((CS Don't have dogs skip) 
What are your main reasons for not using a dog off leash area? Select up to three main reasons 
• Lack of time 
• Do not take dog to public places 
• Not safe for dog to be off leash 
• Concerned there are too many dogs using one space 
• Not satisfied with existing dog off leash areas 
• Dog off leash areas are too far away 
• Lack of fenced dog off leash areas 
• Other 
OE other reason for not using off leash area 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please tell us your other reason for not using an off leash area 
 
Let dog off leash in areas that are not designated 
Single Choice Question: Drop Down (CS Don't has dogs skip) 
Do you let your dog off leash in areas that are not designated as off leash? 
• Yes 
• No 
• Unsure 
 
Why let dogs off leash in non-areas (if answered yes) 
Multiple Choice Question (CS Don't have dogs skip) 
What are your main reasons for letting your dog(s) off leash in non-designated areas? 
Select up to three main reasons 
• Other people take their dogs off leash in the area 
• The area is fenced (e.g. a sporting field, fenced park) and safer for your dog 
• Your dog is friendly and would never hurt anyone 
• You keep dog/s under control and therefore do not need to use a designated off leash area 
• You do not see a problem with dogs being off leash in non-designated areas 
• Other 
OE other reason why let dogs off leash in non-areas 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Could you please tell us your other reason for letting your dog (s) off leash in non-designated areas? 
 
CS Use sportsground for off leash activity 
Display the questions if all of the following conditions are true: (if answered yes to previous) 
Use sportsground for off leash activity 
Open Ended: No Validation 
If you use a sportsground for off leash activity, please tell us which sportsground and where it is located. 
 
How far travel for open off leash area 
Single Choice Question: Drop Down 
How far are you prepared to travel to an open off leash area (not fenced)? Please select one distance 
• Within walking distance (up to 500m) 
• Within 1km (20 min walk or 3 min drive) 
• Within 2km (5 min drive) 
• Within 5 km (10 min drive) 
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• Within 10 km (15-20 min drive) 
• Further than 10km 
• Won't travel/use off leash area 
• Other 
OE other distance travel to open off leash 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please tell us the other distance you are prepared to travel to an open off leash area (not fenced) 
 
Distance willing to travel to fenced dog park 
Single Choice Question: Drop Down 
How far are you prepared to travel to a fenced off leash area? Select one distance 
• Within walking distance (up to 500m) 
• Within 1km (20 min walk or 3 min drive) 
• Within 2km (5 min drive) 
• Within 5 km (10 min drive) 
• Within 10 km (15-20 min drive) 
• Further than 10km 
• Won't travel/use off leash area 
• Other 
OE other distance willing to travel to fenced off leash 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please tell us the other distance you are prepared to travel to a fenced off leash dog area 
 
Benefits of dog off leash to broad community 
Multiple Choice Questions 
In your view, what are the main benefits of dog off leash areas to the broader community? 
Select up to three main benefits. Alternatively you can select that you do not believe there are any benefits. 
• Do not believe there are any benefits 
• Dogs are able to run free and exercise 
• Dogs learn to socialise with other dogs 
• People get to talk to other people 
• People get exercise walking to the dog off leash area 
• There is less reason for dogs to be on leash in other areas 
• Dogs bark less at home if they use dog off leash areas 
• Other 
OE Other benefits of dog off leash areas 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please tell us what you think are other benefits of dog off leash areas to the broad community? 
 
Concerns about dog off leash areas 
Multiple Choice Questions 
Please tell us your main concerns about dog off leash areas if you have any. Select up to three main 
concerns. Alternatively you can select that you do not have any concerns. 
• Do not have any concerns 
• Concerned about dogs barking in off leash areas 
• Some people don't pick up after their dogs 
• Often dogs off leash are not kept under control 
• Some dogs may attack your dog/s 
• Some dogs may attack people 
• Dogs that are not on a lead scare you or your family 
• Off leash area boundaries are not clearly defined 
• Concerned if dogs are allowed off leash on sportsgrounds 
• Some dog off leash areas are too close to playgrounds 
• Off leash areas are often in poor condition 
• Other 
OE other main concerns about off leash area 
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Open Ended: No Validation 
Please tell us your other concern about dog off leash areas 
 
Things like most about off leash areas 
Multiple Choice Questions 
What do you like most about the existing dog off leash areas in Newcastle? Select as many as applicable. 
Alternatively you can select that you don't like anything. 
• Don't like anything 
• Appealing settings 
• Easy to access (by walking or vehicle) 
• Large size of areas 
• Openness of the areas 
• Irrigated grassed areas 
• The lack of fencing 
• Other recreation activities nearby 
• Path connections 
• Facilities within the park (seating, tables, shelters) 
• Good car parking 
• Don't know 
• Other 
OE Other things like about off leash area 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please tell us what other thing you like about existing off leash areas in Newcastle. 
 
Main features would like to see 
Multiple Choice Questions 
What main features would you like to see included or improved at existing dog off leash areas? Select up to 
five main features. 
• Trees and shade 
• Seating 
• Picnic tables 
• Shelters 
• Drinking water for dogs 
• Agistment equipment (for dogs to play on) 
• Fenced area for dogs off leash 
• Toilets 
• Lighting 
• Signage and information 
• Car parking 
• Don't know 
• Other 
OE Other main features at existing off leash area 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please tell us what other main feature you would like to see included or improved at existing dog off leash 
areas? 
 
Opportunities for off leash areas 
Single Choice Grid: Grid 
Some possible opportunities for off leash areas are listed below. Please indicate your level of agreement 
with each (• Strongly Agree • Agree • neither agree nor disagree • Disagree • strongly disagree • don't 
know). 
• Keep existing dog off leash areas open and relatively undeveloped 
• Increase trees, shade, shelter and seating at existing dog off leash areas 
• Better define the area of existing dog off leash areas through paths, landscapes and signage 
• Locate dog off leash areas away from busy recreation areas 
• Do not allow dogs off leash on sports fields 
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• Allow dogs off leash on some sports fields when not used for sport 
• Provide some fenced off leash areas in Newcastle 
• Provide one or two separate fenced areas for small dogs and puppies (separate to larger dogs) 
• Create some new dog off leash areas in districts that are lacking off leash opportunities 
 
Suggestions for fenced dog park location 
Open Ended: No Validation 
If a fenced dog park was to be established in your local area, which park or reserve would you like it to be 
located in? Please record suggested site locations and your main reason for each one 
 
Specific comments or suggestions about off leash area 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please provide any specific comments or suggestions you would like to make about an existing or potential 
dog off leash area. 
 
Any general comments 
Open Ended: No Validation 
Please provide any other feedback you have regarding dog off leash areas in the Newcastle area or dogs in 
general. 
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Appendix II Project Code Frame  

Themes/Topics  Code Description 

Facilities/Infrastructure 001   

Bins/Waste Bags 002 
 Keep areas unfenced/Natural areas 003 larger spaces 

Signage and Information 004 inclusive of directional and rules 

Fencing of areas 005 
 Parking 006 
 Shade/shelter/seating 007 
 Water access 008 dogs and people - drinking and play 

Delineation for small and large dogs 009 
 Play things/sensory items  017 agility areas 

Lighting 018 
 Toilets 019 
 Regulatory/Maintenance 010   

Enforcement/Patrols 011 
 Fines/Penalties 012 
 Maintenance 014 
 Time restrictions 015 designated times 

Other Dog related issues 020   

Education for owners  021 
 Dog waste problems  022 inclusive of general open spaces 

Dog Control/Irresponsible owners issues 023 dog attacks/lack of control 

Safety concerns for dogs 024 dogs running on road/running away/attacks 

Safety concerns for people 025 
 Location 030   

Non-residential area 031 
 Not in recreational areas 033 inclusive of near playgrounds and cycle ways 

Beach location 034 including rivers & other water bodies 

Benefits 040   

Contribution to community wellbeing 041 
 Dog socialising benefits 042 
 Other 050    

Survey/Question comment 051 
 Other - not relevant 052 
 

Dissatisfied/Don’t support off leash 053 
don’t like dogs/want  them banned from public 
areas 

None 054 
 General support/satisfied with off leash areas 055 would like to see more 

Other - relevant 056 
 Off Leash reasons not in designated zones 060   
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Good for dogs to be free 061 
 Bushland 062 
 No other dogs or people around  063 
 Other 064 
 Dog is well supervised/trained 065 I feel they are responsible owner 

None nearby 066 
 Feel unsafe in off leash areas 067 also don’t like  
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Appendix III Question 1 list and count of participants 
by suburb 

 Suburb  Totals Male Female 
Transgender
/intersex 

Total 1076 377 687 2 

Adamstown 30 7 23 0 

  3% 2% 3% 0% 

Adamstown Heights 34 6 27 0 

  3% 2% 4% 0% 

Bar Beach 5 2 3 0 

  0% 1% 0% 0% 

Beresfield 7 5 2 0 

  1% 1% 0% 0% 

Birmingham Gardens 6 2 4 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Broadmeadow 9 1 8 0 

  1% 0% 1% 0% 

Callaghan 1 0 1 0 

  0% 0% 0% 0% 

Carrington 23 8 15 0 

  2% 2% 2% 0% 

Cooks Hill 48 16 30 0 

  4% 4% 4% 0% 

Dangar 0 0 0 0 

  0% 0% 0% 0% 

Elermore Vale 23 10 13 0 

  2% 3% 2% 0% 

Fletcher 18 9 9 0 

  2% 2% 1% 0% 

Georgetown 13 5 8 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Hamilton 34 13 21 0 

  3% 3% 3% 0% 

Hamilton East 12 5 6 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Hamilton North 5 3 2 0 
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  0% 1% 0% 0% 

Hamilton South 31 10 21 0 

  3% 3% 3% 0% 

Hexham 0 0 0 0 

  0% 0% 0% 0% 

Islington 33 12 21 0 

  3% 3% 3% 0% 

Jesmond 6 2 4 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Kooragang 0 0 0 0 

  0% 0% 0% 0% 

Kotara 29 12 16 1 

  3% 3% 2% 50% 

Lambton 73 33 40 0 

  7% 9% 6% 0% 

Blackhill/ Lenaghan 0 0 0 0 

  0% 0% 0% 0% 

Maryland 17 5 12 0 

  2% 1% 2% 0% 

Maryville 22 4 17 0 

  2% 1% 2% 0% 

Mayfield 50 15 33 0 

  5% 4% 5% 0% 

Mayfield East 7 3 4 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Mayfield West 12 1 11 0 

  1% 0% 2% 0% 

Merewether 69 35 34 0 

  6% 9% 5% 0% 

Merewether Heights 14 6 8 0 

  1% 2% 1% 0% 

Minmi 3 2 1 0 

  0% 1% 0% 0% 

New Lambton 96 31 65 0 

  9% 8% 9% 0% 
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New Lambton Heights 10 5 5 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Newcastle (CBD) 32 11 21 0 

  3% 3% 3% 0% 

Newcastle East 25 14 10 0 

  2% 4% 1% 0% 

Newcastle West 6 2 4 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

North Lambton 21 10 11 0 

  2% 3% 2% 0% 

Rankin Park 9 3 5 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Sandgate 0 0 0 0 

  0% 0% 0% 0% 

Shortland 9 4 5 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Stockton 32 15 16 0 

  3% 4% 2% 0% 

Tarro 2 0 2 0 

  0% 0% 0% 0% 

The Hill 15 5 10 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

The Junction 2 2 0 0 

  0% 1% 0% 0% 

Tighes Hill 11 3 7 1 

  1% 1% 1% 50% 

Wallsend 33 10 23 0 

  3% 3% 3% 0% 

Warabrook 5 1 4 0 

  0% 0% 1% 0% 

Waratah 16 5 11 0 

  1% 1% 2% 0% 

Waratah West 8 4 4 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 

Wickham 10 1 9 0 
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  1% 0% 1% 0% 

Outside Newcastle 93 16 77 0 

  9% 4% 11% 0% 

Did not answer 7 3 4 0 

  1% 1% 1% 0% 
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Appendix IV Question 1 list of other responses. 

OE suburb outside Newcastle 

Redhead 

Wollombi 2325 

Garden Suburb 

Dudley 2290 

Carey Bay 

Greta previously lived in Islington and frequent 
visitor to Newcastle still 

Eleebana 

Swansea  

Belmont 

Eleebana 

Cardiff 

Charlestown 

Mount Hutton  

Cardiff 

Raymond Terrace  

Kahibah 

Toronto  

Charlestown 

Edgeworth  

Marks point 

Cessnock 

Weston NSW 2326 

Cardiff 

Weston 

Valentine 

Morisset Park 

Raymond Terrace  

Medowie 

Garden Suburb 

West Wallsend 

Valentine 2280 

Macquarie hills 

Kurri kurri 

Eleebana 

Lemon Tree Passage  

Woodrising 

Eleebana 

Cameron Park 

Charlestown 

Belmont 

Cardiff 

Charlestown  

Speers Point  

Warner’s bay 

Cameron Park 

Cessnock  

Glendale 

Morisset 

Largs 

Corlette 

Kahibah  

Blacksmiths 

Charlestown 

Eleebana 

Charlestown 

Redhead 

Maitland 

Wyee 

Tanilba Bay 

Speers Point  

Medowie  

Belmont North 

Barnsley 

Windale 

Toronto 

Macquarie Hills 

Fern Bay. 

Fern Bay 

Fern Bay  

Fern Bay 

Fern Bay  

Fern Bay 

Fern Bay 

Medowie 

Fern bay 

Caves beach  

Cessnock  

Fullerton Cove 

East Maitland  

Carey Bay  

I live in Shepparton but I am originally from 
Newcastle  

Whitebridge 

Holmesville 
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Charlestown  

Raymond Terrace 

Mittagong 

Warners Bay 2282 

Cardiff South 

Raworth  

Medowie  

Cardiff 
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Appendix V Question 4 responses to other 

OE other main reason for completing survey 

to ensure that dogs are treated well and get the space they need, and that irresponsible owners learn what 
they need to do  

Multiplicity of dogs off leash in public streets, and irresponsible owners not controlling them or removing their 
faeces. 

Currently between dogs, responding to invitation to participate. 

Neighbours allow dogs to foul the lane, no clean up. 

Got form. 

Cyclist on Foreshore  

all mentioned areas related to  lifestyle of the inner city hence nominated OTHER 

Not a dog owner, but live in an area with lots of dogs and close to the beach where dogs are often off leash 
(when they shouldn't be) 

Have a fear of dogs 

I walk daily from Merewether to Anzac walk and sick of dodging dog poo on the path.  It has been renamed by 
the locals as now Dog Shit Way!....and these are dogs on leads! 

Have a dog 

Why have you not asked me anything regarding 'leash-free' ... I commenced a survey which didn't ask me 
anything at all! 

Having input into decisions re off leash dogs 

I have a child with an extreme fear of dogs 

Previous dog owner interested in reasonable provision for animals in town planning. 

Because too many off leash dogs walking streets with their owners in Carrington 

User of playgrounds and other public spaces where people let their dogs off the leash regardless of signs 
indicating they should be kept on a leash. 

Dog owner and trainer looking for better options for our dogs 

I am against off leash areas for dogs. 

Love dogs 

Business owner 

Sporting field user with concerns for kids health 

Mainly from a safety angle for both dog owners, the dogs as well as general public.  Know someone with dog 
attacked by another.  Good Samaritan helped solve problem with little damage. Could be nasty. 

overall interest in Newcastle as I work there and spend time there 

Because I do not believe in dogs off leash areas.  

Local veterinarian and dog owner 

I own a pet care business 

parent of children that use sporting fields 

I have dogs but there are no off leash areas within walking distance of my home 

Please don't use our sporting grounds for Off Leash area. 

Off leash dog parks at sporting fields is not a good idea.  

dog owners who let their dog loose on footpath to do their morning toilet and who do not clean up after the 
dog 

I am a recent dog owner 

My children play sport in parks. I don’t want them coming home covered in dog poo.  

I have had enough of unleashed dogs biting 

Prevention of the exercise of dogs off-leash where not designated 

I am happy for off the dog areas but there MUST MUST be more penalties for those who do not walk their dog 
with leads down busy pedestrian streets that includes school aged children and older people 

Annoyed with people who have dogs off leash in Lambton Park despite it not being designated off leash  

Resident living near a park (waratah park) that would like to see part of it designated "off-leash" 

NCC rate payer 

Interested in the management of open space within the Newcastle LGA, specifically the control measures that 
may be used for specific sites. This may include design solutions, amenity provision, regs 
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Appendix VI Question 6 full list and other responses 

Note: participants could select more than one option, therefore the results do not add to 100%. 

Dog off leash location Count  

Do not use any dog off leash areas 226 

  32% 

Acacia Avenue Reserve, Lambton 40 

  6% 

Ballast Ground, Stockton 28 

  4% 

Braye Park, Waratah 26 

  4% 

Carrington Foreshore, Carrington 100 

  14% 

Dixon Park Reserve, Merewether 94 

  13% 

Elermore Vale Park, Elermore Vale 18 

  3% 

Horseshoe Beach, Newcastle 79 

  11% 

Islington Park, Islington 153 

  21% 

King Edward Park, The Hill 98 

  14% 

Maryland Drive Reserve, Maryland 9 

  1% 

Nesca Park, The Hill 44 

  6% 

Pilkington Street Reserve, Lambton 13 

  2% 

Purdue Park, Mayfield 14 

  2% 

Rawson Park, Stockton 23 

  3% 

Tarro Recreation Area, Tarro 4 

  1% 

Upper Reserve, Wallsend 12 

  2% 

West End Park, Adamstown 22 

  3% 

Outside City of Newcastle 142 

  20% 
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Off leash area outside of Newcastle OE 

do not know name of Lake Macquarie park 

Redhead beach 

Red Head Beach 

Redhead Beach  

Rathluba off leash area.  

Bagnalls Beach, salamander bay  

Redhead Beach 

Speers Point Park 

Not sure - areas around Wollombi 

Nobbies Dog Beach, Redhead Beach, Speers Pt Park, Fletcher parks and grounds 

lostock dam 

Redhead Beach 

I use the dog beach at Newcastle I thought was off leash! Thomas Humphreys Reserve 

Medowie - fenced dog area 

Blacksmiths Beach 

redhead beach 

Redhead beach 

Redhead Beach 

Lostock dam, bush trails 

Coal Point waterfront 

Not sure of actual names but beach/park areas in lake Mac  

Croudace bay park lake Macquarie 

port Stephens area 

croudace bay 

Redhead Beach as it is safer than any existing Newcastle  off leash area 

Redhead Beach 

Not sure of name it is in Lake Macquarie area 

Redhead beach 

Redhead beach, hams beach, horseshoe beach 

Redhead beach 

In Sydney yanko road when we visit  

Redhead beach 

North Avoca  

Fern Valley Road Park,  Cardiff 

Horse shoe Nobbys 

Speers Point 

Redhead beach  

Croudace Bay & Speers Point & Booragul (near Art Gallery) 

Anna Bay Beach 

Croudace Bay 

Booragul/ Marmong Point 

Croudace Bay Dog Park Lake Macquarie  

Redhead Beach 
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Redhead Beach dog free area past 2nd creek 

Redhead Beach off leash area and Washerwoman's Beach off leash area. Neither of these were available on 
the list given. Use off leash area in Armidale when visiting family who live there. 

Cessnock 

Speers Point 

Thomas H Halton Park, Croudace Bay 

Hams Beach 

Medowie coachwood dr. There are no fenced off leash areas in Newcastle.  

Redhead. 

Hawks nest 

Redhead Beach 

Thomas Halton Park, Speers Point Park 

Red head beach 

Redhead beach 

Booth park 

Spears point 

Croudace park 

In lake Mac council area 

Kahibah Oval 

Croduce 

Speers  point and croudace bay park 

not specific - just generally 

Croudace Bay Park, Redhead beach 

Bagnall's Beach 

Any Park we drive past on our way to Sydney  

West Wallsend  

Ourimbah 

Red head beach and croudace bay 

Horseshoe Beach Newcastle (It was not listed on the previous page of Newcastle dog parks), Redhead beach 
off leash area 

The Esplanade, Lorn 

Brisbane when travelling to see family and speeds point and red head beach.  

Fingal Bay  

Redhead Beach 

Redhead 

Country property  

Croudace Bay, Redhead, Speers Point 

Speers point 

Redhead Beach 

Redhead 

Croudace Bay, amongst others 

Medowie - fenced off leash area 

Redhead Beach 

Sprees Point Park 

Redhead Beach 
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Redhead Beach area 

Croudace Bay Park 

Tuggerah, fenced, off leash area 

Redhead Beach 

Redhead beach - little beach Newcastle  

Horse shoe beach 

Redhead beach 

Borragul park  

Horseshoe beach Newcastle  

Coachwood dr Medowie  

Medowie 

Bagnalls Beach Reserve, Port Stephens 

Port Stephens area 

Redhead beach 

Horseshoe  

Swansea 

Redhead beach 

Multiple in many areas 

Croudace Bay Park 

Redhead Beach 

Redhead Beach 

Redhead Beach 

Redhead Beach 

Redhead beach 

Redhead Beach 

Redhead beach 

Birubi Beach  

Redhead Beach 

Maitland residence 

Barnsley playground area near football field 

Redhead Beach 

Hunter Valley 

Croudace Bay, Speers Point, Redhead Beach, Hams beach,  

Blackalls Park 

Speers Point Park, redhead beach  

Blacksmiths beach wetlands 

Medowie 

Medowie and corlette and Tanilba 

Beach area at hams beach 

other beaches 

Friends property  

Redhead beach, Figtree dog park (Wollongong) 

Speers point 

Carey Bay, Black all’s Park  
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Shepparton Dog park at Ducats Reserve. (Victoria 3630) 

Jesmond 

Croudace Bay Dog Park 

River view park Raymond Terrace  

Mittagong, Bowral, Moss Vale 

Croudace Bay 

Redhead Beach 

Raworth Morpeth rd.  

coachwood road Medowie 

Speers Point 

Redhead beach 

Medowie fenced dog park 
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Appendix VII Question 9 other responses and 
sportsgrounds 

OE other reason for not using off leash area 

Prefer to walk with dog on leash 

Some dogs are aggressive using the area and owners do not pick up droppings 

Not fare on runners or others using the area to have dogs off the leash 

Dog is too old & only manages short walks on leash around home but use horseshoe beach for 
swimming..very valued  area  

I think dog is too young to be off leash.  We like the doggy beach Horseshoe Beach.  I wish there were 
other areas to choose from. 

Dog was recently attacked whist walking on lead so now we are afraid  

People are irresponsible  and don't  control their dogs 

Dog has anxiety issues... only walk him short distances at night. 

I have small dogs and do not trust other big dogs 

None close and suitable  

Prefer to walk and not get in the car and drive to the fenced dog area 

Our dog isn’t trained enough to come back if we let them off leash 

walk dog in park near us and go to the dog beach 

There isn't one near us 

Lack of control by other dog owners of their bigger more aggressive dogs. 

In prefer the beach - horseshoe and redhead 

my dog is not trained to be off leash (but is safe) 

my dog whilst extremely friendly can be unpredictable about obeying commands 

Our dogs are small and vulnerable. Dogs in parks tend to be large and often not supervised properly 

We have to drive to off-leash areas  

I just got a puppy at Christmas and she is too young to take to public areas until she is fully immunised.  

It was a constant battle to contend with owners of dogs that weren't even trained to respond to their 
owners voice, e.g. To return back to their owners So scary when your dog is a small breed. 

I use Horseshoe Beach which was not listed in the leashed areas section.  I prefer Horseshoe beach 
because it is enclosed partially via the natural landscape. 

Have a big yard for my dog to roam and play 

People take their dogs off leash that are dangerous, so we don’t trust dog parks. We have two whippets 
and one was bitten recently. They aren’t safe and need to be more rules around an off least Park. 

Go to Lake Macquarie facility - Redhead Beach  

My dog doesn't like other dogs rushing up to him.  

We still have a puppy.  

Suitable area closer to home 

Was unaware that there were off leash areas apart from the two allocated dog beaches. I will be using 
them now though.  

It's not really necessary. A dog on a lead is sufficient and a good walk is sufficient exercise for the dog. 
Socialising for the dog is adequate when meeting other dogs on leads.  

Use sportsground for off leash activity 

Mayo reserve behind the houses on Cameron street, Jesmond and Harold Myers reserve on 
Wilkinson Ave, Birmingham Gardens 

Mayfield cricket ground off Crebert St, and Carrington Cricket ground off Cowper st 

Mayfield cricket ground. There is a lovely community of dog owners who use this park. They 
are all responsible owners who look after the park.  

Mayfield park, cricket ground in carrington  

Wallarah Oval New Lambton 

Adamstown Park in Chatham Street and Popran Road. There are four ovals there and rarely 
anyone using the space. 
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Velodrome during daylight hours if not in use. 

PArk behind Kerr st in mayfield. It is a cricket oval that is completely fenced therefore perfect 
for dogs! 

Novocastrian park 

Wickham Park and Islington Oval/Park. 

Hamilton Footy oval in Lawson St 

We have allowed our dog off leash with the fenced sportsground areas of Jesmond park, 
Islington Park and Connely park at Carrington. We will only use these spaces when there are 
completely unoccupied and always clean up after our dog. Unfenced areas are not an option 
for a rescued racing greyhound. 

I dont use the sports ground my dog sniffs around the bushes then when we get to the sport 
ground we turn around & walk back along the bushes & creek so he does his poo. 

Cricket ground (fenced) opposite Lexie's cafe in Stockton (unsure of what the name of the park 
is)  

Ford Oval 

Towsend oval, provided there are no cyclists using the track at the time 
 
Learmonth oval 

Jesmond Park cricket ground  

Next to Stockland Jesmond 

Next to Stockland Jesmond 

New Lambton soccer, cricket and football ovals. Also behind the stadium in the unused grass 
area. 

Learmonth park 

Mayfield west 

Adjacent Islington Oval 

After sporting events have finished and after work, I use Learmonth Park along with many 
other sensible dog owners. Despite the lack of suitable bins or bags, the majority of owners are 
fastidious about collecting and disposing of dog waste . We have all had kids come home with 
poo on their shoes from sloppy owners who don't pick up. If we see uncollected poo in the 
park not from our pets, by the occasional irresponsible park user, we will collect that also as 
 
 we do not want to jeopardise are opportunity by inconsideration of other park users. We are 
required to use the park in the evenings when it is less likely that council rangers will issue 
fines. The park is a great source of community collaboration and socialisation. When the 
rangers have been the park is left unused and vacant for a period. For some local residents 
living alone with their pets, meeting at the park ensures that person is connected and actually 
has someone they can talk to that day, meeting with other dog owners. Owners remind new 
dog owners that we don't allow the dogs onto the cricket pitch and always to pick up or we'll 
all lose out. Newcastle is out of touch with the rest of the world and behind other Australian 
regions. There are even bagged dog bins in Port Stephens! When people visit from other areas 
or from overseas they are astounded at the over-governance of Newcastle local council and it's 
many many "rules and restrictions."  
 
Lets share these public spaces that are ghost parks when there is no sport on and no dogs are 
allowed. Obviously some ground rules, ie following sporting events; dogs off the cricket pitch; 
education re picking up and fenced childrens play area to keep the little ones safe also. Lot of 
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great signage down at the beaches but still not allocated bags or bins for those most likely not 
to collect their dogs poos. Come on Newcastle lets improve the backward status of this grand 
old city! 
PS Please don't punish us for our honest feedback!    

Stevenson Park, Mayfield West 

Stevenson Park, Mayfield West 

Dont use any 

Mayfield Park 

Myers Park, Adamstown 

I use the rear of Waratah park - around the back next to the railway line near the cricket nets- 
not on the sports field itself. This area has been raised for consideration in the past but didnt 
hear anything back. Incredibly frustrating as there are many local reaidents who want to do 
the right thing but to date our experience with counci has been theyve been reluctant to 
collaborate and work with local residents 

Fenced areas in: 
Learmonth Park Hamilton  
Connelly Park, Carrington 
Jesmond Park, Jesmond 

Kentish oval New Lambton 

Kentish oval New Lambton. And the bit of grass behind Kentish oval netball courts. 

Elermore vale  

Stevenson park but not on actual sportsfield 

Seaside fern bay  

Unknown  

Medowie dog Park is fenced 

Fletcher 

Alder Park  
Novocastrian park 

Islington Park enclosed area. 
Mayfield sports ground. I always pick up any dog poo I see. 

Carrington cricket oval (Connolly park) 
Wickham Park 
Learmonth Park 
Darling street oval 

Mayfield, Islington, Wickham 

I never use a sports ground as children play there 

Islington oval area  

Doggy beach newcastle 

Oval in Charlestown  

Henderson park, Adamstown. Ford oval. Kentish oval 

Townsend oval 

Mittagong, Bowral 

Learmonth Park bordered by Alexander, Lawson, Gordon and Jenner Parade. Occasionally use 
National Park in the Dumaresque/Parkway Ave treed area. 

Lambton Park 

Prefer not to say 

I feel as if we are potentially compiling a list for  the rangers but am going to compile my list 
.Occasionally I have allowed him off lead at Boomerang Park ,Mayfield and also in the pasted I 
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have unleashed him in Mayfield Oval.He is too old to walk to either park these days 

Learmonth Hamilton, Darling st oval Hamilton, Wickham Park oval 

New Lambton  

Tuxford Park, Shortland NSW 2307 

Learmonth park 

Lambton Park, Lambton, bounded by Morehead St, Elder St, Karoola Rd, Durham Rd and Howe 
St, Lewis Oval New Lambton, off Durham Rd, New Lambton Park off Womboin Rd and Tyrone 
Rd 
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Appendix VIII Question 12 other responses 

OE Other benefits of dog off leash areas 

The is less reason for dogs to be OFF leash in other areas (Is this what option above was supposed to 
say?) 

Having these areas widely known may encourage dog owners who favour not having their dogs on 
leashes to use designated areas, rather than around where children play, people eat, etc. 

Means they have no reason to be off leash in other areas. 

I hope  they are used by those who may otherwise  take their  dog into forests & national parks for  off 
leash exercise   

A lot of dogs are at home all day alone and get bored- allowing them to run and socialise wears them 
out and stops them going crazy. 

area for owners on small properties 

Keeping dogs and their owners safer (i.e. - not walking on roads) 

Small children saved people who are afraid of dogs can easily avoid a designated off leash area. 

dogs in urban areas are best if respect is considered for human health and wellbeing not the complete 
health of the dog 

I reckon there are benefits for the dogs, plenty of them, but not sure there are benefits for the broader 
community in having/maintaining such areas 

I hate dogs. They are a menace to the environment 

For responsible dog owners it is a chance to walk with your dog and they can also be able to enjoy the 
environment 'unrestrained'. 

Means that there is less justification for dogs off leash elsewhere.  

They are not off leash in other areas 

People get the benefit mostly. The dogs ae happy to be with their owners 

Keep dogs away from other open areas 

People and dogs other than their own get to interact 

I tend to look and see which type and size of dogs before I would use the off leash areas.... 

It's safer for all dogs to enjoy-they can't get hit by cars or cause accidents. Not all dogs are trained well 
enough to be off lead near roads. 

Dogs get exposed to people other than their owners and better socialised which may lead to less anxiety 
in the dogs that may cause issues within their neighbourhood 

A place to play with your dog 

If set up well and wonder are educated owners these benefits apply 

If it is a trained and well-loved dog to see its happiness when off the lead is shared and enjoyed by me 

As a victim of a dog attack as a child where the dog was not on a leash, I see that occurrences of dog 
attacks may increase causing financial and emotional strain on the community and council 

These areas should not be in any area where sporting facilities are. They leave excrement and owners 
don't pick up leaving the sports teams to clean up!  

Should reduce dogs being off leash in other public areas 

They bring people together 

The previous choices did not address options for broader community at all so your data is compromised 

People would be less likely to let their dogs off leash in other areas, and this would stop unwanted dog 
attention from dogs off leash to people or other dogs that do not want that attention.  

To dogs & their owners, there are clear benefits, to the broad community, I'm not sure that there are 
any, apart perhaps from seeing dogs running around? 

Then there's no reason dogs should be "off" lead in other areas. It's a known fact that dogs who lead in 
front of owners do so in a protective mode. On lead, they're relaxed and calm. Cesar Milan 

It complements the rise of apartment living in the city and dog owners require off leash areas to 
exercise their animals 

People learn how to behave around dogs especially large breeds 

It keeps dogs away from sporting fields, as off leash areas and dog poo are not compatible with sporting 
areas. It adversely impacts your wellbeing, enjoyment of sport and participation in exercise. 
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Not all dogs (& owners) are suited to unfenced dog parks. Provides a safe space training. 3) Allows less 
trained or obedient dogs to run about without worrying about them running off into danger. 

There is less reason for dogs to be off-leash in non-designated areas 

Theoretically it should encourage dog owners to leash their dogs outside of the designated leash-free 
areas. However this mostly doesn't happen on the Carrington foreshore park area. 

This survey is poorly constructed and has a pro dog bias 

Off leash will provide more socialisation between dogs and owners to eliminate a lot of behaviour 
problems happy dogs happy neighbour hood  

None. If you can't provide space in your home environment you shouldn't have a dog. Annoyed dogs do 
receive priority over children. Parks are developed for families and not all families have dogs. 

Allowing dogs to be off lead is important for their enrichment. Education is necessary to keep owners 
and dogs safe 

it allows dogs that normally can’t go off leash a freedom to run around, an area of control, it allows 
catch ups in a controlled environment, people pick up poo and manageable environment  

If fenced, they are a safe place where the dogs can’t potentially be harmed by traffic, or likewise 
become a potential traffic hazard if dogs unintentionally stray out of the designated area.  

We can work on training in an environment where distraction is used in a safe environment, and safety 
of animals and motorists, community  

It keeps it contained. Newcastle generally has a problem with dogs off leashes particularly at Burwood, 
Glenrock and through the ocean baths areas. 

You did not specify in fenced or not 
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Appendix IX Question 14 other responses 

OE Other things like about off leash area 

They're a good idea but alienate other users. Don't need more. Owners need to be enforced to control 
their animals. 

I like there are areas but not near sorts and other recreation. I have run or walked around uni, Lambton, 
new Lambton Broadmeadow etc. I have been bitten several times and barked at not in areas,  

I don't know where they are because I don't have a dog. 

Being able to let the dog run without having someone lecture you about the dog not being on a lead. 

no toilets near the leash area for humans 

Better alternative than bringing dogs on leash to cafes, beaches, and other public areas. 

Since I moved to Newcastle 18 months ago I have been concerned with the amount of dog shit 
everywhere - In the 33 countries I have travelled to, Newcastle is the worst city for irresponsible dog 
owner 

Access to a water tap and bowl 

They provide an opportunity for dogs to play unfettered. 

too far for my old dog to walk and then socialise with other dogs so don't use designated ones 

I can avoid them. 

I don’t know where they are 

Islington park has dog training equipment 

Lets a dog exercise  

I don't like any of the off leash areas in Newcastle. They are not well maintained, difficult to access and 
are unsafe for dogs being close to roads, rail or so small that dogs become territorial.  

You can let the dog off the lead and it can run around/explore 

Keeps dogs away from other areas 

Access to rivers for dogs  

I haven't visited them so don't know. 

Dogs can enjoy playing together & chasing a ball with their owners 

Off-leash areas are not safe for my greyhounds. 

Their proximity away from busy roads  

Islington Park's equipment it good.  Hate the King Edward park area as too steep.  Love Horseshoe 
beach.  My dog goes to other parks with a professional dog walker. 

In the case of Horseshoe Beach and the off leash area at Islington Park I like that they are defined areas 
separate to other recreational spaces nearby. 

Elermore vale well away from roads 

Drinking water for dogs; “dog play equipment” like the concrete pipes at Medowie are great 

I would like an area in Hamilton 

No bins to deposit dog droppings No seats to sit and watch dogs Horseshoe beach not listed as off leash 
area 

Fenced areas with shade trees important 

Not too sure I’ve only been to one 

There aren't too many at present. I don't want to see any more. 

We need more fenced areas  

There should be a Nothing or Don't know option for this question 

I'm thinking off good areas I have used, include fenced boundaries and shade trees, and open water. 

My dog loves to swim at horseshoe beach 

Dog beach is great exercise for dog. Quality time for family. 

I like the attempt to cater for dog owners, although I believe we need fenced areas 

No comment 

The Carrington off-leash area is not close to many houses. 

I don't use off leash areas that are not fenced 

Away from other users 

Variety of other dogs to socialise with and to expend energy at 

Access to a beach that allows swimming for dogs 
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Have not  been to one yet  

Often visit redhead beach (not listed) which provides plenty of space to avoid/reduce possible conflicts 
with other dogs/people. Beautiful space, views and freedom to swim and play 

None close & there needs to be more than one enclosed area as they get to busy  

Ours is quiet and at the end of our street, it’s a quiet park however a dirty creek runs through it and it’s 
not maintained well  
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Appendix X Question 13 open responses 

OE other main concerns about off leash area 

Generally not effectively policed by rangers 

E.g. Carrington. Poor signage so public walking by don't know it's off leash, inadequate waste bins and 
bags, inadequate shade and no activity structures 

Worry about the dogs following another dog onto the road  

Irresponsible owners seem to think all areas are off leash - i.e. give an inch and they take a mile. 

Rubbish bins are often full and really stinky so people drop bags of dog on the ground. Handwashing 
facilities would also be fantastic. 

I live near area and owners often have dog off leash going to park and I have has dogs bark and go after 
me. not used by many owners who take dogs into sports fields Blackley oval etc. and Lambton park 

People often do not control their children while the dogs are playing off lead. 

There are no fenced options. I have greyhounds that need to be in a fenced area to be off leash. 

more education for dog owners or more compliance activated 

Makes it even more unlikely that dogs owners will clean up after their pets 

They r not fenced, nor r they patrolled to catch non poo picker uppers and feral dogs which should not 
be there  

No fenced off leash areas  

There aren't enough of them 

The off leash area in walking distance for me is Upper Reserve Wallsend. It adjoins Lake Rd, which is very 
dangerous for both dogs and car travellers. 

Dogs can pester people who have no interest in dogs 

see previous 

Off leash areas are effectively unusable for non-dog people 

They are poorly situated and not fenced and dogs are able to  

Off leash areas near roads, too scared to let dog off leash in case hit by car 

I would like to see a space designated for small dogs fenced off from large dogs  

Making sure there is clear signage for BOTH Dog owners & General Public re Responsibilities of BOTH... 
RUBBISH BINS AT EVERY OFF LEASH AREA.  Not just some. Needed at them all big or small! 

If the area is unfenced, dogs can run into the traffic and be hit by cars. 

Parking on Karoola Road can be dangerous with the pool overflow parking. It can be difficult for two cars 
to pass. If off leash area is approved, the likelihood of an accident will increase. 

Off leash areas should be fenced in for dogs and peoples safety  

More dog parks that are enclosed by a fence. Keeping dogs safe from roads and from people that don't 
like dog parks. Live 

That some people just their dog off leash in other areas as well, not understanding that there are only 
certain places that are off leash (e.g. not the playgrounds in Carrington# 

Off leash areas not fenced or too close to roads 

Do not provide enough bins or a place to put plastic pages for people who forget to bring poop bags to 
clean up after their dogs and parking 

People leave their dogs off leash as they walk home from the leash free area  

They are not fenced 

Not enough bins to dispose of poo. Bags would be good too 

Islington ,in particular , if it had closed gate areas - current entries do not have gates to close off from 
puppies that want to escape  

Often are too close to roads - risk of even well trained dogs getting run over. 

People who have dogs on leash at dogs off leash areas.  

Using sporting fields that kids use. Having bad owners not cleaning up after the dogs. Unhealthy 
environment for kids in sport 

Open, unfenced areas allows dogs to run outside boundaries, into waterways, onto roads, cycle ways, 
footpaths etc. 

Most are near main busy roads  

Aside from horseshoe there are no other off leash beach areas on the Newcastle side of the harbour, it 
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would be great to be allowed to use a section of another beach early mornings or In the evening. 

No fencing allows dogs to wander, worried as parks close to roads  

Some people will still bring dogs in on-leash which creates conflict amongst dogs. 

Many of these areas are too closed to roads that are often busy. We have seen a dog that was out of 
control  chase an innocent dog who was subsequently hit by a car  

My dog could run onto road, playing 

Dogs damaging sports fields especially turf cricket pitches 

Not fenced, and people walking dogs to off leash area have dogs off lead already 

They should be fenced 

We can only let our dog off leash in fenced areas 

Proposed are is next to pool where the emergency access is. Karoola Rd is already a busy street in that 
area with pool and sports fields and parking and traffic is a problem  

A lot of dog off leash areas are right next to very busy roads or dense bushland, dogs may be injured 

Not enough off leash areas.  

The area is not fully fenced. It can be dangerous for owners and dogs as there is a main road and drains 
that boarder it  

When not fenced people let dogs off leash outside of the designated off leash area 

Concerned they can contract contagious diseases, i.e. Parvo 

Possible conflict with pedestrians and cyclists if dogs not kept under control when off leash - dog owners 
still need to respect other users of open space. 

Sometimes some people's dogs an attack other dogs. it's the owner who is at fault had to police 

Unfenced dog areas, dogs running into roads 

Many off leash areas do not have fences fully enclosing the area.  

Off leach areas should not mix with cycleways.  Off leash areas should be fenced. 

Unfenced area too close to roads 

Proper completer fences would be great 

Unfenced areas risk dogs being hit by cars, playing children being hurt & people scared by dogs 
bounding up to them. No fencing its stressful with active dogs as even trained dogs can run off   

There aren't enough of them in local walking distance. Need to be in neighbourhoods. Espec in areas 
with increasing high rise e.g. Newcastle west.  

not enough beach off leash areas- horseshoe too small 

Despite best efforts of owners, dogs let loose on sporting grounds places extra work and pressures on 
volunteers, particularly junior sporting groups as we spend at least 20 minutes picking up dog poo 

that in "on leash" areas they will not be on a leash, and a small minority will spoil for everyone else, like 
my street where dogs are walked "OFF" leads 

There is not adequate fencing or bins 

They are not fenced and located on main roads,  

Many dog owners treat the whole of the Carrington foreshore as a leash free area. No enforcement of 
the rules regarding dogs being off leash in other parts of the park.  

Proximity to roads with no fencing.  Dogs can be good 99% of the time but if they are chased or scared 
by another dog, may run off & onto the road 

(1) In King Edward Park, the new fencing keeps the dogs too close to the road.  It would have been 
better to protect the grasses while maintaining access to other parts of the dog areas. Bin needed. 

If it’s fenced it disturbs the open space of the park, if not it makes it difficult for dogs to be controlled.  

Non fenced areas are too dangerous 

Some are close to roads and/or other areas which are not safe for the dogs. 

Dogs run into storm water channel at Islington and into car park at time 

Fenced in areas cater to those people whose owners like their dogs to be off leash, but whose dogs 
aren't trained enough to come back consistently.  Fenced areas keep dogs away from dog-fearers 

Dogs not being vaccinated/wormed/flea treated 

If not fenced then other dogs may chase mine away well outside the open off leash area. This has 
happened to me and others I know. We need both fenced and open off leash areas. 

Off leash areas are not fenced, ill-equipped, poorly maintained, too far away & not in neighbourhood 
where you get to know owners & their dogs. These issues jeopardise health & safety of dogs & people 
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Often over populated due to lack of choices. A busy dog park is an accident waiting to happen. Any dog 
can react inappropriately in the right situation and busy parks often fuel this.  

Some off leash areas can be better equipped with bins and fences 

Most off leash areas need to have secure fencing.  Many owners are very anxious that their dog may not 
come when called and fear they may stray onto a road and be hit by a car, etc. 

I have adopted a greyhound & need enclosed area that they can have a free run as they run so fast & 
deserve the right to be a dog  

Non dog people also attend these areas and are not able to properly approach animals in training or kids 
fear a large dog bouncing up to them  

None 

Unfenced 

Needs to be more fenced off leash areas to protect dogs and also the public who don’t like dogs  

Currently unfenced  

Unfenced off leash areas near roads are dangerous for dogs.  King Edward park e.g.:  the cars drive far 
too fast past the area and it is an accident waiting to happen.  Also my dog was attacked there. 

None of them are fenced 

Not enough fenced off leash areas 
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Appendix XI Coded location list with counts 

Location Code Count 

Existing Off leash Areas 100 171 

Acacia Avenue Reserve, Lambton 101 11 

Ballast Ground, Stockton 102 14 

Braye Park, Waratah 103 8 

Carrington Foreshore, Carrington 104 15 

Dixon Park Reserve, Merewether 105 23 

Elermore Vale Park, Elermore Vale 106 5 

Islington Park, Islington 107 46 

King Edward Park, The Hill 108 6 

Maryland Drive Reserve, Maryland 109 3 

Nesca Park, The Hill 110 22 

Pilkington Street Reserve, Lambton 111 0 

Purdue Park, Mayfield 112 2 

Rawson Park, Stockton 113 2 

Tarro Recreation Area, Hexham 114 3 

Upper Reserve, Wallsend 115 10 

West End Park, Adamstown 116 4 

Horseshoe Beach 117 7 

Adamstown 200 22 

Adamstown Heights 20000 12 

Myers Park  201 3 

Adamstown Oval 202 5 

Claremont Reserve (Adamstown Heights) 203 7 

Hudson Park (Adamstown Heights) 204 3 

Randall Parade Park (Adamstown Heights) 205 1 

Pickering Oval (Adamstown Heights) 206 1 

Bar Beach 300 9 

Empire Park 301 7 

Beresfield 400 2 

Lindsay Memorial Oval 401 1 

Birmingham Gardens 500 1 

Broadmeadow 600 6 

District Park 601 2 

Wanderers Oval 602 1 

Callaghan 700 1 

Carrington 800 29 

Connolly Park  801 6 

Cooks Hill 900 7 

Centennial Park 901 7 

Dangar 1000 0 

Elermore Vale 1100 10 

Fletcher 1200 8 

Fletcher Sanctuary 1201 1 
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Kurraka Reserve 1202 1 

Outlook Estate 1203 1 

Hidden Waters 1204 1 

Georgetown 1300 0 

Hamilton 1400 29 

Hamilton East 14000 0 

Hamilton North 14001 4 

Hamilton South 14002 32 

Gregson Park (Hamilton) 1401 23 

Smith Park (Hamilton North) 1402 4 

Learmonth Park (Hamilton South) 1403 29 

Henry Park (Hamilton South) 1404 2 

Darling St Oval (Hamilton South) 1405 3 

Richardson Park (Hamilton North) 1406 2 

Adjacent to Hamilton Station (Hamilton) 1407 1 

Hexham 1500 1 

Islington 1600 51 

Hawkins Oval 1602 1 

Jesmond 1700 13 

Jesmond Park 1701 10 

Heaton Park 1702 2 

Kooragang 1800 1 

Kotara 1900 18 

Kotara Park 1901 9 

Nesbitt Park 1902 4 

Lugar Park 1903 3 

Lambton 2000 119 

New Lambton 20001 46 

New Lambton Heights 20002 1 

North Lambton 20003 2 

Regent Park (New Lambton) 2001 14 

Blackbutt Reserve (New Lambton) 2002 6 

Novocastrian Park (New Lambton) 2003 16 

Lambton Park (Lambton) 2004 88 

Hillview Playground (North Lambton) 2005 1 

Lewis Oval (Lambton) 2006 6 

Alder Park (New Lambton) 2007 7 

Gwydir Park (New Lambton) 2008 1 

Aldyth St (between Fay and Woodlands) (New Lambton) 2009 1 

Pilkington Street Reserve (North Lambton) 2010 2 

Richley Reserve Entrance (Aldyth St) (New Lambton) 2011 3 

Johnson Park (Lambton) 2012 1 

Kentish Oval (Lambton) 2013 2 

Blackhill/ Lenaghan 2100 0 

Maryland 2200 10 

Maryland Drive Reserve 2201 5 
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Maryville 2300 0 

Mayfield 2400 16 

Mayfield East 24001 0 

Mayfield West 24002 18 

Silsoe St (Mayfield) 2401 1 

Stevenson Park (Mayfield West) 2402 14 

Litchfield Park (Mayfield) 2403 2 

Mayfield Park (Mayfield) 2404 5 

Dangar Park (Mayfield) 2405 3 

Bull and Tourle St Reserve (Mayfield West) 2406 3 

Merewether 2500 39 

Merewether Heights 25001 0 

Gibbs Bros Oval 2501 2 

Glenrock Beach 2502 1 

Townson Oval 2503 6 

Myamblah Crescent Reserve 2504 5 

Railway St & Glebe Road (opposite the Junction Fair)  2506 1 

Minmi 2600 3 

Minmi Oval 2601 2 

Newcastle (CBD) 2700 8 

Honeysuckle 2701 3 

Pacific Park 2702 1 

Newcastle East 2800 16 

Foreshore Park 2801 9 

Newcastle West 2900 16 

National Park 2901 16 

Rankin Park 3000 1 

Sandgate 3100 0 

Shortland 3200 6 

Tuxford Park 3201 6 

Stockton 3300 27 

Mitchell St (Adjacent to SLSC) 3301 1 

Tarro 3400 4 

The Hill 3500 29 

Arcadia Park (Wolfe St) 3501 1 

The Junction 3600 0 

Tighes Hill 3700 2 

Wallsend 3800 32 

Federal Park 3801 2 

Brickwork Park 3802 3 

Wallsend Park 3803 0 

Harold Myers Park 3804 4 

Baseball Ground Area (Hope St) 3805 1 

Mayo St Reserve 3806 1 

Warabrook 3900 2 

Waratah 4000 24 
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Waratah West 40001 1 

Waratah Park/Oval 4001 13 

Thomas Percy Park (Waratah West) 4002 1 

Cameron Park 4003 1 

Wickham 4100 17 

Wickham Park (inc Hawkins and Passmore Oval area) 4101 16 

Other 4200 131 

Non residential 4201 1 

Not sporting fields/ovals/recreation areas 4202 16 

Don’t want/Already sufficient 4203 48 

Outside LGA 4205 29 

Don’t know 4206 25 

Beach location 034 17 

Anywhere/No preference 4207 27 

None 54 36 
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Appendix XII Question 17 verbatim responses 

Suggestions for fenced dog park location 

Hillview playground Lambton. Good sized area easy to fence as it backs onto a cliff face. Low traffic 
volume 

When you asked me earlier which off leash area I used, I had to give a false answer as there was no 
other option (poor construction).  The main one I use is the dog beach at the Foreshore, but not often 
due to distance.  I also was not aware of most of the other areas - I suggest you send out a map showing 
all areas.  I use a local area that is accessible and that is probably not official, as do other residents, and I 
have never had an issue doing so - not one negative response from others.  Re this issue, I wouldn't want 
to ruin any area near me by fencing it. 

Associated with new skate park/playground on Stockton foreshore to further activate the area 

Between the Swimming Pool and Bowling Club at Lambton Park 

Glenrock beach, and at certain not so busy times at other beaches, eg after 6pm on Dixon Beach.  

Nesca Park because its big 

Kotara Park near the tennis courts because it's away from children's playground and currently relatively 
unused. 

Centennial Park as it is my local park and there is a need for it. It is very socially and community 
enhancing. National Park for the same reasons. 

Mayfield so we can walk to it and incorporate a sense of community and exercise for both our dogs and 
ourselves.  

Maybe Claremont Ave Park Adamstown Heights  

None 

Claremont Reserve Adamstown Heights as it is close to home and already used by man dog owners 

Do not create one anywhere within my local area. Fence the one at Islington Park. 

don't know 

Fletcher sanctuary  

Lambton Park - Harry Edwards Oval 

Novocastrian park. 

In Merewether - A fenced off leash area could be made at Gibbs Bros Oval. It is relatively unused when 
sport isn't being played on it, and it's close to residential areas. 

not in my back yard 

No fenced dog park near residential area. Dogs (because of many owner's lack of attention, care, 
diligence and declining enthusiasm for their pet) destroy the peace and safety of inner metropolitan 
residential areas. 

Empire Park - large open space 

Further develop the existing off leash area in Carrington adjacent to the mangrove boardwalk. The area 
is large enough to enable two fenced areas with associated shaded seating and activity structures.  
 
There is existing adequate parking and walking path access.  
 
I recommend a set of steps be added to the viewing platform on the SW most point of the mangrove 
boardwalk to allow dogs to enter the water for a swim on hot days. (I note that lots of owners take their 
dogs for a swim on the beach between the Rowing Club and the boat ramp) 
 
This park is already regularly used by residents from as far away as Tighes Hill, Maryville and Mayfield. 

Townsend oval 

Blackbutt 

Foreshore Park 

Not required in my area as there is plenty of open space and bushland 

Centennial Park. 
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Carrington Foreshore Elizabeth St /Hargrave St Well used park, has a cycleway running next to it and a 
children's play area nearby. 

Horseshoe beach near Nobbies to be larger and possibly increase in facilities.  

Empire Park at Bar Beach - would be amazing to have a fenced off area for dogs this close to the beach! 
Could walk dogs along Bather's Way and then let them run free in park!!  

Waratah Park (near the high school), plenty of room not being used for sports 

Stephenson Park Mayfield West 
 
It is as large enough area to accommodate fenced area without taking away space from other public 
uses.  The baseball fields are ideal for ALL public to use when there are no games on. 

There are NO areas in the East End where it would be possible. We already have Horseshoe Beach and 
that sometimes can be a nightmare. It is STILL A BEACH and there are dog droppings and often fights. It 
is a real wonder there has not been any Insurance claims.  

Townsend oval 

Warabrook 

I like to run and walk with my dog now so would be unlikely to use this. However when younger would 
have been useful. Wallsend Park is one possibility - across the creek from sporting fields. Close to other 
park facilities but not 'in the way' of other park users.  

Nesca Park 

Islington park 

In a sports field that is already fenced or semi fenced 

Anywhere AWAY from playgrounds 

Rankin Park 

park area adjacent to Fernleigh track, Adamstown hts, near Clinton ave, is a quiet area with  easy access  
for walkers on track, & homes.  

Myers Park - I have walked a previous dog in this area and allowed it off the lead if no other dogs were 
around; otherwise it was kept on the lead. This is a good size field where dogs can get a feeling of 
freedom. 

Silsoe st where the community garden is. Cost efficient to erect fence. Community garden is always 
neglected. 

Somewhere centrally located in each suburb within walking distance of most residents. Easily accessible, 
reasonably level areas with amenities for humans and their pets. 

Lambton park near the pool - away from kids and picnic areas, sports fields near Wests when not in use - 
large area 

There is a park in Tighes Hill that is sufficient. Perhaps Wickham Park could have an area also. 

Bar Beach. The area at the moment isn’t defined clearly for dogs off leash. A fenced area will provide a 
clear boundary.  

Somewhere in Honeysuckle public grass area. This would give options to families who have a dog and 
also children. 

Carrington because it is within walking distance and is on our normal walk 

Townson Park 

Lambton Park - it is within walking distance of my home unlike other off leash areas. I'm aware that the 
area between the pool and bowling club has been proposed - I love this idea. 

Do not agree - no local area (or any) public park used by adults/children/non-dog-owners is suitable, 
given general irresponsibility displayed by dog owners in this area, i.e. off leash, uncontrolled, faeces not 
removed. 

Hawkins Oval Islington 

I only know Nobbys and do not think there is a problem as it is. 

650 Glebe Rd Adamstown Or 
 
lot 3152 Dora Rd Adamstown or  
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Adamstown oval 

Centennial park 

Near existing off-leash area at Horseshoe beach. 

Regent Park 31 Regent Street as it is a good size park and could be fenced off very easily 

The one at Islington improved 

Kingfisher park or the second park in hidden waters Fletcher 

Empire Park - grass area between Lowlands and tennis courts. This space is not used that much and is 
very accessible by the Bather Walk track and has good parking 

Nobbys close to dog beach 

Have no interest in fenced dog parks. I'm mainly concerned about allowing more flexibility in allowing 
dogs off leash in existing reserves and ovals.  

Empire Park near Bar Beach. Very social area already; good lighting, parking, cafes and walking tracks 
there already. Really just need fencing, some more seating & signage. 

I'm assuming the off leash dog beach in the city is being retained? It didn't appear as an option in the 
survey and is the one I use most regularly 

Maryland reserve. Already exists and fencing shouldn’t alter area too much.  

Adamstown Park. Underused and often unusable so would be good for dogs to run free within a large 
fenced area. 

Could you fence off Dixon park - it’s a great location but I am scared my Italian Greyhound might run in 
the road.  

TARRO PARK 

Existing Carrington off-leash area - convenience 
 
Islington Park - within walking distance 

Wickham Park-nearby 
 
Gregson Park- family friendly 

We have one at Horseshoe Beach. 

ballast area 

nesca Park- an existing area for dogs and a large open space 

Upper Reserve/ Wallsend Park or Cresington Way Park as this one is under used.   

Horseshoe beach is great 
 
I  think that the top end of Nobbys could be opened too 

No preference 

Thomas Percy oval - existing facilities, accessible and plenty of room adjacent to existing field 

Carrington near Rowing Dragon boat club 

Gwydir park new Lambton, quiet, not used for much else, alternative to an already busy Lambton Park. 
Lewis Oval New Lambton, same reasons as above. 

I just believe dog area near me acacia avenue be fenced. Better signs. Area policed from time to time to 
prevent dogs off leash outside area. All of the park used for dogs and cars entering via acacia and 
alnwick. Much bigger fines for dog owners who transgress. 
 
New Lambton worst for large dogs not fully controlled by owners who should go to dog park. 
 
Little dogs should be controlled and leashed on footpath but should have area to go with other dogs. 
 
Many especially youngish people walk large dogs in Spring (control even with leash?) and you know you 
will not see them in summer and autumn let alone winter. 
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I believe there should be fenced park with suitable amenities but not at the expense of other rate payers 
such as large dogs off leash in park and sporting areas. If you allow dogs like happens now people will 
leave or not go to use amenities for them let alone dog faeces. 

Any park nearby ... 

No comment  

DO NOT DO THIS IN FLETCHER, ANYWHERE. 

Newcastle park as much of the area is unused and the run can be set up well away from other public 
areas. 

I am pretty happy with Islington Park. It provides an opportunity for dogs to exercise and people to 
socialise. I don't really agree with fenced dog parks. People should be responsible for their animals 

Anywhere in Stockton 

- The park in Tarro would be great - as it is huge and lots of spots/opportunities to have fenced areas; 
including quite a few underutilised corners that would bring more people to the park. It also has lots of 
parking. 
 
- The park on Anderson Drive - bounded by roads across from the golf course would be good (for a 
fenced park only). No one uses it - as it is roads all around - but as a dog park - lots of parking - and using 
a green space. The service station provides refreshments/picnic snacks if needed too 
 
- To be honest a fenced dog park in my area at all - I would be so excited. I think it needs good parking 
though and safety features. My main reason I don't visit Tarro dog off leash area is also - it's remotely 
located - no lights - no paths. As a woman by herself - even through the day I don't always feel 
comfortable.  

I do not agree with fenced off areas.  Fencing off areas for a single use is not good practice.  Having pets, 
especially dogs is an important part of city living and has proven benefits. 
 
I do agree that people need to take more control of their dogs and pick up after them - so having signage 
and possibly plastic bag distributors and bins. Possibly include penalties in the signage. 
 
Your earlier question about 'what do you like about present dog off-leash areas is poorly constructed, 
especially for those who do not use off-leash areas. 

I'm not familiar enough with all the possibilities to make a useful suggestion. It would have been better 
for you to list local parks so a selection could be made from it. 

Part of Coronation Park because it is barely used. The off leash area needs to be fenced. It would 
probably be best located at the Fay Avenue end. There are no public toilets in the park but if there were 
they would probably be locked most of the time anyway. 

nil 

Netball courts off union street/parkway or No1 oval - barely used during the week 

Regent Park as it is already used by people as an off leash area anyway 

na 

Waratah Park would be a good area for a fenced dog park. 
 
It is very central to a lot of houses that have dogs as pets and would serve not only Waratah, but areas of 
Georgetown and Mayfield.  It already has a large playing field area which could easily accommodate a 
LARGE fenced dog park.  Also, if shelter and water facilities as well as bins with pooper scoops etc were 
provided I am sure a lot of residents would take advantage of such an area. 

don't need a fence but national park should be off leash if no sport 
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Dixon Park as I use this. 

Nesca park - it is far enough away from the playground and lots of dogs live in this area 

Dog off leash in Brickworks park - Wallsend. However not fenced as this can create potential conflict 
with dog's behaviour when high number of dogs are confined in too smaller space. Off leash dogs need 
to be under effectively control and therefore owners should not be concerned about their dogs 
'escaping' or wandering on roads. The dogs should be appropriately trained and socialised as part of this 
'effective control' requirement of the companion animals act. Furthermore - the reserves chosen need 
to be appropriate with regard to busy roads, nearby use, size and access.  

Beside harbour 

Dixon park sufficient. Other areas too densely populated. 

Include a fenced area in the existing Dixon Park off leash area to separate it from the busy recreational 
area. The fenced dog park should then be available for use in daylight hours, with no time restrictions 
which occur now. 

Possibly National Park, NOT Centennial Park because: 
 
- it is not large enough 
 
- it is fairly heavy used by people 
 
- it is too close to residential areas. 

Don't care. Not overly concerned about fencing. 

Lambton Park - quite a bit of space available and not in a lot of use most of the time. 

Fig tree park near us is virtually unused and could support a smallish fenced dog park. Wickham Park is 
enormous, has relatively easy parking, and could certainly accommodate a fenced area big enough to 
include separate sections for dogs of different sizes and behaviours. 

Dogs in dog parks should not require fenced areas - they should be controllable by owners before being 
let off in dog parks 

Regent park 
 
Friendly locals with families exercising with their dogs  

I would not like a fenced dog park in my area 

There are currently adequate facilities at Islington on Throsby Creek 

We don’t need Fenced in dog parks, just provide some shade and park benches. We don’t need fenced 
in enclosures in Newcastle.  Regards.  

Carrington 
 
I do not like seeing toddlers playing in areas used for dogs. 
The sports fields are used throughout the day by mums and bubs 
Perhaps an industrial strip along the train lines near the coal loader could be fenced off for dogs 
Throsby Creek is no good as pedestrians & cyclists are threatened by some dogs. The owners saying "he 
won't hurt yah" & yet you are left shaken & distressed 

? 

Lambton park as it has unused space and Declan has just got a dog and so has Esther my friend who lives 
there and hers needs training as a diabetes dog.  (It warns people if her child goes into decline, cool eh?) 
Plus some dogs never get to run much, (more than poor battery hens though).  Now that is really vile  

As far away from my house as possible haha.  I am not a dog person.  And I realise this answer ultimately 
isn't helpful, but I don't feel like bringing up google maps to try and look at which areas are far away 
from me.  Let's just say, keep them far away from the Maryland Caltex location 

National Park away from children's play equipment 

Mayfield Park. Already used as one, nearby 

Ballast Ground. 
 
Large Area - plenty of space for fenced off section 
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No comment 

Important not to fence whole area. If absolutely necessary then just a small fenced section away from 
Throsby Creek walkways. 

Do not know 

Federal Park, Wallsend, but well away from sporting fields. Dogs and kids playing sport do not go 
together for health and safety reasons. 

Lambton Park.  People already have dogs unleashed in the park even though it is not a designated dog 
off leash area. 

External Waratah Oval 

Further work/ fencing at existing Carrington area. 

Elermore Vale area, as this is where we currently live and would prefer to be able to walk or only drive a 
short distance 

BIG dogs knock people and children at the dog beach 

The Western side of Stevenson Park - the Terry St end. This is not sports fields and is NOT used for 
recreation. 

Jesmond or braye Park  

Lambton Park, The area of the park at the back of the pool and Lambton bowling club 

No comment 

Orchardtown Rd..... there are 2 parks there.... pick one.... 

Adamstown west end.  Convenience 

Central location or foreshore 

Learmonth Park, easy access fenced play area nearby 

Kotara park, (near bowling club). Not used much, and parking near tennis courts. Needs fencing from 
roads. 

I don't mind as long as it keeps dog shit off the sidewalks and lawns! 

Just fence all existing dog parks like every other state  

Dixon Park. As it is without a fence, dogs can easily run into the carparks or onto the road. A fenced area 
would also help keep the dogs separate from the park users. 

Since I do not ave a dog and do not live near an open area, I have no preference 

Myamblah Crescent Park 
 
Townsend Oval 

King Edward Park 

NOT Lambton Park as it is too busy. I have to pick up my dogs when dogs are off leash there and it is 
frightening 

Foreshore park for smaller dogs 

Claremont Reserve. It’s a large park close to Fernleigh track and away from houses so it wouldn’t disturb 
neighbours.  

Tarro park as it’s a large open area and having a fenced area wouldn’t impact other users of the 
parklands  

What about horseshoe beach? 

Novocastrian - New Lambton  

not sure 

NOT on Smith Park. 

We have an off leash area located in Upper reserve Wallsend. This area is beside busy Lake road. There 
is no bin for disposal of faeces or rubbish. There is nothing there just a sign to indicate that it is an off 
leash area for dogs. 

I do not want a dog area near me. 

Park on orchardtown road or over near Lambton high school maybe. Plenty of dogs are off leash near us 
anyway. 
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Mitchell St median strip. Fenced area for small dogs and puppies. 

Carrington, near Newcastle Rowing Club because it’s close to water for swimming for dogs. 

Between Judd st and the bike path at Lambton is a perfect spot for an off leash area. In fact I am building 
a park bench to put there as it is a park hidden in amongst the trees and big enough for a dog to run 
around. And no one uses it except for dog walkers 

Any area near Foreshore Park as there seems to be an increasing number of dog owners in the inner city, 
who regularly walk in areas with their dogs that are highly populated and are heavily used recreationally 
by residents, visitors and families. 
 
An area near bar-beach - for the same reasons as listed above. 
 
Keep horseshoe beach as an off- leash area, but provide more signage, particularly at other nearby 
beach areas indicating that dog owners can let their dogs run around at horseshoe beach rather than the 
cowry hole and the canoe pool areas. 

Use existing Islington Park and the dog beach at Nobbys and Redhead Beach so don’t know where a 
park/reserve where one could be located  

Lichfield park Mayfield. Rarely used by anyone. Pretty safe for dogs. Has water. 

Gregson Park - close 
 
Islington park - separate large dogs from small in fenced area 
 
Mayfield Park -  ditto 

There is no appropriate off-leash area in the CBD, that I can think of 

Burwood beach, but not a fenced area. The small area between the two pipes, with some guides about 
keeping dogs off the rock platform where the birds are.  

. 

None, in my experience with Councils, they tend to fence off the prickly, unshaded, dry and hot areas for 
dogs and then wonder why no one goes there. Fencing should stop dogs and children from running onto 
busy roadways however once these restrictions start being put in place all I've seen is the above happen. 

I really couldn't say. I would like the city generally to be more animal-friendly - cafes, transport etc., like 
in much of Europe. 

none in my area would be suitable 

National Park.  Away from children's play equipment, sporting team activities there are infrequent. 
 
Empire Park and Centennial Park are much used by children and families and dog area is not compatible 
with that.    In Centennial park there are numerous people who have dogs unleashed although Dogs are 
supposed to be on leash.  That causes much conflict between dog owners and others. That requirement 
is not complied with and not enforced. 

Upper Reserve Wallsend on eastern side of creek. After crossing the bridge from Barney St, a fenced off 
area to the right would be ideal. It is an open, safe area, largely unused for other purposes. Lots of dog 
owners already use it for these reasons. Fencing would separate the dog area from the remainder of the 
field when sport is being undertaken.  

Danger park Mayfield 

The parks in my are all for sports, sot it would be suitable for a fenced dog park. 

The old Hamilton Bowling Club site would be a good area to be fenced and a dog park. 

Far northern end of ballast ground (Stockton)  This is close to road and path access as well as toilet 
facilities at Stockton North boat ramp.  Also can be established (with a fence) to keep dogs off the 
shared pathway. 
Other possibility is on part of the park adjoining the southern end of the Stockton Swimming Centre - 
similar advantages, and can be a larger area.  Fencing I and signage are a MUST for both options. 

Waratah Park (outer) 

I really don’t feel the need for a fenced area I maintain that people should have control of their animals I 
do not will I ever require one ... BUT I guess some might with younger dogs etc  
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Federal Park as it is a large cleared area for dogs to run. 

Lambton park because it is so nice and the kids could exercise and play while I was in dog park. 

Lambton Park  

Bar beach car park 

Nesca Park - surrounded by roads & would prevent dogs running onto the road 

Lambton park, near the bowling club, next to the pool.  

Nesca Park. It's large enough to not be impacted too much. 

In the park on the corner of Bryant st and Glebe rd. Divided into large and small dog areas, include dog 
exercise equipment, water shelters and seats for the owners.  
 
This site would be very visible to the public encouraging dog owners to use the facilities.  
 
The current park in Adamstown is hidden visible to train travellers, lacking water and one straggly tree. 
 
Dog owners deserve better than this dusty after thought to their pets. 

If such an area creates more barking noise, then as far from here as possible. People are free to have 
pets, but should not expect non pet owners to provide for those pets. I don't recall any candidate for 
representing this area stating they would spend our limited resources on some people's pets. 

Centennial park 

in the national park precinct 

do not want one, no need to spend money on ridiculous things like an area for dogs to be off a leash 

Newcastle  

Completely fence Islington  

The one on Randall Parade. It is not a busy park and you could have a designated off the leash time for 
dog owners.  Most neighbourhood parks could accommodate off the leash in the early morning-7 to 8 
and the evening 530 to 630 as kids are usually not using the parks at this time. 

n/a 

Learmonth park 
 
It is very large and fenced 

Islington due to the large number of people who have dogs and who use the area 
 
Lambton Park for central location 
 
Bar Beach/Dixon Park for central location and number of users.  A lot of people walk their dogs on the 
Bathers Way so would be nice to have a dedicated dog park destination 

Islington Park. 

I like the situation as it stands in my. Area 

The park opposite the pcyc in Broadmeadow. I think it would be ideal 

Novocastrian park 

In the vacant area between Vickers St Mayfield West & Cedrella Cres Warabrook. This is an underutilized 
open space that could be repurposed to be an off leash area. 

Learmonth Park because I would not have to drive to Dixon Park, I could walk to Learmonth. 

Lambton Park, Regent Street Park 

Wickham Park 

Nesca Park 

National Park. 
 
Big Area 

Not in this area although happy to swap Stupidcars for a dog play area.  
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Lambton Park 
 
1. Between bowling Club and Pool. Definitely best choice 
 
2. At southern end of park closest to Howe Street side 

none. ban dogs period 

Wallsend has an off the leash park  

A section of the park at Dixon Park Beach 

Pacific Park 
Bar beach empire park 

The area between Lambton pool and the bowling club. It is already a shaded area with trees and fencing 
down one side. It is not used for any other practical purpose.  

we already have  one at Upper Reserve part of it could be fenced if absolutely necessary, but it is a  very 
large area 

Lambton park between pool and bowling club because many people walk their dogs in and around 
Lambton park and I'm sure they would use such an area if it was to become available 

Col Curran Reserve. Close to home.  

Dixon Park area exists it just needs fencing to protect the public in the BBQ area, the children's 
playground and in the sports area for other activities. Because dogs dig in the off leash area they have 
left holes in the sandy areas which have caused trip hazards to residents and visitors walking through the 
area. 

Not supportive of a 'fenced' dog park. Usage of already established sports fields (when not in use) would 
be satisfactory. 

The existing lease free area is in a good location and should remain. However it needs to have fencing so 
dogs do not run up into my yard to pop and scare my children. I am unable to fence due to right of way 
and land design.  
 
Also there needs to be clear walking path from northern side of walk bridge to the lease free area. 
 
This whole area needs to be designed/completed to include car turning area to ensure safety for 
pedestrians exiting the walking bridge and walking to the lease free area along the creek.  

No comment 

Many people already Le their dog off the leash in my area. Better to have it clearly defined and sign 
posted. 

Nesca Park - fence the existing off leash area as the kids play area regularly has dogs off leash in it, my 
kids have been attacked by dogs in Nesca Park and I have been verbally attacked several times by dog 
owners after asking them to relocate to the leash free area. Port Stephens has fenced off leash areas 
which work very well and basically eliminate such attacks and confusion.  

New Lambton - Alder Park - when sports are not on - keep the field fencing up !!! 
 
Other sports fields with fencing when sports are not on ! 

Mayfield Park, Bull and Tourle street reserve 

No new ones in my area 

Dickson Park. Large area which would be suitable 

New Lambton, accessible to us and go shopping there. 

Somewhere appropriate in Kotara or adjacent suburb 

Unsure as I’m not a dog owner 

don't know 

Lambton park in between pool and bowling club. Needs to use whole area, small areas increase risk of 
dogs behaving unsociably  

Ballast area 

Stevenson Park, lack of off leash area in Mayfield West 

The space between Lambton bowling club & Lambton swimming pool. 
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Charlestown  

I would like to see a fenced area in Lambton Park where my small dog can run and play safely.  
 
Another site to consider is Novocastrian Park in Orchardtown Road New Lambton. 
 
There are literally hundreds of people walking dogs every day around New Lambton. 

I would like Claremont reserve to be an off leash area. Even between certain hours. No fencing is 
required because it is safe. I think King Edward park off leash could accommodate fenced dog areas and 
could do with shade and trees.  

No suggestions 

Dixon Park near beach. 

next to Lambton pool 

Arcadia Park; small area, could be fenced to make it safe for dogs,& has the room to let dogs roam,& 
dogs already walk it. On The Hill, Wolfe St. 

I'm not sure. 

Islington Dog Park, as long as access to the creek remains. 

Learmonth Park-close, has trees & seating. 
 
Henderson Park, ditto 

Possibly on National Park but would have to be fenced in an appropriate way and possibly with specified 
times? 

I don't think a fenced park would suit Dixon Park. Perhaps a part of Empire Park would suit a fenced off 
leash area? 

I strongly hope one is not developed in our area as then my children will not be able to use the grounds 
due to a fear of dogs. Maryland is lacking in footpaths and maintenance to existing playgrounds for 
children, I think this would be a better cause then dogs, who can still enjoy these areas on a lead with 
their owners.  

Dixon Park Reserve is ideal as it draws, on some days, we’ll over 50 dogs and their owners from the 
immediate and surrounding areas, both walking and driving. The coastal location is perfect to provide a 
cool, comfortable area for everyone. 

Lambton 

Any of the parks in Wallsend would be great if part could be used for fenced dog area . 

Learmonth Park in Hamilton - could be a long rectangular area at the side of the field, for the length of 
the block. 
 
Nesca Park - plenty of room, not fully utilised space. 

Carrington. Well located and has existing facilities available.  Need exists due to medium/high density 
housing in area 

Burwood Beach, this is a public area, but not used to its potential 

Lambton Park. It is widely used by dog owners, and a fenced off leash area would only benefit the 
community. It would also create a closer community, bringing people together in one place. 

Learmonth Park and surrounds - when no sport taking place.  
 
Fully fenced, lots of shady areas, often not being used, central location, large fenced area so plenty of 
space, toilet facilities, playground and seating outside fenced area.  

Any sporting ovals when they aren't in use (Belmont, Swansea, etc.) 
 
If they are fully closed in then dogs can go to the ovals without their owners worrying  

existing areas not suitable for fencing 

Lambton, new Lambton, or new Lambton height. There is an old bowling club space off look out Raos 
that would be ideal  

Wickham park  
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New Lambton Park. This is an ideal area. It already has one side fenced, it has trees ++ to provide shade. 
The parcel of land is not used for sport. It is very easily accessed by path and road. Central to a busy 
area. 

Islington - visually appealing, existing shade trees. 
 
Existing mature greenspace on old BHP steelworks site (i.e. opposite McDonalds George Street, 
Mayfield. 

I've only just moved to Wallsend area. Possibly Jesmond Park and Wallsend Park as I have noted they are 
two parks that have high usage. 

National Park 
 
Carrington 

Lambton Park 

King Edward park, because it would be easy to fence off the current area. 

There's a large site at Elermore Vale/Wallsend near the touch football fields that I  think is a good space, 
but it’s unfenced and next to a very busy road. I don’t use it because of this reason, I'm worried that my 
dog might run onto the road. It would be better if it was at least fenced on the road side  

District Park near the Hockey Centre. This area is mostly unused and is quite large so the dogs would be 
able to have a good run, 

Existing Dixon park area 

Park on Aldyth between Fay and Woodlands. All other parks are either sports grounds or Blackbutt 
reserve.  

Do not require fenced areas 

I don't like the area 

Waratah Park - a large area that is already well set out and safe for dogs. It is often left empty (90% of 
time). A lot of people in Hamilton North Georgetown Waratah and Mayfield already walk their dogs 
there on lead 
 
Smith park - could be made off leash when no sport is on. Similar to Waratah it is under-utilised  

Do not want any park or reserve given over to undisciplined dog owners.  
 
DO NOT want my rates going towards dog benefits - let their owners pay! 

Nikenbah ridge estate- too far to walk to the other estates and have to go out on the main road and 
there are no footpaths and it is not safe 

If it is fenced then I believe it can be along a busy section of a road where no children’s playground 
would be located. I’d like to see off leash in sports fields if it is before 8 and after 5 when the field is not 
in use for sport. I would mostly like to see a space for smaller dogs only.  

We have one but it needs fencing at Dixon pk 

Foreshore Park 

National park, between smith st. and union st (Merewether/Newcastle West?). people exercise dogs 
there now but not a designated area yet 

Park areas near Hadfield Oval - not heavily used for other reasons 
 
More beach areas where dogs can swim 

Wickham park - central location to unit dwellers and large open park 

Adamstown oval 

Nesca Park 

I don't own a dog but as far as I am aware Mayfield doesn't have any dedicated dog parks, most people 
have to go to Tighes Hill. There is an oval off Crebert St and Hanbury St that doesn't get a lot of use. Part 
of Stevenson Park could be used and Dangar Park oval when not in use. 

Islington Park. Established leash free area. Might keep dog owners off the sports area. 

Minmi Park not sports ground but adjacent to hall where old playground was between PROGRESS hall & 
guards van 
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Lewis oval, Lambton 

Gregson parks as there are sections of the park that are not used by the public 

 The Maryland Off Leash area. Plenty of room there for open unleashed as is current, AND a fenced area 
and development of shade, seating and amenities for both users and the general public. It's a barren 
space currently. Would be a great space for an agility training area also. Fence off the creek area that 
runs behind it parallel for general safety. Surprised it's not already frankly! AND BINS!!!!!   
 
There is an open un-named? Reserve area on the corner of Cardiff road and Croudace Road on the 
roundabout at Elermore Vale. Restoration of Ironbark creek has just been completed through it. 
PERFECT for a fenced Dog area AND BINS !!  It would complement what is in the area already perfectly.  
It has shade already on one side. Put a  shelter and picnic table and bench seat on the other , BINS, The 
existing  Elermore Vale leash free area accessed from Berwon street is really too small and pedestrians 
use it walking through to the shops and playing fields meaning you need to be constantly restraining 
your dogs as a courtesy or if people, particularly little kids are afraid. Also it is time restricted which 
makes it even more unhelpful to owners who may need to travel to it. 

Islington Park where it is currently is fine, it just needs to be securely fenced. And an area to separate 
little dogs from big dogs would be good too. 

Islington park would be a good one as there appears to be plenty of room and it is bounded by such a 
busy road, so the need is there. 

I think I would need to see what areas for this were being contemplated.  There are some areas which I 
might believe to be unsuitable (e.g. near children play areas and on sporting fields) but other parkland, if 
fenced, would be suitable.  I don't believe that being near housing should be a deterrent provided that 
fencing and facilities were established. 

I wouldn't like it in my local area. 

I live outside Newcastle LGA so I'm not sure my comments are relevant. 

I 

Nesca Park as it is away from most human activity and has trees, seating and landscaping 

Regent Street Park / Alder Park/ Novocastrian Park/ 
 
no need for fences just off leash times and poo bags provided. 
 
An area of Blackbutt Reserve- fence required to protect wildlife. A section of Glenrock. 
 
All walking distance for New Lambton residents who would like to exercise & socialise with their dogs 
without fear of a fine. 

Blackbutt - central to many residents of Newcastle. Lots of available land to choose a section away from 
wildlife. 

I do not believe there are any suitable parks / reserves within the Beresfield area as the parks are mainly 
used for sport fields or are too close to main roadways. 

Hudson Park but it doesn’t need to be fenced, just to allow dogs off leash in non busy times 

Lambton Park as it has areas that are shaded and adequate space for a fenced run away from play fields 
and shelters that families use to have picnics.  

Carrington - existing off lease area near Throsby creek - currently no fencing so dogs can run off onto 
local streets - not suitable for dog training.  If possible, all off leash areas should be fenced to prevent 
dogs running onto roads or into bush.  Could also use oval near Throsby Creek when not used for sport.  
It is a larger area allowing more room for large dogs to run and play. 

Acacia Ave. mainly needed close to roads allowing for dogs to run “free”  

Any Park would work for us. We would be happy to travel to a fenced area. 

Adamstown , Hamilton  

Unsure. 

New Lambton or Elermore Vale or Wallsend 

Honeysuckle area, nearby Horseshoe beach so that both the fenced off leash area and the beach can be 
utilised in one visit 
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Maryland Drive Reserve - great use of the space but concerning that dogs can get too close to swamp 
(and snakes) or too close to a busy road. 
 
Lambton Park 
 
Dixon Park 

New Lambton. There are a lot of dog owners in the area near the Blackbutt area who walk regularly and 
would greatly benefit in an off leash area. You have Novocastrian Park, Alder Park and Regent Park- all 
big areas that at sometimes don't get used. I would even suggest making all parks in Newcastle leash 
free from 5am to 8am- most people walk their dogs early, this is also before sporting, school events that 
may be happening at parks.   

Alder Park - plenty of space 
 
Lambton Park - lots of other amenities there already and plenty of unused space. Parking is good. 

The old Hamilton bowling club greens 

Don't know 

My understanding is that it is not allowed to have dogs on Burwood beach. I think this should be allowed 
again, even if they have to be on a lead. No one ever goes down there and it is a perfect spot to take a 
dog. 

Kotara Park and Novocastrian Park 

Lambton park - away from the kids play area, it's a big park already, centrally located 

University. Easy access  

none 

Near the break wall at Stockton  

There is room on the Gibbs Brothers oval at Rowan Crescent. 

Big park in Georgetown next to Waratah train station. It is a massive space that if some space was taken 
for off leash dog area it rolls not effect current usage. Please fence. 

Not Lambton Park due to parking issues.  

Dixon park 

Wickham park,  darling st sports ground (Hamilton) - close location, often empty 

Regent park, very large and central  

Blackbutt Reserve 

Existing dog off leash area in Carrington near boardwalk. Nice flat area that could easily be contained 
with no real land conflicts. 

Gregson Park. It is within walking distance to many houses. There is already facilities to allow this. 
Numerous dogs are already in the area and it does bring a more social aspect to the park as owners and 
other members of the public converse frequently.  

Broadmeadow Hamilton  

Wickham park 

Acacia avenue reserve - it is HUGE! So plenty of room for plenty of dogs to run without being 
overcrowded. 
 
Plenty of room for parking - minimal residential buildings would be impacted (only one side of the 
reserve) 
 
Maryland Drive - completely under-utilised. Plenty of parking on Maryland Drive. It is also HUGE! So 
again; plenty of doggy running room. 
 
Is on a busy road so the noise would not be disturbing the residents surrounding the area. It also only 
has one boundary with residential buildings. 

Don't mind, would just like a fenced and safe area 

Lambton Park, near baths or bowling club vicinity 
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Any park in New Lambton, particularly near the pool. This is already a popular area for dog walkers.  

I don't think there is an area in Shortland where you could have one. 

Alder Park as some parts lend themselves to fenced off lead areas. Regent Park and Novocastrian Park 
for the same reason. 

Around Honeysuckle or Wickham - we live in an apartment with our dog. Many owners have dogs and it 
would be amazing to give the dogs and owners a close place to run and socialise.  
 
Fenced off grass area at Stockton near dog beach - the beach is great but for long haired Breeds is a 
commitment washing them each time so it would be great to include a grass fenced area after the V8s 
and needing to redevelop that park. 

I'm not sure there is sufficient space in the CBD, maybe along/near the old rail corridor there may be a 
place. 

King Edward park 

Learmonth Park 
Particularly of a morning (5am-8am). 
There is a community of 25 or more regular and frequent dog owners who attend this park currently. It 
is the primary way for my family to interact with other community members and families (other than 
direct neighbours). It encourages activity and social interaction. It also encourages the use of such high 
quality facilities in time periods of under or no utilisation. 
 
We are conscience of the impact on other users of the facilities - and often leave the park with more 
animal droppings or rubbish than we bring, and we take pride in that service we offer.  
 
It gives us a sense of community and belonging - and is the main feature we miss about our old 
neighbourhood in New Lambton (the early morning community at Novocastrian Park). 

None I like the off leash area in Lambton Park.  The parks near me are not big enough for an off leash 
area. 

Next to Mater hospital Waratah Wrightson reserve. Vacant area that needs to be utilised.  

That would require a great deal of research and  consultation. There will be opposition to any 
suggestions. Undeveloped vacant land away from traffic would be a good start. 

Dixon Park. So the dogs can't run onto roads and into children's play area. If it was fenced in, it could be 
used all hours and not restricted times. 

Litchfield Park, Mayfield. It’s currently used frequently as an off leash area, even though it isn’t 
designated as such, however it has very quiet street access, isn’t used very often for cricket and isn’t 
used as a pedestrian thoroughfare.  If it was fully fenced it would be ideal as a safe and open area for 
dogs to be off leash and shady trees and water would make it the perfect pooch recreation area.  
 
I think more ranger patrols to ensure dogs are well behaved and under control is paramount to all dogs 
being able to enjoy any dog parks. I don’t go to dog parks as I’m sick of my dogs not feeling safe, even at 
places like Carrington boat ramp that aren’t even dog parks. I walk through Litchfield with my dogs on a 
lead but any time of time we go, there are always off leash dogs.  

Lambton park between Pool and Bowling Green. 
 
Relatively simple to provide this facility at this location 
 
It is in an already well used walking area for dogs on leads 

Not really relevant for me as I am not a resident of Newcastle. However, I would be tempted to use 
fenced off leash areas in Newcastle if they were nice enough.  
 
In Cessnock City Chinamens Hollow at Weston has potential; Near Badley Park in Cessnock has potential. 
All  off leash areas in Cessnock are not fenced and are close to roads. Or they are simply awful places 
with no appeal for humans or dogs. 

I live near Dangar Park but there is no room there for a fenced dog area large enough.   
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Stevenson Park. Large area. 
 
Mayfield Park. Existing fencing. Dog access only during the week? 

Fenced leash areas are not a concern for me as I have small dogs  

Already a well located off leash area in Carrington alongside Throsby Creek. but it needs fencing to 
define it. Dog poo bags and bin needed. Also policing of dogs walking leash free in the streets and park 
near the leash free area urgently needed. Owners don't pick up dog poo in park alongside Throsby Creek 

I don't care but we need one in Newcastle that's fenced 

Smith Park and/or Wonderers Oval. We have big dogs that need regular activity but are hard to drive to 
places due to size and surgery issues. Having an off leash area that we can walk to would be ideal.  

Islington Park (Tighes Hill Dog Park).  There are lots of large aggressive dogs at this park and it would be 
nice if there was a fenced area for smaller dogs or puppies and the open area for the larger dogs. There 
are frequently dog fights and poorly behaved dogs here. 

Lambton Park. Area already suggested and I agree with this suggestion. Quiet area with trees. 

Cardiff somewhere? I could walk dogs on leash there. 
 
or Warner’s bay somewhere? Proximity to home  

Dixon park or empire park  

Myamblah crescent when sport isn’t on 

There is one near me already (Elermore Vale) however the lack of fencing is the biggest problem. So if 
the current one became fenced it would be great. There is also a big reserve on Taurus Street which 
would be perfect to be fenced off. 

I think another section of beach like Burwood should become official. Horse shoe is a terrible place to 
swim for humans. It would be nice to make a day of the beach with the whole family like redhead. 

Weston Varty Park 

I'm not sure about that we live in Carrington and there's already an off leash area but it's close to the 
main road and dangerous for dogs imo 

In Queensland (Burleigh Heads) you are permitted to walk your dog on the beach early in the morning 
and in the late afternoon/evening. Dogs are permitted on beaches during the day if they are under 
control and remain 200m away from flagged area. Dogs love the beach- I don’t see why dogs and dog 
owners can’t utilise the beaches in the early morning- there’s rarely anyone around at 5am when we 
walk our dog at Nobbys, only other people walking their dogs. Compared with other places, I find 
Newcastle to be quite dog unfriendly, for example, why can’t we take our dog on the ANZAC walk? We 
never access the walk as we always have our dogs with us when we walk. There also needs to be more 
water fountains with dog bowls at the bottom. 

Lambton Park- it's reasonably close and can get a coffee afterwards and take granddaughter to the park 
in the one outing.  Initially thought Jesmond park but it will be ripped up soon for the link road. We walk 
in Jesmond park quite a lot and sometimes walk through to Elder Street at Lambton.  PLEASE DON'T 
EVER TAKE HORSESHOE BEACH AWAY FROM US. My dog is also taken into the Lake Macquarie LGA by 
the professional dog walker. I am also inclined to believe little dogs need to pull their heads in and I 
often find them aggressive. 

Islington is a large area easily accessible and Nesca Park basically because of its proximity to my home 
..... First preference Islington Park. 

Boomerang Park in Raymond Terrace...already existing off leash area but it needs to be fenced as on a 
busy road. 

Wallsend/Jesmond/Maryland area would be good know a lot of people in the area that have dogs and 
would appreciate it 

Play area in Outlook Estate. Easily accessible from walking track.  

Ideally I would like to have an off leash area in Hamilton that is fenced.  I do not really care where in 
Hamilton it is located but my main concern is that it should be fenced.  This is a safety issue for my dog 
who is extremely well trained 
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Upper reserve has a off leash area, horrible things are dog fights, owners fighting,  dog faeces,  
irresponsible owners pulling up in cars and just letting dogs off unsupervised , I have been bitten by an 
unsupervised dog minding my own business before.   
 
Make these areas fenced, strict signage, and then actually enforce the bad behaviour.   
 
There's responsible groups that go walking every day with their dogs controlled in the reserve, more 
educated and respectful people informed of regulations would be nice.   
 
Aim to stop people letting their dogs off lead and irritating resident dogs barking.  

Between the Rugby field and the train line in Waratah Park. 

don't know 

Heaton park easy walking distance 

Gregson Park- it’s locality and The Park is under-utilised  
 
Adjoining area to horseshoe beach- the area is already popular for pet owners and using the nearby 
grasses area would give additional use to that space 

Lambton 

Maryland/fletcher- lots of new development, near the beach- lovely location 

we have a leash free area on upper reserve and it is not signposted adequately 

Near drain. Not far from my place 

Maybe Islington Park but not sure if the park is being used for sport or playground. 

Fletcher, new build area 

Maybe a fenced section in Gregson Park Hamilton so people can take their kids there to play on the 
equipment in park as well as they’re dog gets a play in the dog park. This works well in a number of 
parks in Brisbane. Otherwise in my local area of Islington the dog parks are pretty good but all dog parks 
need more water bowls and taps. Need more water bowls along Bathers Way and along the harbour 
esplanade. Also would like to see council supply doggy bags and bins for same.  
 
A section of Wickham park could work well with a fenced area for dogs too!!  

Lewis oval, as it is close  

Acacia or Braye Park 

Please fence off-leash area at corner of Alnwick and Acacia Roads. My children and I have been harassed 
by numerous out of control dogs from the off-leash area and know of at least one attack on a child in 
our area. Off-leash dogs are a danger. I would never recommend anyone buy a home near an off-leash 
area.  

Upper reserve Wallsend or federal park Wallsend. Both have the space and upper reserve is already off 
leash. Also we need more options for our dogs in this area. Local trainers could pay to use the park for 
classes and owner education as this is something that is also lacking in this area.  

Lambton park between the bowlo and pool. Somewhere for people with dogs at Lambton park area to 
go but safe with a fenced area. Need bins around park & poo bags available too as this has been an 
ongoing concern for the local residents. 

No areas in any parks in Newcastle. Parks are for people not off leashed dogs. 

An area on Newcastle beach as it is very well populated and long 

Learmonth Park .. out of sport hours .. it’s close to my home  

Lambton Park - the site is ideal and there are many dog owners using the paths along with walkers and 
bikes so a fenced area would ease congestion 

Townsend oval 

Can't say. Parks around here are heavily used for sport. Many dogs in Hamilton, numbers increasing. I 
often wonder about sports players having to deal with faeces while playing.  

Waratah Park. People already allow their dogs off the lead here. Braye Park is not a safe place for 
females at certain times of the day and it’s hard to keep an eye on your dog there due to hills and it’s 
very close to the main road. I don’t use braye Park at all, it’s not safe 
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Any fenced area is safer than none.  

Braye Park-far enough away from Newcastle CBD 
A number of dog owners think the CBD is a leash free area. Owners and dogs regularly walk in the mall 
area without a leash, no rangers are ever sighted. 

Wickham oval  

I'm happy with Speers Point Park being fenced.  I'm very pleased that Croudace Bay (Thomas Halton) is 
having a small fenced area but the current off leash arrangements are not changing.   

Dog beach at Newcastle and monitor the poo it is out of control all over the car park and beach people 
not cleaning up and a shower post needs to be there too 

Nowhere near sporting fields. 

WALLSEND PARK 

Not sure, but definitely not near child play or sporting facilities like Jesmond or Heaton Parks. The same 
could be said for Lambton Park and Ford and Kentish ovals.  
 
This could increase the chances of attacks and/or lazy owners not picking up after their animals. 

Lambton Park. Walking distance, plenty of room, trees, lots of dogs on lead walking around it  

Elermore Vale park 

Lambton park or park nearby near wests New Lambton. With none of these silly restriction times  

There is already an unleashed area in Carrington. But unfortunately some /lots of dog owners seem to 
think the entire shared pathway along Throsby Creek is an off leash area and way too many do not pick 
up their dogs droppings. This area could do with random Ranger patrols to curb this selfish behaviour. 

None 

One of the numerous open areas/reserves in the Elermore Vale area. These areas always appear to be 
free from any other recreational activities. 

Not at or near sport grounds where young children are running around playing sports. Due to the lack of 
supervision of some dog owners and those who 'forget' to pick up their dogs excrement, the smell of this 
near a child's sporting ground would have a major impact on clubs registration, recruiting of new players 
and retaining of those already at the club.. 

Tuxford Park It’s close and a big area it has taps for the dogs to drink from and there are bins in the area  
 
Federal park Wallsend part of it could be fenced for dogs  

RUDD PARK - QUIET SPOT 

DEFINITELY NOT NOT NOT LAMBTON PARK 

Lambton park has plenty of space and facilities already in place.  
 
Gregson Park. The section on the corner of Samdon & Tudor st could be easily fenced and used for small 
dogs only with gates for easy access at both ends of the pathway. It has easy access for a large 
population with limited yard space for their dogs and is walking distance for many.  
 
Cameron park in Waratah. Lots of room in a park that has very little use otherwise.  
 
The park on Perth Rd in Broadmeadow has very little use and would be ideal.  
 
Richardson Park would be great if fenced as it’s easy to access. Might not work with Car parking for 
events etc 
 
Waratah Park, when not used for sport would be great as many families use this area.  

I wouldn’t want one in my local area as most grounds around me are used as sporting fields. 
 
And a lot of dogs owners disrespect the grounds they let their dogs run around on. And this becomes a 
problem on game days.... with poo left behind!!!  My children and team mates have experienced this 
first hand.  
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Ballast Grounds, Stockton. My dog loves to run to the water and swim after boats, so I can’t safely let 
him off leash in open areas. It would also prevent dogs running into roads or the houses backing onto 
the area. There is good access by paths, and plenty of room.  

All areas. 

Lambton Park- between the pool and bowling club, easy access, practical location and fencing ensures 
dogs safety. Jesmond Park. People currently walk dogs off lead frequently which indicates a demand. I 
often am asking people to please leash their dogs when I am walking with my pup. There is lots of shade 
at both locations which is practical  

Kurraka reserve, there are large sections of grass outside the sports ground so it wouldn't have to be 
used. 
Otherwise in hidden waters reserves putting a small area in. 
Last option would be at Minmi near the tennis courts. 
All 3 are needed due to expanding resident base. 

National Park where the old bowling club is 

Gregson Park. We all do it, anyway. No harm 😊 

Already in my area 

Nesbitt park, Kotara 

Any park that is not used as a sporting park. My experience at the Tighes Hill off-leash park is that a lot 
of owners DO NOT pick up their dogs' excrement. This created a health hazard for the children who 
played sport there, and it was a disincentive to them remaining in the sport. Council has a WHS 
obligation to provide safe facilities to all users of its fields. Keep the dogs off sporting fields! 

Develop fenced area included some grassy areas for leash free use in bushland surrounding John Hunter 
Hospital. General area.  Shade provided by trees, path provided for running and bushland area promotes 
exploration.  Ideal if bins are provided for removal of refuse.  Some seating ideally should be provided 
also. 

Locations away from busy main roads or other facilities just in case a dog was to accidentally escape. 
Somewhere where there are plenty of trees for shade and enough room for dogs to run around and play 

No suggestions 

Islington dog park 

near Connolly park for convenience 

don't know 

Maryland Drive Reserve.  
 
I suggest Maryland, as there are more and more suburbs being developed in this area meaning that 
there are more dog owners in this area. The Maryland Drive Reserve is a large area (greater than most of 
the lists in the Newcastle city council. You be able to develop a fenced dog park area and further develop 
more trees, seating areas and water drinking areas. Maryland is further away compared to others dog 
parks (Islington, Horseshoe beach) and would greatly benefit the local community and the surrounding 
suburbs.  I'm often hesitant to let my dog off his leash at this Reserve, as it is a vast amount of area, and 
if he was too run off/get spooked (highly doubt he would- as his recall is great) he would run straight 
onto two main roads (Minmi Road or Maryland Drive).  
 
I also know that a lot of people living in Maryland has no idea it was an off leash area, thus, if the council 
establishes a fenced dog park there, a greater amount of people would utilise the area.  

Islington Park - to supplement existing unfenced park for smaller or young dogs to socialise. 
 
Adjacent to (but not on) Carrington Sports grounds or the Newcastle Rowing Club.  

I do not have a preference. However I feel very strongly with regard to the use of sporting grounds as 
leash free dog parks.  

Waratah Park, proximity to home and also great to be able to take my dog to the same oval that my kid 
will play sports at when he's older. 
 
Islington Park because its already popular it just needs to be better serviced (bins, toilets) and maybe 
ranger visits because it's getting a bit gross with people not picking up waste 
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Dixon Park Beach. It’s very open to the suburb and roads, kids could play in the playground while dogs 
play in the fenced area. Handy with the surf club right there.  

no suggestion 

Pilkington would need 1 side fence only-on roadside. Near my house. Lambton park because it is handy 
to home and the park is great and already has great facilities  

Lambton Park is an ideal place for a fenced dog park, it has the space to afford a fenced off space.  There 
are not enough off leash parks in the Lambton/New Lambton area.    

Nil 

None. There are enough parks for dogs now. 

Regent Park, Novocastrian Park 

Park opposite The Gardens dog track. Plenty of space. 

I would travel to any area if there was the facility of a fenced dog park available  

Blackbutt Reserve - near Richley Reserve entrance. There is a massive grassed area on the northern side 
of the road that no one ever uses except for the uni bird boxes. 

Tuxford Park Shortland- close by with lots of dog in suburb 
 
Near Horsehoe Beach. Close to the dog beach and has a park area nearby for puppies 

ISLINGTON Park could be improved. Can only think of sports ovals that are open space near us 

Uncertain  

Nesca Park - lots of room and different areas - close to my home 

Nowhere. There are too many, too close to playgrounds, and people let dogs off lead on the Esplanade 
all the time, interrupting picnics, scaring and chasing children on bikes, and generally causing a nuisance  

National park.  It’s a large pleasant central area. 

None 

Located very far from where I live. 

Lambton Park and or in New Lambton. Fencing important beside roads or car parks fencing doesn’t 
necessarily need to be enclosing the dog space  

Area adjacent to Stockton Surf Club and the tennis courts. 

In my immediate area I don't feel there is a suitable place foe off-leash facility. 
 
I do think though, that Horseshoe beach is ideal and would be even better if it were patrolled at regular 
intervals.  

Gregson Park Hamilton 
 
Lots of people bring their dogs there. A fenced area would be perfect for dogs that need socialisation but 
are not yet fully trained to stay away from the road like puppies.  
 
Cardiff 
 
Lots of people have dogs in this area and need a fenced off leash area with an agility course to train dogs 
on. Bubblers with water access for dogs. Lighted area so people can still take their dog after work in 
Winter or cooler time of the day in Summer.   

Hamilton - Gregson park 
 
It is Central and a lot of people bring their dogs to that park anyway. Having a fenced park will allow dog 
owners to let their dogs socialise off leash in a central area. 

Brickwork Park Wallsend - area currently is I believe under-utilised. Shade, seating, and areas of interest 
already exist along with toilet facilities. Parking area available also. Area is relatively quiet with little 
traffic. 

Myambalah oval 
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Hexham, Wallsend , location is not an issue it is the fencing and facilities that are an issue along with 
responsible owners, could also suggest a small pool for dogs to run thru, separate area for large and 
small dogs, many breed groups like to have fun days with their dogs  

Wallsend or Elermore Vale 

Next to Lambton swimming pool in the area between it and the Lambton Bowling Club in Karoola Road.  
It is an area that is not used for other recreation and has shade trees so suitable all year.   

Close to Morisset 

Smith Park, Hamilton North. Fenced area would be great due to its proximity to Griffiths Rd. 

Elermore Vale Park - close to lots of homes & shopping centre  

Lambton park. Easily accessible. Close to other amenities. Central location  

Sports field near Kotara bowling club, it's already half fenced. 

Hudson Park - Adamstown Heights  

Learmonth Park - has for many years been a very well attended dog off leash area 
 
Henry Park - large green space completely without any facilities or designated use x could be easily 
converted to dog off leash park  

Blackbutt Reserve 

Novocastrian Park New Lambton - As a time restricted area (until 9am) 
 
Alder Park -  As a time restricted area (until 9am) 

Do not know 

Myers park Adamstown, a shared fenced area for sport and dogs. 
 
Would need to be fairly large and have shade and water added. 
 
Not fenced however a safe walking track and area on Burwood beach exercise for dogs and people 
walking there and back  

I would like Brae Park at Waratah to have an off lease area. I feel there is plenty of space there and the 
dog park is very well used currently and is always busy. It would be good to have the added security of a 
fenced dog park.  

Stockton 

Would like to see the proposed fenced dog park near Lambton Swimming Pool proceed as soon as 
possible.  Newcastle is unfortunately behind in this compared to other areas - and smaller than 
Newcastle. 

Can't think of one 

do not know 

Murabarnbah Park 

Gregson park Hamilton - lots of dog owners in the community frequent this park and as regulars have 
gotten to know other dogs. It's not only a social event for the dogs but also the owners.  
 
It would be good if the old bowling green section could be fully fenced of and re grassed for dogs use 
with shade and water. You could even split in for small and large dogs.  
 
All drinking fountains around Newcastle should be made like the ones up the beach where dogs can 
drink to also more garbage bins so owners can do the right thing and put it in the bin. 

Lambton Park 

Lambton Park 

The beaches of other councils allow dogs on beaches before 9.00 AM and after 6 PM If this could be 
allowed would add to the enjoyment of dog related activities. 
They do need to be fenced. 
Some other areas could be fenced for dogs still being trained  but I think if you want to take your dogs 
out they should be trained or kept on leads fences ruin the land scape of parks  
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Nocacastrian Park 
 
regent st Park 
 
Lambton Park   

Bottom of Ella Street Adamstown 

Regent street park new Lambton 

Lambton park 

Anywhere that does not impact our sporting fields. 
 
Previous experience with leash free areas has been disastrous and has led to sport being driven off the 
field altogether. 
 
Clubs already struggle to get players and volunteers without them also having to clean up after dog 
owners 

Section of Jesmond Park. Already existing facilities and parking available. 

Anywhere that is not used for sport 

Anywhere but Learmonth Park 

Centennial Park 

Lambton Park. Large amount of dogs use this park every day and night. Central location. 

We have one located in Tighes hill beside Throsby creek, it is very well used & popular but there are 
usually dog faeces left behind in the area. 

Brunker Road  Adamstown next to Army Base, convenience for all. 

End of Newcastle Beach in front of skate park - Newcastle Beach is a long beach & the end of it is hardly 
used, I don't think anyone would mind if dogs were allowed to swim.   
 
Cowrie Hole -Horseshoe is too crowded, and not a big enough area, there needs to be more beaches 
allowing dogs. 
 
Gregson Park - Site of old bowling club or designated area in field. I have been taking my dog there off 
leash for 12 months, everyone already uses it as an off-leash park, and it already works well.  

n/a 

Kotara park, at the western end. Not on the sports field.  Leave the sports fields to the kids, I don't want 
my kids covered in dog excrement.  That goes for every sports field. We need a balance not to the 
detriment of other user groups. That's why we go to parks and will go to the new dog park at Speers 
Point. 

Lambton Park 

Freyberg st New Lambton just before Blackbutt Richley reserve entrance. Aldyth St reserve New 
Lambton  

Carrington.  

Blamey Avenue Reserve - residential area, not too close to high traffic areas, ample parking 
 
Novocastrian Park - ample parking, would be suitable for fenced off lead park 
 
Acacia Park - large facility, ample parking, would be suitable for fencing  
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Claremont Reserve. I understand there was an incident some months ago and that following a meeting 
(of which I was unaware) it was agreed that dogs could be off lead when children were at the 
playground.  My observation is that dog owners are keeping to this agreement.  However a fenced area 
either for dogs, or the playground, would have avoided the original incident.  We have been taking our 
dogs to that park for 18 years and this is the first incident I have known about.  We have got to know 
many more of our neighbours than we would have had it not been for the friendly and welcoming group 
at Claremont Park.  There are very few dog owners coming to the park now which is a shame.  It's also 
difficult for young families who used to come to the park to play in the playground and play with their 
dog.  A fenced area of some sort would be a great community enhancement. 

Lambton Park 

Regent Park 

Dangar park 

Cricket/ soccer oval white bridge James rd. Mainly fenced,  

If anywhere, in a less utilised sports field ( eg Lewis Oval or near Lambton High School.  Lambton Park is 
NOT suitable as people do not control their dogs and the entire park is well utilised and accessible.  

Learmonth Park - large fenced area which would be used as an off-leash area at certain hours. 
 
Darling St Oval - as above. 
 
Gregson Park bowling green area - could be fenced and used as a smaller dog space. 

No response 

Islington Park, it's a popular park but very close to a main rd (Maitland road) which dogs can run 
towards, they also run up the creek when low tide and cut their paws on barnacles, I think I would 
greatly benefit from fencing and gates and its already mostly fenced would cost very little to enclose it. 

There's a lot of space in Islington park where a fenced off could be located. Particularly the location of 
the former bowling club opposite Hubbard street.  
 
Our children used to play cricket at Tighes Reserve, which is currently a leash free area. While we have 
used this space with our own dog, I strongly believe that a sports field should not be used as a leash free 
zone. Every game my husband would collect a bucketful of dog faeces 

The park opposite Kotara public school, the southern end for small dogs only. There are a lot of small 
dogs in the area. 

Elermore vale-closest to home 
 
Lambton Park- great existing infrastructure, ample parking, good paths and playgrounds to combine 
family with dog area. Services easily accessible. 

I think there could be a fenced area located in Islington park. It's a large park and a fenced off area 
would be suitable and safe for park users. A fenced off area would also be more easily monitored by 
council compliance for those not picking up after their pets. 

Lambton Park between pool and bowling club - please keep the trees. The land at the moment is not 
really used except as a thoroughfare and the trees are beautiful. It is also away from the playground.  

I object to any public area being fenced off for use by any private activities  

Islington Park 

Dobinson Reserve as it's already off leash but needs fencing 

The off-leash area of Adamstown Park is a large, open area, not currently used to best advantage, where 
fencing would allow dogs to run free without causing any inconvenience to others using the surrounding 
area. 
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1. Between Railway St & Glebe Road (opposite the Junction Fair and further west) as this grassy area 
would hold up quite well to dog use, and is not currently suitable because of potential of dogs running 
out on roads/bike path). It's quite central to a lot of dog owners. 
2. A section of National Park perhaps. 
 
3. Part of Nesca Park perhaps because it is relatively large. 
 
4. Part of Islington Park perhaps. 
 
I would NOT SUPPORT fencing in a section of Dixon Park for dog exercise.  The grass cannot cope with 
more intensive use unless it is regularly top dressed, irrigated and maintained.  (The use will become 
more intensive if fenced, as some people have dogs that do not return when they are called, and those 
people specifically drive some distance from their homes to locations where dogs are confined and 
won’t run onto roads, thereby causing those areas to be heavily used.  Any fenced area needs to have 
the capacity to retain relatively soft ground and green intact grass during dry spells). 

Parry St, in between No 1 & No 2 Sportsgrounds. This area is seeing a huge increase in population of 
apartment dwellers and inevitably apartment dwelling dogs. It is currently an almost fully fenced area 
with a water supply and shade. I feel this park is not currently used much and would make a fabulous 
enclosed space for dogs and their owners.  
 
I would also love to see a fence along Nesca Parade to stop dogs going out on the road. 

I would prefer if the Adamstown Off Leash park was larger and well kept 

Stockton - nice setting, minimal neighbours to complain 
 
Newcastle Foreshore - convenient to other places like cafes 
 
Carrington - the oval was ideal until the rangers started harassing dog owners 

Lambton Park between the Swimming Pool fence and the Bowling Club car park 

Learmonth Park 

Dixon Park, due to proximity next to playground, and vast expanses of unused space in the park. Also the 
green space immediately outside and adjacent to fenced sporting grounds (eg. Around the outside of 
Passmore Oval, Wickham). Refer to LM Graham Reserve, Kenneth Road in Manly for a fantastic example. 

Dixon park due to high volume of people and cars  

We would travel to any fenced off leash area 

Wickham oval. It was used for a festival and all the fences are broken and have not been fixed yet.  

Braye Park, but I don't agree with fencing the whole area, just a small area for dog owners who are 
concerned about their dogs straying or young dogs 

Maryland Drive Reserve - although this is an existing off leash area, I feel that it is under-utilised as it is in 
close proximity to a busy road. I believe having a fence, even if it were only along the road boundary 
edge, would give dog owners a greater sense of security when taking their dogs to the park 
 
Park between McNaughton Ave and Beauford Ave, Maryland - This is the closest park to me, and it 
would be good to have this area off leash. I understand however that the Maryland Dr reserve would 
have greater usage. 
 
Col Curran Reserve, Hope St Wallsend - this ground is currently fenced off for baseball, has water and 
bins available, and sheltered areas. I believe this area would be great to be used as an off leash area 
when not being used for baseball. 

Adamstown has a large park area with soccer fields and there is some space for fenced areas that would 
not detract from soccer fields. It's used a lot by people who have dogs of leash. Great survey thanks for 
asking :) 

Lambton Park is not a suitable area for an off leash area. It is a busy park for families, sport and fitness. 
Other less used parks would be more suitable where the impact on an already busy park and area will 
not affect users and residents.  
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Elermore Vale Park - Close to cafe, nice spot, location means dogs can run away 

Lambton Park, between the swim pool and bowling club, because it's not used for another purpose and 
has great shade trees. 

Claremont ave Adamstown heights reserve. Ease access. 

Lambton in shade 

I thought that horseshoe beach was a dog beach? If it is this would benefit from better garbage bins.  
 
Also warning for small dog owners and children (dogs wee and poo all over the place) - maybe 
designated hours for dogs at the beach would reduce conflict (big dogs in the morning). 
 
Dog/ pet showers would be useful too. Taps are not easy to use to wash down dogs and people. 
 
Bins near off leash dog areas will encourage people to pick up poo. Make sure there is a bin at each off 
lease area. 

Not any current sporting fields. 

Sorry not familiar enough with all locations 

Learmonth Park  Gordon Avenue Hamilton South 
 
No other public open area suitable within walking distance for local residents. 

have no preference 

I cannot suggest any Park in my area as it is well known that many dog owners do not clean up after 
their dog. 

Existing Tighes Hill off leash area at Islington Park  

Carrington - it's beautiful there but because the park is near a main walking/riding route there should be 
a fenced off section. 

I would like the Islington Park fenced so that it is possible to keep dogs out of the water/drain. 

I am against fenced dog areas as it promotes laziness for dog owners who would rather sit on chairs than 
look after their dogs. I acknowledge no all dog owners are like this but I have observed a large portion of 
owners to be so inclined. 
 
The BBQ and picnic areas of pools should not be adjacent to any fenced dog pound, The area must not 
block access to gates used for gaining access (emergency or normal) to sporting venues / pools. The area 
should be kept away from the roads to prevent dogs on the roads. 
 
No amount of fencing will change the attitude of abusive pet owners or conflicts between other pets, 
adults or children.  The responsibility of the dog owner must not be negated by confining dogs in fenced 
area. 

I don't know.  Near where I live there are a few open areas and those that do exist are mostly playing 
fields.  I note that some of the questions dealt with using playing fields when these are not in use, but as 
I am unsure what the concerns are to not use playing fields. 

We are well serviced with a leash free area close to our home. I feel that some dog owners would be 
more confident in using leash free areas if they were fenced. It might also deter hoons from driving on 
the ballast. One of our dogs is strongly attracted to the harbour and will enter the water if allowed. Since 
she is no longer a young dog she finds it much harder to return to dry land as the banks adjacent to the 
leash free area are quite steep and sometimes oyster covered. Maybe a small entry point to the water 
for dogs would be a good idea? Our dogs regularly use the harbour leash free areas as well and I am 
certain that leash free exercise enhances their quality of life.  

I only use the one in Nesca park but I think Centennial park would be a good spot to protect kids and 
families having picnics but allowing the dogs to play. 

Already have one. 

Islington park, close to Maitland road and has roads on three sides 
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It could be along the southern side of Hamilton Station right up to Hunter St - space, shade, use of an 
under used area. Would need low fence along road. 
 
Inside Learmonth Park when not in use - fenced and amenities around 
 
Gregson Park - I really don't have a problem with dogs off leash as long as the owner stops them jumping 
on people or kids 

Gregson park  

I can’t answer this question at the moment as I’m putting my property on the market and don’t know 
where I’ll be moving to.  

Gregson Park - Plenty of shade, open space.  
 
Learmonth Park - fenced and large space. Often not used for sport 
 
Adamstown Ovals - plenty of space. Often not used for sport 

Nesca park 

Ballast ground Stockton. It is a large area with plenty of room for dogs and people. It also has a world 
beating view. 

Pilkington Parl would be a good area. It's not a big park, so a small fenced area for small dogs and pups 
would be ideal.  There is no organised sport played on this field, other than personal training. So the dog 
area would not interfere. The netball hoop does not get used, so down that end of the park would be 
suitable. The cricket pitch and wall behind the cricket pitch gets used by cricket and soccer enthusiasts.  
The rest of the park is mainly used by dog owners for play, training or exercise. 
 
If we could have a bike track around the rest of the park for kids to ride bikes, scooters and skate boards, 
then it would be the perfect park. Thanks 

Learmonth park is large enough and people already use it regardless of it not being leash free. 

Learmonth Park- close to my house, good area, only make it allowed when no sport or training is on. 
Make sure facilities are in place so people pick up the poo.  

I already have one in Islington Park, id like to see it fully fenced. It's a great location and is widely used. 
Just needs a few things to make it amazing 

Ovals at Carrington and Islington are already fenced and would provide a good option for off leash 
activities outside of their use for organised sport 

Carrington Foreshore - we have an Assistance Dog and disabled handler who would benefit from this 

None 

Not on a sporting field AT ALL. As I am a coach I object to picking up after other people’s dogs before we 
can play. 

Carrington, but fenced  

Please DO NOT put a fenced dog park near playground or sporting oval or recreational park (eg skate 
park, exercise equip area).   

Islington Park - has lots of open unused space. 
 
Wickham Park - easy to define smaller areas away from sports grounds. 

Kotara Park. Under utilised area 

No particular park - I would just like more opportunities to allow my well behaved dog off lead. These 
can be anywhere.  

Nesca Park. It is very busy but near roads. I also suggest a lot more drinking stations for dogs. Not just 
taps but the ones with the human bubbler and dog bowl attached like at the south end of bar beach 
near Kilgour Ave. not all dogs drink direct from the tap.  

King Edward park existing off leash area could be fenced. The road and traffic poses a threat to dogs 

Lugar Park: it is close to home.    
 
Pickering park; it is already partially fenced and within walking distance.   
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Nesbitt Park; within walking distance  

Not sure 

Nesca Park in Cooks Hill would be a great location for one 

Brae Park Waratah,  

Stevenson park  

One of the open spaces in Maryland along Maryland Drive, away from sporting facilities and children's 
playground's. 

Town hall inside. 

Islington Park (current off lead area) - The area needs to be fully fenced and cleaned up for safer access 
and use of the area. 

Alder Park & Regent Street Park because they are wide open undeveloped areas that are fenced away 
from roads and busy recreational facilities. 

Lambton park 

I don't have a specific one but I have to say, we approached Newcastle Council many, many years ago to 
have FENCED off leash dog areas in every suburb. Yes, every suburb.  Or even just ONE would have been 
good.  The dog haters in Newcastle council refused.  Now you have the problem of having so many units 
and dogs living in those units and nowhere to exercise them.  For god sakes, provide FENCED (yes, 
Newcastle council please learn how to read), FENCED areas for dogs in your shire.  We are dog owners 
and we pay HUGE rates and we want to see FENCED dog areas in each suburb.  OH IMAGINE, that would 
be too radical for your council, wouldn't it.  SO ANGRY WITH YOU NEWCASTLE COUNCIL.  DO 
SOMETHING to allow these poor dogs to exercise off lead! 

Learmonth Park - provided dog owners continued to clean up after their dogs. 

Along park Avenue Kotara  

anywhere within 5 k of Broadmeadow 

They shouldn't be fenced. More beach dog areas are needed. Horse shoe beach is far too SMALL. 
Burwood must be opened up for dogs. It has no cafes - no flags or patrolled swimming. Burwood beach 
is big and the ideal place for dogs to run and be free. If people have a poo bag and control their dog this 
beach is the sensible place for dogs!!! 

Shortland near the sporting ground (currently fenced and used by locals respectively as a dog exercise 
area when children and sport aren't on) or Jesmond park - plenty of parking- but fenced so dogs don't 
interfere with sports or run into roads/car park  

Waratah park, the area is very large, would only need water facilities for dog. The area is great 
otherwise, plenty of room for dogs to socialise + be Separate also. Would love to see it become a dog 
park!!!! 

King Edward Park, as leash free area surrounded by roads 

Hudson Park 
 
Kotara Park 
 
Lambton  

Park corner of Lugar St and Moruya Pde Kotara. Good quiet flat area with facilities only requires fencing 

I don’t live in Newcastle, but travel into Newcastle regularly to meet up with other whippet owners. 
Mayfield or Waratah are reasonably central locations that are easy to get to. 

An area in Lambton Park away from the sports area... but ideally just fence all the existing off leash areas 
& problem solved... Simple solution needed & no extra cost to the rate payers without dogs 

I honestly don't mind which park it is, I would just love somewhere safe (fenced!) for my dog and others 
alike to be able to run around and have fun. That being said, Shelsea Park in Wallsend and the park over 
the old cemetery are both parks which go relatively unused (I have never, ever seen them used as more 
than a thoroughfare and I walk past these twice daily) so council may find one or both of them put to 
better use if they were safely fenced.  
 
I'm also aware there are developments at Speers Point and while one fenced park is not enough it would 
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be appreciated by the dog owning community to at least get a wriggle on with opening that one. 
 
As you would be well aware many residents do not have sizeable back yards, if they even have one, so 
having safe parks is very important - especially for large and active dogs.  

Warners bay 

Kotara park. Has everything else. Easy parking.  

Jesmond park, Carrington central location for most of our friends and dogs to meet up....or existing 
sporting fields that are totally fenced and have time limited periods ie 7-9am then 4-6pm or what public 
generally like...for 7 days a week....existing sporting grounds would save a lot of expense....just need 
water available....poo bags and a bin....great percentage of owners are responsible with their dogs mess 
and groups who meet up always look out for each other’s dogs relieving times so we don’t miss a 
poop...and we always dispose of the packages thoughtfully.....we also remind other non group dog 
owners to do the right thing....rangers could do periodic checks with groups that meet up...to ensure 
Dog owners are respectful to other users by keeping the area free from poop so children and adults can 
play without any issue...it should be also clear that dog trainers are not to turn the area into class 
time....it’s available for all at anytime that has been designated... 

Lambton Park. Easy access, lots of parking, large area 

West end park Adamstown 

Lambton park (near the swimming pool) 

Opp Macquarie st on Glebe rd, nr girl guides hall. 
 
Myamblah fields 

Northern side of Nobbys Beach. 
 
Dixon Cliff Beach. 
 
Wickham Park sports ground (when not in use).  

Belmore Park. Is already partly fenced next to Merewether golf club. 

Tuxford Park - Shortland. Many owners are currently letting their dogs run off-leash in the streets. 
Would provide a convenient location to hopefully limit this. 

Don’t like fenced areas 

Adamstown/Kotara/New Lambton as it is close to my home 

Lambton Park, is big, enough space to fit in an area for off leash dogs to play 

Gregson Park, Hamilton 

Lambton Park - central location, lots of space perfect for an afternoon walk/run - needs to be fenced 

Reserve at the end of Claremont Ave, Adamstown Heights. Walking distance from home or Hudson Park 

Dixon Park 

I am open to it being anywhere in Newcastle area but it must be fully fenced not half fenced like 90% of 
the "fenced" areas you are speaking of! Dogs need to run free and exercise in a safe environment there 
are zero proper off leach areas in all of Newcastle with fully fenced areas!! This must change  

Connolly Park  
 
or Carrington foreshore 

Would not use it regardless of where it was located. 

Not applicable, one currently exists. 

Unless it was within walking distance to our house we probably wouldn't visit. But there is a need for at 
least one in the LGA 
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Lewis Oval Lambton 

Harold Myers Reserve, Birmingham Gardens 
 
Mayo Reserve, Jesmond 
 
Lambton Park, Lambton 

Learmonth Park Hamilton South it’s very close to our home and under utilised  

1. Mayfield cricket field off Crebert st is an existing fenced park which I would like to see available to 
dogs.  
 
2. Bull and Tourle st reserve in mayfield is my closest park which I would LOVE to see fenced so I can use 
it without fear of my dog being hit by a car.  
 
3. Carrington off leash area (currently not fenced) 

Carrington dog park or sports ground. Mayfield sports ground 

Waratah park 

Lambton 

Gregson Park Hamilton which is in heavily populated area! 
 
Jesmond Park also in well populated area! 

Islington Park, the area has great access already, with a great space near the oval under the large shade 
trees 

Lambton Park - easy access for a large community, available space, other recreational opportunities 
present in the park 

I think O'Connell Park in Belmore Street Adamstown would be ideal. The playground area could be 
fenced off from the rest of the park and the rest could be a leash-free area. It would entail minimal 
fencing and there would be plenty of space for agility equipment and maybe a shallow pond for dogs to 
play in. 
 
I would also consider fencing off an area of Adamstown Park. This is a huge area that is very under-
utilised. I go there daily and am the only one there 80% of the time. I'm sure part of this complex could 
be utilised for a leash-free area. 

I would like the Islington Park area to be fenced for greater safety. 
 
Also perhaps the creation of a fenced dog park at Wickham down behind the Croatian Club. 

No preference 

I will travel to a fenced dog park where ever it is.  (If it's a good one.) 

none 

Lambton Park - it is close to my home 
 
Jesmond Park - it is close to my home 
 
Islington Park - further development of the area's main dog park 

? 

Greg son park as it has toilets and shade. The park opposite the Showgrounds where people live in their 
caravans when the show is on as doesn't appear to be used for much else. 

Centennial park - fenced for small dogs only - the area between the 2 paths, away from the playground. I 
am aware that this is a 'heritage park' but this is arbitrary. Owners should be allowed to walk their dogs 
to 'the local' park. Otherwise, trees, hedges, seating, lighting, maybe a pond in Nesca Park. Maybe there 
is land around No. 1 Sports ground that could be used for dogs?  
 
The focus on fencing is a distraction - most dogs don't need fencing but they do need an area that 
interests them enough that they do not run out on to the road. 
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Lambton Park, walking distance from my house. A lot of dogs would use it in that area.  

Lambton Park - very large park with space for this and services a large area with dog owners 

Gregson Park, Hamilton. Lots of people already let dog off lead there. 

Tighes hill 

Lambton Park because I would be able to walk to it. At the moment I use a car to get to Mayfield to a 
park that is almost fenced in. I would like to be able to walk to it. There are a lot of dog owners in 
Lambton. Many of them let their dogs off in Lambton Park, which makes it really difficult for me when 
I'm walking my dogs (on a leash). I would use the area each day as I have a dog who I exercise with ball 
fetching.  

Lambton Park 

Novocastrian Park, Orchardtown Road.  
 
Relatively under-used. Use of sports area when not in use gives space to locate it away from play area. 
Good access. Water available.  

Horseshoe Beach only 

Novocastrian Park, New Lambton: more accessible for our family as we live nearby. It would also give us 
more opportunities to meet other families in our immediate area. 
 
Lambton Park, Lambton: As above. This park is regularly used by residents from the local and wider 
community and has great facilities for families. 

Footy oval in Lawson St Hamilton - it's already fenced. 

I don't have a suggestion of a park or reserve for a fenced dog park. I'm not in favour of any leash-free 
dog areas or parks, due to being attacked by dogs who weren't on leashes. I don't believe ANY dog is 
safely under control when allowed to be leash-free in a park, and owners are unable to catch dogs if 
they decide to run from their owners to attack something or someone. I don't know why council would 
think otherwise. 

National Park St, where tennis courts have been dismantled. No other facilities available locally, lots of 
high rise including elderly in flats have dogs & need accessible safe places. 
 
Learmonth Park while oval isn't being used for sport. 
 
Nesca parade - large area so could have a large fenced area.  

Lambton Park- between the pool and bowling club... that space isn’t used at all currently; hardly anyone 
walks through there... it would be a great meeting place for dogs and their owners. As it’s paved and flat 
elderly residents could access it too with their dog making a mix needed place of social activity for them  

I do not mind which area but believe a central location would best suit most. I would like to see more 
than one fenced of leash area available. Possibly Connelly Park in Carrington within the currently 
unfenced portion of the sporting grounds. The area needs to be large enough for multiple dogs. Small 
areas would only cause issues as dogs are unable to move away from one another and even well 
behaved dogs become aggressive when unable to move away from a situation where they feel 
uncomfortable.  

Lambton Park,  
I just moved to Lambton I use to live Cooks Hill & walk my dog at Centennial Park there was always dogs 
running off lead & that was an on lead park.... Lambton Park is heaps bigger then Centennial Park I don't 
see why there can't be an area for dogs at Lambton to run free & socialise, people are doing it already, 
as long as your dog is socialized & friendly it encourages dog owners to walk their dogs more & the dog 
has a little life & visits his mates at the off lead Park my dog became so depressed when I moved to 
Lambton 2 months ago he was so use to going to Centennial Park at Cooks Hill & seeing all his mates 
every morning & afternoon, now he has to met new friends but the people of Lambton or maybe it's 
their dogs aren't as friendly as the dog owners & dogs from Cooks Hill.. Maybe because the residents of 
Cooks Hill are more friendly cause their dogs are off lead & we have to go get our dogs etc. then we talk 
more?? 

One of the lesser used grassed areas in the seaside estate 

Lambton Park: vacant area ready to go, lots of dogs in the area 
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Gregson Park 

Lambton Park. 
 
I often walk my dog around Lambton Park and on numerous occasions my dog will come across other 
dogs and it is obvious they would like to play. Unfortunately there is no off-leash area so the dogs do a 
quick hello, followed by both owners spending 5 minutes untangling their leads before walking off.  I 
know many responsible dog owners and their dogs that would benefit from an off-leash area in Lambton 
Park.  

We already have one at Acacia Avenue North Lambton, within walking distance. It is perfect for our 
needs. 

Acacia Ave is a short walk from my house. It is excellent! I use it daily and haven't had any major 
problems with other dogs. The benefits to the community are enormous from exercise, mental health, 
socialization of dogs AND humans. It would be fabulous if it could be fenced off to stop illegal dumping, 
joyriding, drug activity and general litter. The lack of a proper car park makes it look very rough too. I'm 
sure if it were in Merewether it would have all these facilities. The surrounding cliffs are also potentially 
quite beautiful if cleared of weeds. The small swamp is home to numerous frogs.  
 
We are blessed to have such a wonderful area. Thank you.  

None 

Lambton Park - close to home & plenty of space in the park to accommodate a fenced off leash area. 
 
Ford Oval - close to home & plenty of space to accommodate a fenced off leash area. 

unsure 

Lambton Park - close to home and large dog walking community. Park large enough to have a fenced 
area for off leash. 
Burwood beach near Merewether beach - wouldn't need to drive to redhead if larger beach off leash 

Any park in the surrounding area as long as the facilities are adequate and there are fenced in areas for 
dogs to run around off leash with minimum risk of escaping. This is especially important for many sight 
hound owners like the greyhound where unenclosed areas are not safe  

Learmonth Park- there are no off leash dog areas within walking distance for residents and while 
prohibited, dogs are exercised with high respect for sport club users and there is a strong sense of 
community ownership. For example cleaning up after dogs and keeping off wicket. If this was a time 
restricted dog exercise area, it would continue to be well looked after- supporting community cohesion 
and high levels of participation across all cohorts in this open space. Additionally the infrastructure 
already exists, removing costs- it would just be diversifying use of the asset and ensuring that a broader 
range of the community (not just structured sport users) can use the open space. Making this a 
multipurpose open space should be a priority. 

Lambton park 
 
Easily accessible has parking and area for kids to play also need a fenced area for safety ad close to road 
and so dogs can play off leash and choice for those who want to are able to enter or not. 
 
Busy roads = need for fencing and two stage door exit to avoid others letting out your animals 
accidently. 
 
Nb like nature reserve areas two door entrance 

Lambton Park - better utilisation of area. There is a lot of dog walking in the area and some people 
wrongly let their dogs off on the sorts fields  

Away from other recreation sites, and other non do people. 

New Lambton area any of the parks  
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Beresfield, Hamilton North , Merewether, Adamstown, New Lambton/Lambton. 
 
These are all areas I frequent weather for sport or leisure, and it would be nice to be able to let my 
dog/dogs off the leash for a run.  
 
I volunteer foster rescue dogs and fenced areas would be both safer for the dogs in my care and in turn I 
can better assess/train the dogs themselves for their future forever homes. Also I would never let a dog 
off a lead in a fenced area unless I knew they were friendly. 
 
A very big problem especially at the horseshoe beach is irresponsible pet owners with savage dogs 
having them run free in dog areas on or off leash attacking other dogs. 
 
And alas lazy owners not picking up poo. Maybe some solar powered cameras in the area might be 
enough to deter those lacking moral fibre and integrity and give the police information needed to 
pursue the criminals involved in allowing their dog to attack others. 
 
I believe the fenced areas make it safer for both; other community members who may be walking past 
or playing with their children and the dogs alike. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on such an important issue. 

Bush land behind Jesmond Park. It can easily be connected to existing walking paths to Rankin Park, 
Elermore vale, Silver Ridge and accessible tracks from northern and eastern suburbs. 
 
I also think Horse Shoe beach, including its bush land can easily be fenced.  This will benefit people like 
myself, who would love to take my dog to an off leash beach, can have the security of him being 
contained when he decides to run off. 
 
Large fenced off leash areas are needed for suburban dog owners to train dogs not to run away. 
Thankyou  

Lambton Park  

I think that an area between Lambton Bowling Club and Lambton Pool has been suggested.  It is not that 
large, already has trees and can be easily fenced off from the traffic. 

Gregson Park, Hamilton. Hamilton is a densely populated suburb with a large number of dog owners. A 
considerable number of dog owners are elderly; own a dog for companionship, and do not have a car or 
the ability to walk long distances to existing off leash areas. Currently there are no off leash areas to take 
your dog(s) in Hamilton. There is ample room in Gregson Park for a fenced off leash area. An off leash 
area for dogs is a community service/facility that is greatly needed in the suburb. 

Lambton Park between the Bowling Club & Pool. This area is relatively unused and has great shade and 
nice open space for dogs to run and play off leash. Being able to utilise this area would be a great benefit 
as we are responsible dog owners and would NEVER let our dog run off leash in the park or surrounding 
sporting fields .. Having an area fenced would be fantastic as we could let our dog run, play and socialise 
with other dog :) Thanks to council Lambton Park is looking absolutely beautiful and we are blessed to 
be able to enjoy this area..  

No particular area 

Dixon Park Merewether. It’s very popular with dog owners and dogs and is a convenient location. 

Acacia Avenue:  It has excellent space for providing the fenced area and parking for people bringing their 
dogs 

Acacia Avenue - has the potential to allow a large fenced area to be created. 

Acacia Avenue - it is large and already bordered on two sides 

I don't think fenced dog areas should be developed. I think fencing dog areas encourages people to not 
pay sufficient attention to their dog.  
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Lambton Park between the Pool fence and Bowling club.It is a very popular park with lots of people 
walking days everyday and it would be a great asset for the park tucked away in a pocked of land not 
already used. All council would have to do was erect three fences as the pool fence would be a 
boundary. 

The proposed site in or near Lambton park would service a large area. The clear unused space behind 
the pool.  

I am assuming Lambton Park, as an huge number of dogs are walked in that park, let's hope they respect 
that area that they are granted then abide by the rules when outside that area, but I am not hopeful as I 
find on a whole dog owners really don't have a damn about leaving their dog droppings, walking them 
off leads and letting them bark morning noon and night - and there is nothing I can do. If I played loud 
loud music and various times of the day and all day and night someone would ring the police, but I have 
to close all my doors as I cannot even eat my tea without the dog behind barking it's head off (cannot 
hear my own tv), 4 out the front in 4 houses bark bark bark, 2 in one place are dangerous and cause 
every other  dog in the street to bark - can you imagine if I made that much racket with say some drums 
setup in my lounge room - as I said the cops would be on my door in no time - but these people can 
disrupt an entire street - and heaven forbid if you are sick - which I was recently with 2 migraines - could 
I sleep without getting woken by barking dogs - NO - as is it not my right that I should be able to sleep 
peacefully without barking barking dogs - and when I ring the council - nothing I can do - so yes grant the 
fenced in area but please ramp up options for those of us that put up with these dogs outside this new 
area they are getting - something must be done  - but dogs appear to rule and heaven forbid is you say 
something against them but it's the owners who need to be instructed to learn respect for their 
neighbours and to keep them quiet as much as they can - allowing them to just bark bark bark at all 
hours of the day and night is just wrong wrong wrong - and if you fix that then I would happy for them to 
have numerous off leash areas - but we cannot just keep bowing to these needs when critical issues are 
just overlooked - so please please please address this as it is just not fair to have no recourse 

Stephen Park 

Stevenson park Mayfield west 

Learmonth park because it is fenced off and in my area. 

Stevenson park bc it's local and largely unused during many days 

Stevenson Park is a huge area in Mayfield West, but is a combination of sports grounds and general use. 
Children playing sport do not need to have to worry about dog poo. An enclosed area would keep other 
park users away from the dogs, and would also keep dogs away from the busy Industrial Highway. 

Islington Park - it already exists as a great off leash area and generally the people are good at picking up 
dog poo and being sensible about dog behaviour. It is quite separate to sports areas and has a great size 
for exercise.  
We are new to Newcastle so I didn’t know about lots of the other options and will now check out some 
other parks near Hamilton, NESCA  and the one in Adamstown  

I do not want a designated dog area in Lambton Park. It is too busy with many young children using it 
who could be scared by dogs and their barking. There is a very popular children’s playground at Lambton 
Park and I believe it is too close for any suitable dog area to be created.  
Dog off leash areas should be away from busy community used parks like Lambton Park.  
Also there are many people who have dog allergies who may be affected by having dogs in busy parks.  

Learmonth Park 

Nesca Park - It wouldn't be visually unappealing. I'd hate to see fenced areas in King Edward or Empire 
Park. 

Inner Newcastle, the foreshore, Newcastle east area where there are a number of people with dogs in 
apartments 

Merewether 

No preference. My wish is for increased access to beaches.  
 
Horseshoe beach is often used for recreational activities limiting the space available for dogs.  

Behind no. 2 sportsground 
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Maryland would be a great area once fenced and it is so close to main roads having the containment 
would encourage more people to use them. Also Islington dog park should be fully fenced as we 
frequent there and regularly see dogs run off along the drain into the TAFE across the road. 

Same place where currently located on the Carrington foreshore. Near Elizabeth Street. This area is a 
reasonable distance from most of the residential area and backs onto a warehouse.  

The current off-leash area in Carrington, but only if much better signage is installed indicating where 
dogs MUST be leashed and fencing is not installed too close to the walking/running/cycling path. 

Stevenson park Mayfield west  

I think the oval of Islington Park could possibly be used as leash free at certain times when not booked 
for sporting use. I often walk past it and it is totally unused except for a few dogs running around 
(illegally). That way the facility would be more utilized by rate payers instead of sitting vacant.   

Nesbitt Park 

Novocastrian Park in Orchard town Road. This park and the park nearby in Regent street are used as an 
off leash area by many local dog owners anyway. A fenced area in the larger Novocastrian Park may 
mean dog owners stick to this one area.  
I understand dogs need exercise and am keen for them to have facilities. However I would like to use 
these parks to exercise too, but don't because of this issue.  

Regent St Park, cross street Railway Road - New Lambton 

Harold Myers Park, Birmingham Gardens 

Lewis Oval Lambton.  
 
1. Only used for Cricket and Rugby League. 
 
2 Away from Lambton park that is used for cycling. . Walkers, mums with strollers, swimmers and 
cricketers and soccer players. (Less congestion). 
 
3. More conducive for dogs off leash. 

I think that both Islington park and Purdue park both have the capacity to be easily fenced or at least 
existing fencing upgraded to include gates etc. 

Stevenson Park (Stevenson avenue)  

Stevenson Park, Mayfield West. 
 
Close to me.  

Adding fences to Islington or Mayfield dog parks would be great. 
 
Waratah park - there are lots of locals who let their dogs off leash there anyway at the moment (which is 
really annoying when walking dogs on-leash), so providing a fenced area there would be popular. 

Johnson Park, Lambton. Close enough but not in Lambton Park which should be reserved for people who 
wish to walk their dogs on leads. I’m concerned that the introduction of a fenced dog park in Lambton. 
Park will increase the existing blatant disregard of the current rules. I say this as a dog lover and long 
term owner of a now deceased dog who was often accosted by off leash dogs in Lambton Park.  

Rathmines - many open areas - particularly northern end where there are areas adjacent to the 
walking/bike path. It would be lovely to walk the path and then let pups have a run off leash  

I would love to see a fenced dog park in the Lambton or New Lambton area, even Adamstown or Kotara. 
I don't really have a preference to where. 
 
I believe there is an are up for consideration at Lambton Park, this area is already established and would 
be excellent as it is close to the sports ground but would be kept separate. There is already a high 
volume of dog owners already using the area so it is already proved to be a popular area. 

Lambton Park.   
 
King Edward and Nesca Park were fine as they were.  As mentioned, the fencing in King Edward makes it 
hard to access the informal area for smaller dogs and forces the dogs too close to the road at the top of 
the park.  Introduce some gaps in that fence and it will work much better. 
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Definitely not in Lambton Park 

Islington as it is larger and allows for more to be done including a fenced off area, trees for shade and 
water for dogs. Some seating would be nice but not essential. Given it is near a busy road the option of 
fences provides more safety and peace of mind.  
Wallsend isn't very large and not often used so some more signage to encourage people there would be 
nice 

Islington dog park is already quite good, but some decent fencing and more parking would make it even 
better. People are currently parking on kerbs and sitting on the ground when they go there. 
Braye Park could do with some fencing, purely due to proximity to a busy road. 
There is a large area of grass across the road from waratah west public school that would be great for a 
fenced area, that way braye park can remain as is, but a fenced area is walking distance if that's your 
preference 

Islington park. As it is located near a busy road and is already popular to take dogs.  

Upper reserve 

The existing off leash park in Adamstown (which has recently been made much smaller). Also I would 
really like Islington off leash park to be fenced. 

Islington as it is most annoying that dogs follow others into stormwater and creek and the stormwater is 
extremely slippery and puts my giant breed of slipping and injury. Also nice to have an environment to 
be able to relax in while at the park 

Waratah park 
 
Big park, easy to access for local residents,  plenty of space to allow a designated fenced park as well as 
it not impeding on the sporting fields 

Learmonth Park - very popular dog walking area, and dog owners generally clean up after themselves, 
are respectful to walk dogs when there are no sporting events, and know to stay off the cricket pitch. 

North West corner Alder Park Currently under utilised 

The grassed hilly area at Kentish oval to the left of the concrete netball courts - this area has no other 
purpose as it is anyway!  

Large reserves should be utilised that are not used for other purposes such as sport, consideration 
should also be given to not using areas where other values such as conservation, tourism, etc. are 
considered as high priorities. The provision of leash free areas throughout the LGA should not be at the 
expense of educating dog owners that they can exercise their dog in other areas of the City provided 
they are following the required local government regulations for a given area. Continual encountering 
dogs off leash while walking your own dog on a leash is a major concern. 

Ballast ground between Stockton Prawners Club & the Sailing Club - plenty of area.  Existing off leash.  
Minimal impact on residential areas.   

Behind Kentish oval Netball courts. 

Off Dune Drive FERN BAY  

Stockton  

Anywhere is Stockton or Kooragang 

Wallsend area as a.lot.of.dog owners  

Terry park 

One park within Seaside fern bay (back of the estate where drainage basin is) 

Islington  

Fern Bay Seaside Estate, Stockton  

A large variety of fenced off areas for dogs at either the Ballast grounds or Rawson. At least 3-4 large 
fenced areas with segregation of ‘free size dogs’/‘large & giant breeds’/Medium Small’/small & puppy  
 
This would help all owners and dogs have harmonious social spaces. I have two medium sized dogs that 
are intimidating to small and puppy sized dogs. I’d love for them to have free off leash space where I was 
not worried they would be intruding on a smaller dog and their owner/s. Thank you  
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Stockton  

Stockton foreshore area 

Sports oval at Islington but just for small dogs 

Within Stockton easy to get to 

Stockton, perhaps the foreshore area (rather than the beach), where fences and signage can be 
established.  I would still like to be able to walk my dog on the beach at North Stockton, but as far as a 
designated dog park, I think it Would be better suited as a fenced area with separate area for smaller 
dogs/puppies and it doesn’t need the best view and protected beach in Stockton (I would rather it be a 
family/kid friendly beach!) 

Stockton Park Waterfront. I do parkrun each Saturday at Stockton and I have in 124 runs and 12 
volunteering days, never encountered a dangerous dog.  Some owners don't pick up after their dogs but 
they are in the minority. I have observed that ALL parkrunner dog owners DO pick up after their dogs. 
The problem is that there is nothing declaring whether it is a leach free park or not. There are a couple 
of venerable elderly gentlemen who let their dogs run free BUT keep them under control. Do not use 
this answer to prosecute them. They do no harm and pick up after the dogs. 

Between Stockton pool and the Lions park would be great, it would also complement the existing area at 
the Little Beach at Stockton which I believe is open off leash 

Tuxford Park, it is close and is already utilised by most as an off leash area anyway... signage and 
information on the requirements of dog owners would improve responsible use. 
 Lambton Park, as above 

Stockton. 

Learmonth Park is fenced, has shade, water, toilets, an open safe aspect and strong community feel with 
many local residents using it although at times it's use is monopolised by sporting groups to the 
detriment of the neighbourhood. 
 
Adamstown/Myers Park is a large area which could accommodate a purpose built fenced dog off leash 
area. 
 
Wilson Place, Hamilton South would provide an alternative place for local residents to use for recreation 
when the nearby Learmonth Park is being heavily used by sporting groups. 
 
Gregson Park is a family friendly park with numerous existing facilities. A fenced dog off leash area could 
enhance its usability for local residents, providing a safe play area for dogs in a busy urban area with 
major roads. 

Banksia Park in Fern Bay 

Jesmond Park sports field, this large area is already fenced. The allocation of extra seating around the 
extremities would be a plus for sporting spectators. Making this area leash free will eliminate the current 
situation of owners allowing their dogs off lead. 

More options in any are means more choice, less over population. Creating large and small areas is a 
great idea to reduce tension/ stress/ avoidable accidents. 

- Islington sports field (not used for sport anymore), but needs to be properly fenced. 
 
- Carrington sports field outside hours used for sport 
 
- Hamilton/Wickham sports field outside hours used for sport 

Don’t know  

Lambton as huge area could easily be fenced has shade and trees, also Nesca Park could be with shade 
and trees added or a park where there are paths and recreational facilities like at speeds point. There is 
such a huge need for an enclosed area that should have water facilities and dog poo bags in Newcastle. 
For dog lovers, walkers and sitters can take dog for a free run. Apartment dogs as el need this area to 
run in.  

I'd be happy with one anywhere! The off lead parks are too close to busy roads, it's dangerous. I'd 
probably like to see the Islington area fenced since it already has existing agility equipment and 
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amenities. It would be fabulous if horseshoe beach was fenced as well to stop dogs going up into the 
scrub.  

Within 10km of Lake Macquarie  

Connolly park area. Existing fencing and good parking.  
 
Wickham Park. Same reasons 
 
District park and Myers park both have large spaces available to be fenced.  
 
Obviously my main focus is providing fenced areas.  
 
Given government backflips with the greyhound industry, I believe we need to help facilitate rehoming 
and retraining these and other rescue dogs in a safe environment. In turn this has a positive effect on 
the wider community  

Glenrock reserve. great beach, good walking area, easy to access 

Kitchener large open space, kids playground and bbqs near by 

Novocastrian park, alder Park.  
 
We are new to the area so I don’t really know the area that well. 
 
If Blackbutt reserve was an option that would be GREAT! 

Jesmond Park because it is large enough to accommodate a fenced dog park and there is generally 
adequate parking. 

Stockton ballast grounds has lots of space isn’t too close to homes and could have a small section of 
water ok for God’s to use nearby  

Speers point, Wallsend. 
 
 High population of dogs in the area, closer to residence so people without personal transport can get 
their dogs to parks. There are various open unused fields with adequate shade, size and facilities (toilets, 
seats, taps) which would be perfect for an off lead park.  
Speers point and Wallsend are well known areas that attract hundreds of people each year and if a 
fenced dog park was included there would be more people, in which the canteens and small shops 
nearby would make a profit from people buying drinks and food.  

Islington sporting field would be perfect as there is the unfenced dog park as well. Therefore, owners 
that can only let their dogs off in a safe and fenced environment can use the sporting field that is close 
by, and owners that are happy with the unfenced area can use that section. Any of the fenced sporting 
grounds such as Wickham, Carrington, Mayfield or Islington would be great. I am a responsible dog 
owner that cleans up after my dog always and is aware that these spaces are shared. I just want a safe 
space for dogs that need a fence. 

Some existing parks, e.g. Islington/Tighes Hill could be improved by part/full fencing. Even fencing near 
roads or other hazards to prevent or discourage wandering into danger would be greatly appreciated. 
 
Lambton Park would be a great spot for a largish fenced park with double-gate entry points, trees for 
shade, seating and water available for the dogs. 

Seaside Village in the park just off Nelson Bay Road so older people living close in the over 55 villages 
could walk 

1. Nobbys Road eastern space north of children's play area. 
 
2. New Market Lawn area adjacent to new light rail and old Signal Box presently available for lease. 
Partial area only to facilitate multi uses. 
 
3.  Old Bowling Club area atop Watt Street adjacent to KE Park. 

Any around the Maitland areas  
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Somewhere close to Swansea but need to be enclosed & more than one together  

Bull and Tourle reserve. LOTS of dogs use this area and it is big, without other primary uses. Plus no 
other area within walking distance. Would bring a lot to the area and encourage residents to get out and 
be healthy. Currently doesn’t have a fenced off area or bin to dispose of dog waste-so not ideal. 

Mayfield Park. Lovely people nearby with many dogs. Everyone seems to look after the area. I 
recommend looking at the off leash dog parks in Canberra and a housing estate called Googong. They 
also provide plastic bags and a bin. 

I don't like fenced areas for dogs at all- especially in public park areas. I think the less fences in public 
parks in Newcastle the better.  
 
The fenced zones tend to divide the open spaces too much. Thanks.  

I’m happy with the sowers point development, I feel it’s well placed and looks quite large. I’m looking 
forward to it opening  

Lambton park and Nesca Pde 

Jesmond Park  
Heaton Park 
Both have large areas of land, are near populated areas and are not suitable for dogs because they are 
unfenced and near busy roads. Parking would be good. Fenced dog exercise areas are important to 
promote good mental health and a sense of community for humans and dogs. 

Carrington Sports oval 
 
Islington Sports oval 
 
Both already mainly fenced and sparingly used by sports teams making them ideal for time-based use for 
dogs off-lead 

Whitebridge Cemetery - existing off leash dog park with no fencing next to busy Dudley Rd  

Tarro reserve, Lindsay memorial park. There is a lot of areas at both sites. They are not overly busy 
areas.  

Learmonth Park, Hamilton south 

Dixon Park - large area with facilities nearby  

Nesca Park  
 
Close to home  

Dixon Park, Townson Oval 

Wallsend, Minmi, Maryland or fletcher: large community development day occurring in these areas, lots 
of new estates,, fletcher voted #1 suburb this week. Lots of development focused in inner city suburbs 
western/outer suburbs often neglected- must we always travel into town for good facilities 

Lugar Park, Nesbit Park in Kotara, already used a lot by people walking their dogs, both parks are not 
close to main roads 

Any of beach areas or Newcastle harbour 

Learmonth Park - this area is fenced and ideally situated in an area which currently has no easily 
available areas for dogs to exercise and people to socialise. There are many times when there is no sport 
being played on the grounds so timed access by dog owners could easily be organised.  

Jesmond Park. Could access toilet facilities from sports grounds. Area well away from roads and traffic. 
Car parking opportunities off Robinson Ave. Large amount of open spaces. Away from a large number of 
other recreational venues. 

Lambton Park is ideal as it provides a fabulous environment for locals to walk their dogs and owners and 
dogs to socialise. 

Dixon park as it is surrounded by roads which are busy and is well used. 

Ulinga Park area, Cardiff South. 
 
No leash free areas in the suburb. 

Boomerang Park is an underutilized park so it could be a good use of a portion of the space 
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Learmonth, Wickham Park oval. Darling st oval 

Don't know  

Not King Edward Park, but other parks OK. Please keep them off beaches too. 

Lambton Park 

Empire park...close to skatepark where my son goes, great oval, toilets available.  

Learmonth park 

Tuxford Park in Shortland NSW as there aren’t any fenced dog parks in Shortland and it is in walking 
distance from our home.  

Stockton 

A fenced dog free running area with retreats for smaller dogs and puppies is desperately needed in the 
Cardiff area. I suggest fencing a part of Hillsborough Dog Showground. People could safely practice 
obedience and recall as an adjunct from Sunday morning dog obedience classes. Two entries and exits to 
the grounds would improve the road access in and out.  

Learmonth Park because I live nearby and all dog owners that go there are responsible dog owners 

Lambton Park. Many people walk their dogs around this park so many dogs and their owners would 
benefit. There are many areas in this park which are not used for organised sport so a dog park would 
not cause much inconvenience to other regular users. It should be kept in mind that most owners walk 
early in the morning, i.e. before work for some people, or late afternoon after work, therefore not 
clashing with other park activities. It is also cooler at these times which is better for both dogs and 
walkers. This is why I believe that MOST parks and reserves with or without fencing could have limited 
off leash times, morning and evening. This would reduce the need for owners to travel in their cars to 
reach an area to exercise their dog. Having an area within walking distance is very desirable. Park signs 
could easily indicate the times designated for off leash activities. 

There is a dog park located in Wallsend. 
 
It is a good space but it is next to 2 extremely busy roads. 
 
Hardly anyone uses it for this reason 
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Appendix XIII Question 18 verbatim responses 

Specific comments or suggestions about off leash area 

Seems heavy focus on general off leash areas but should focus on responsibility of the dog owner to 
have their dog under control whether in off leash area or elsewhere.  

We need a lot more designated as off leash without fencing, which only reflects what everyone does 
anyway.  People know what is reasonable; it is best for 'rules' to match that.  I personally have never 
ever been frightened by any dog off leash anywhere.  I know some people may have had experiences 
when young that may have frightened them; I am sympathetic to that, but must everyone else suffer 
as a result? 

Fenced areas are the best- Hornsby Council are doing it right with many popular fenced dog off leash 
parks.  
There is one in Mt Colah located next to an active sports field and playgrounds that ncc would do well 
to copy 

If more off leash areas are created there should be greater policing of dogs off leash in non designated 
areas. 

I would support more off leash areas, but would also like to see fewer off-leash dogs in non off-leash 
areas. 

Mayfield is a relatively high traffic area, so any off leash area established here would need to be 
fenced, as should children's playgrounds be! 

We don’t have an off leash area close by. I would like to see dogs allowed on buses so we could reach 
those areas 

Delineating separate area for large and small dogs will be a good thing. It need not be fenced but some 
separation could be good 

Needs to be separated from pedestrian paths, cycle ways and multi-use paths 

I would like to see dog waste bags available to use if one is caught short or when owners may be 
unaware of their dog's deposits. The available bags should encourage dog owners to be more vigilant. 
They are in most councils in Sydney. Dogs are an integral part of Australian society and should be 
welcomed as they fulfil very important roles for health in the young and old. It is important to show 
tolerance to all the needs of society and respect dogs for their wonderful contribution. 

Off the leash areas need better access to water for the dogs and all off leash areas should be fenced. 

Thanks for this opportunity leash free areas are SO important for so many reasons! 
West end park Adamstown is very unpleasant  
More bins and bags would be good everywhere esp Bathers way - there is one stretch you have to 
carry your dog waste a long way. 
Dixon Park is fantastic  
I would really love a dog beach that I could swim in too (the harbour is gross)  
My last answer of a fenced are I answered as an unfenced are (Claremont Park) sorry  

These are dangerous, misused and a great waste of ratepayers money. Large percentage of dog owners 
are irresponsible and have no respect for anyone except themselves. Use these facilities to terrify non 
dog owners  

Claremont Park has a lovely community atmosphere where the dogs all get on and the people have 
formed friendships over many years.  A fenced area here would be a welcome addition 

All dog off leash areas need to be fenced. They also need rangers to patrol these areas and ensure 
compliance. Horseshoe beach needs regulation. 

off leash areas are essential and we should have more of them as it seems that the dog population is 
quite large. In my street, there are too many owners who fail to exercise their dog, and if there were 
off-leash areas around it might encourage them to do the right thing by the dog. I don't have a dog, but 
I lose a lot of sleep due to barking dogs. My daughter has a kelpie dog that is well trained and gets 
plenty of exercise in off-leash areas, so I have some understanding of what is necessary and what is 
possible.     

To minimize dog poo  

Not on any sporting ground at any time 
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Increased fines for people not picking up after dog. 

All should be securely fenced. 

No fenced dog park near residential area. Dogs (because of many owner's lack of attention, care, 
diligence and declining enthusiasm for their pet) destroy the peace and safety of inner metropolitan 
residential areas. 

Dogs should be on leashes all the time 

When multi use recreation areas use restricted time zone for off leash use. Eg Dixon park. Not all users 
of picnic area need to 'socialise' with dogs. 

Fence them 

Love the Acacia ave off leash area maybe more signage regarding the need for people to pick up their 
dogs poo 

Some dogs should not be trusted off leash just like there owners 

Water and shade a must 

To make the area all inclusive. To basically increase the amount of off leash areas in my local area.  

Need poo bag dispensers in off leash and leashed areas. Not all owners are responsible and carry them, 
or you can run out. Having them along Bather's Way next to the water bubblers and drinking bowls 
would be a start!!  

Please provide dog poo bags at all dog park (then no one has an excuse!) and plenty of bins to put 
them in 

More people m8ght use Horseshoe Beach area if there was a separate fenced area for small dogs. I 
rarely see small dogs there, yet many people in this area have small dogs. 

Who is responsible for the legal claims? Insurance responsibilities ... this should be made very, very 
clear in signage, etc. Your dogs, etc are allowed off leash AT YOUR RISK! 

The bushland between Elermore Pde, JHH and Jesmond is beautiful and under-utilised. It has a number 
of people exercising themselves and their dogs currently and would make a great off-leash area.  

Owners proceed to keep their dogs off the leash as they wander through the rest of the park or back to 
cars and they either run over to our picnic and eat the food or scare my children. 

Brisbane city council provides excellent dogs parks - a good model to follow, perhaps.  

Purdue park in Scholey st Mayfield .It has a cricket pitch and is the only park for the local children to go 
and play.  

That council maintains them on a regular basis. That dogs that aren't vaccinated against common K9 
diseases are not permitted. 

Fencing would be good to alle iste the worry of dogs getting onto roads. Also bins for poo 

The area needs to have a watering system so that the dogs have grass to run on not dust as is the case 
at Dixon Park. Dogs and people would love a grassed area.  

No comment. 

Bins for droppings. 

See previous comments. 

More fenced off leash areas would be appreciated 

satisfactory 

Nobbys seems fine as it is. I am not aware of a problem e.g. attacks. 

The only off-leash area that I frequent is Horseshoe Beach which unfortunately is commonly known as 
Dogshit Beach. I have no problem with it being used by dogs off-leash as long as the droppings are 
cleaned up. 

Horseshoe Beach is an excellent inner city dog area. Why wasn't it included in this survey?  

Owners must be fined for not picking up after their dogs,  or for not having their dogs under effective 
control. 

I would LOVE some fenced in options like around New York. 

Have them available all hours, not specific times. 

Existing off leash dog areas at Islington Park and Horseshoe Beach are brilliant, and I'm happy with the 
way are at present. Council does a great job...it is only some owners who make difficulties at these 
places. 
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Dog beach needs more places for elderly and infirm to sit while with their or their family's dog. It is 
very difficult to sit down on the sandy ground, and equally difficult to get up again.  

Fencing Dixon park 

Need increased garbage bins and more frequent collection 

Any breed related to Staffies should never be off leash and they should be muzzled. Owners should 
always supervise their dogs in the same way as they would their children. Owners should ALWAYS pick 
up after their animals. If owners or their dogs annoy other people or other dogs they should be 
banned. 

Fencing to keep dogs safe from traffic would be great.  

Nothing to contribute 

Full Fencing is essential, especially at Islington park where it is located close to a road and heavily 
trafficked bike path 

Pit bulls and other fighting breeds ie Bull Terrier should NEVER be allowed off leash particularly where 
there are other dogs and children. People should not have breeds like these as pets but if they do they 
should at all times be muzzled and on a leash in public areas. 

Lambton Park is already busy, cramming a dog park in there is not best use of that space.  

fences and amenities, police entry areas from time to time. Well treed areas are for people. Trees are 
good for dog areas but not the best areas... 

No comment  

Dog's off-leash spoil recreational opportunities for young families. This is a public health issue. 

Council rangers to get out of vehicle and in force existing Reg. Re picking up after dogs and dogs 
allowed to run in leashed areas 

I like the Islington park dog area. It is shady large enough for dogs to play and does not interfere with 
children's playgrounds or other busy activity areas 

There is nowhere in Stockton to have your dog off leash, I take my dog to the beach but there should 
be an alternative off leash park and a section of beach allocated only for dogs 

Apologies I commented in the prior box! Tarro is great to have - but the current off leash area - is 
poorly maintained (hardly ever mowed) - so I worry about snakes. It is also in a remote corner of the 
park not near easily accessed parking (and little signage). I don't feel safe there - but I think with some 
signage, parking - lighting - or a move to another area of the park - it would be better utilised again 
(and thus feel safer!?). The addition of a fenced area would absolutely make me love my area - many 
friends in cities have those already and I am jealous. I know Newcastle is progressive - and I think that 
would be just another great addition.  
I also want to say thank you for even considering this. Dogs (and pets) are becoming more and more 
important to all people - young, old, families etc. They are part of my family - and as developments 
become smaller or more dense - the need for places to take our fur babies (sorry!) are becoming even 
more important! Even the TALK of a fenced area has me so excited. Thank you! 

see earlier response 

Dixon Park is well utilized with good facilities provided, except that I think it needs a proper drinking 
bowl for dogs near the main shelter shed. 
 
However, the actual off lead area is not well defined, and the whole area could be made off lead as it is 
used that way already. It would then be a good idea to fence the children's playground. 

nil 

It should be well signed, with rules clearly indicated. 

For any existing and future dog parks, I would like to see some sort of education about those with 
children having to keep their children totally under control while a dog is enjoying some exercise and 
freedom.  After all, there are a great number of children's play areas already where children can play as 
they wish and no dogs are allowed.  In plain English--children's' areas are for children and dog areas for 
dogs.  Furthermore, perhaps more education and   big signs about people picking up after their dogs - 
and children too (I have personally seen a child defecating in a play area).  A nicely kept fenced dog 
area with good facilities will enhance any neighbourhood. 

fill in the holes at Dixon park dog area please 
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Council fill holes in area as it has become dangerous for dogs. 

More areas need throughout the LGA and many should be fenced to allow a clear delimitation of the 
area 

No ideas, why is this not an option? 

Ensure owners are responsible for droppings with clear signage and enforcement. 

The existing off leash area at Dixon Park has time restrictions. If a fenced area was provided, people 
wouldn’t have such restrictions on when they could exercise their dogs. 

Rubbish bins for dog poo bags are very inadequate. They are largely unavailable along the walking 
tracks to off-leash areas (Islington and Carrington Throsby Creek walk), and the ones available in the 
off-leash areas are often full to overflowing. Sydney City Council offers dog litter bag dispensers at off-
leash areas that include water bowls, dog poo bags and bins. Very cool. 

Very concerned about known aggressive dogs being off leash - possible attack on people and other 
dogs. 

Cameras  in area 

When we had dogs, I used Dixon Park and Horseshoe Beach on occasion - at that time they did not 
provide receptacles of plastic bags of dog faeces which should be standard in all off leash areas. 

Fine owners who do not pick up poo 

Regent park 
 
Lambton park 
 
Novocastrian park 
 
Both have shade and playground equipment for children. I use these areas with my grandchildren 
whilst exercising with my dog. There is the bonus of playground equipment which they use were I 
generally have my dog on a lead to put other users at ease 

There are too many dogs in my area.  Why waste council money on areas that nor everyone will benefit 
from.  Concentrate more on parks for everyone to use.  Dogs off leashes are a major concern in regards 
to mess, noise and they are dangerous.  No dogs should be off their leads when people are out in the 
public arena 

Don't know - seldom go outside. 

Open the old kiosk at Dixon park as a dog friendly coffee shop, and the income made from the lease 
can go towards maintaining both the surf club and park.  

The dogs in King Edward Park menace cyclists. 
I have been bitten by small dogs on the foot whilst pedalling. I have been menaced when stopping for 
water 

I really have only been to the one at Islington park and it looked fun for dog and owners. I will not be 
getting a dog so not much to say. 

Off leash areas should be fenced for the protection of others. 

N/A 

The dog area at Dixon Park is a very real hazard for young children playing in the equipment. I have 6 
grandchildren that use the area constantly and have witnessed dozens of times large dogs running 
right through the equipment and around little children. These dogs are often chasing balls or each 
other and are going really fast. There is no barrier at all to keep kids safe and one day the council is 
going to have litigation on their hands because of a bite or an injury. Put a fence around the dogs, not 
the kids!! 

No comment 

It is important that the free and natural area is not spoilt by fencing and more restrictions. 

I understand that there are 17 off leash areas in Newcastle already - surely this is enough. 

Area need to be fenced.  Good example of fantastic dog park is at Rouse Hill.  (Sydney).  Check it out. 

Lack of fencing, signage and waste bins 
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The lack of fencing is a significant issue. Not all owners feel comfortable letting their dogs off leash 
without fencing. Similarly, it presents a risk if a dog is out of control and runs on to a road. 
There should be clearly posted rules outside of all off leash areas, with owners being required to keep 
their dogs under control at all times, even when off leash. 
Bins and disposal bags should be provided to keep the areas clean and tidy, and reduce the need for 
the council to maintain these areas. 
Seating and shade would be of great benefit, as it makes the space more inviting and practical to use. 

Density of modern Newcastle  is increasing and dog owners must respect human habitat, health and 
safety 

The western side of Stevenson Park - the Terry St end, would need to be fenced and have water, a 
poop bin and trees/bushes planted. 

No comment 

Dogs can be a hazard when on and off leash unless under control/trained.  Dog droppings are often not 
collected by carers and a penalty should be applied.  The Bathers Way in particular between Bar Beach 
and Merewether baths is littered daily with uncollected dog droppings despite the off leash area at 
Dixon Park being available.  Owners should be encourages to use the off leash area and some policing 
of the Bathers Way should be initiated. 

Stimulate better socialisation with other recreation purposes 

Hudson park is not suitable since children are frightened by the dogs let loose there, and some owners 
do not pick up waste. 
Horseshoe beach would be better if owners cleaned up their dog's mess. 
They say there are not enough bins. 

Please Please Please address the serious dog poo problem -in particular Parkway avenue on Bar Beach 
leading up to the entire beach walk down to the Merewether baths. There are no bags anywhere! 
Unless you change ON lead behaviour of dog owners, off leash areas will be abused!    

I need finches, rubbish bins, poo bags, and that would be a start.  I was actually shocked when I moved 
here to fine none of the above; I thought is Newcastle that backward.   I was also disgusted at the large 
number of untrained feral dogs some feral people were bringing to the parks. I'm sure these dogs r not 
registered or vaccinated.    Checks need to be carried out for safety of not only dogs but humans as 
well.  Newcastle has a bad reputation in regard to violence and people living rough let clean that 
reputation up in this area  

Nothing to add 

Bins for dog waste. 
People will pick up after their dog if others are around. 

NA 

NOT Lambton Park please 

Horseshoe Beach is a leash free area that was not listed in this survey. It is dangerous for smaller dogs 
and puppies, as owners of larger and aggressive dogs do not/cannot control their charges. 

Make cycle ways on -leach only. Errant dogs on cycleways are a nuisance and a danger.  

see previous answer. The area mentioned is close to sporting fields no barrier to stop the dogs from 
venturing onto the fields. 

Keep them where they are. 

Good appearance/aesthetics is important, including adequate trees and shaded areas. 

Opinions totally depend on location. Householders shouldn’t have to put up with increased cars, dogs, 
noise and dog poop because a park suddenly opens next door. So maybe my previous suggestions 
aren't good. Maybe a fenced off area in. Richley reserve?? 

Each area needs signage to identify dogs off leash 
Signage re compulsion handler's to collect droppings 
Council to have rangers police handler's not collecting droppings and signs to advise penalties. 
Handler's held responsible for dogs which savage of her dogs. 
Daylight hours only for dogs off leash. 
Dropping bins and plastic collection bags made available. 

Need to be fenced or very clearly defined. litter and droppings need to be managed by owners and 
penalties applied for non compliance. 
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Horseshoe beach needs some shelter a table and a tap near the beach dunes. If you can put a v8 track 
there surely this is possible 

Sign post them clearly as well as providing signage in nearby areas where dog owners are likely to walk 
their dogs. 
Provide all amenities that dogs (and their owners) are likely to require, including garbage bags and 
clean-up materials for dog poop, etc. 

My dog is small and old. Can’t use Islington Park or Purdue Park because the digs are too big for him. 
Small dog parks might be good for him. 

I would like to live in a world where there are fewer dogs. 

Cooks Hill park is used for the dachshunds meet area but other dogs use it and can intimidate small 
dogs. 
Islington Park has good parking but big dogs get over active sometimes and can bowl over the smaller 
dogs. 

no comment 

See previous comment  

Learmonth Park dog owners keep blocking off the entrance to the oval so their dogs can't get out 
which is irritating 

Why don't you send out some surveyors to morning and afternoon popular dog walking areas and ask 
the owners that are there ie. Foreshore Park, Bathers Way walk, Honeysuckle walk. 

Work really well for 99% of people. How do we police the few people with dangerous dogs or who 
cannot control their dogs. 
We do not go to horse shoe beach on weekends because of its reputation for dangerous dogs. 

Parks need more trees for shade and shelter 

The present off leash area known as Upper Reserve Wallsend, on the western side of the creek is not 
safe for dogs as it runs along Lake Rd, a busy 70kmh main road. A dog running onto the road could 
result in a major accident for cars and their occupants as well. 

I don't use dog off leash areas in Newcastle but support improvements to all areas for dog owners. 

Dog off leash areas need to be patrolled regularly by rangers and fines issued to people who are not 
complying with regulations. 

Collecting and removing excreta rules/laws MUST be enforced - in both official off leash areas and in 
the general public domain.  The shared pathway around Stockton is often a disgrace due to bloody lazy 
dog owners.  Get Council enforcement officers there on a far more regular basis - particularly early 
morning and weekends.  And please put us signage - which states unequivocally that the rules will be 
enforced. 

Dog must be under control at all times 

Owners should keep control of their dogs and clean up after them. 

A gate at Islington would be good to stop dogs running into the car park.  

Add fencing!!  

Dogs are not the problem - the owners are! 

Put back the doggie bag dispensers 
 
Don't forget that people also use lease free areas, so the whole area should be kept clean & tidy eg 
much of King Edward Park was not mowed prior to reducing the existing area by letting the bush grow 
up 

The best practices exist in other cities Adelaide Canberra. Look at the facility of the off leash areas 
(small and large dogs) in north Adelaide  
They all have shelters, water, equipment, a variety of surfaces for dogs to explore, and plenty of 
natural shade. 
These cities also allow the use of sporting fields as off leash areas when they are not being used by 
teams for matches or training. 

Let the dog owners pay for such places, somehow. and pay for the bureaucracy to manage it 
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provide poop bags dispensary as is done by other councils 

Lack of control b owners when their dog becomes aggressive  

I am anti off leash areas as owners do not clean up after their dogs in Leashed areas!  The state of the 
foreshore along Merewether to Bar Beach is dreadful.  I have never seen a ranger.  I am sick of dodging 
the dog poo.  It is a disgrace.  I think dogs on leashes should be banned or at least threatened to be 
banned unless they clean up. we need more rangers fining owners 

Keep the spend minimal.  

Completely fence Islington  

We don't have a dog so don't use any dog-off-leash-areas but we have friends, and their dogs, who use 
the one near Dixon Park.  We can see that is great for them--they have made new friends, often discuss 
Council matters of concern, and get exercise themselves. 

Introduce a large fine for anyone not picking up dog waste in any public area.....and publicise this 

At the least the dog off leash area at Tighes Hill/Islington could be easily fenced as a start to further 
improving the amenity and safety (from traffic) of the park for dogs. 

The frequency and number of dogs off leash at Nobbys Beach is increasing due to lack of policing and 
signage.  
This is the reason I have filled the survey out. Every weekend people who know dogs are not allowed 
on Nobbys Beach walk dogs off lead.  
They should be prosecuted for their arrogance and inconsiderate respect that the beach is clean, has 
small children, and is a human recreational area free of dog poo and dog poo bags. There is Horseshoe 
Beach off leash area nearby. 

I really enjoy the off leash areas in My suburb as they area, and so does my dog. 
It would be good if more, owners picked up their pooch’s poo in off leash areas. Perhaps bigger fines to 
encourage? 

We need more off leash areas with water for dogs, shade and shelter for people.  Bins and dog waste 
bags should be made available and free to encourage people to pick up after their dogs.  NCC used to 
provide bio degradable bags for dog waster, however, they stopped doing so many years ago. 

Signage to let dog owners know that their dogs still must be under control in these areas 

More bins and poo bag dispensers would be a great improvement. 

no dogs. basta 

nil 

Dogs on unpatrolled beaches eg Newcastle South Beach, 
Need more trees eg King Edward Park - has been adversely impacted by car park development 

Don’t know where they are 

Please keep these areas safe for other users. Because dogs dig in the off leash area and have left holes, 
these have caused trip hazards to residents and visitors walking through the area. 

The existing leash free area is well used and a key community place with the Throsby area. A few 
alterations to clearly defining this area and better and safer walking access would make this area great,  

Dogs still need to be kept under control so that other users are not affected by dogs bothering other 
people and dogs 

Water available 
Large enough to run, chase balls etc. 

I am concerned about the increasing presence of dogs in strata units but I’m not sure that something 
council can do nothing about? 

My kids have been attacked by dogs in Nesca Park several times by dogs whose owners think the whole 
park (including play equipment) is leash free. It is imperative that the existing off leash area is fenced. I 
will end up suing council if we are attacked there again. 

Please fence them and have separate areas for large and small dogs.  Have multi use areas such as 
sports fields that can be used for dogs after sports hours  

Some dog owners are aggressive towards non-dog owners using the same of leash areas. They think 
that they have exclusive rights to the area. 
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I think Waratah Park is effectively used by responsible dog owners as an unofficial off-leash area. I 
know we’re breaking the rules. But dog owners avoid sporting days and manage their dogs well. They 
are almost all socialised and friendly and get great exercise. One recent dog fight destroyed it for a 
while. But now people are using it sensibly again. One incident should not be seen as the standard for 
everyone. Please let us use out common sense. I have a 13 year old dog. She can’t walk further than 
that park. It’s always been a short stroll there and back and we don’t bother anyone. I hate looking 
over my shoulder for council rangers. My only criticism is the lack of bins for dog droppings. Too many 
people leave dog poo behind which is terrible for those using the sports field.  I think that could be 
improved if you gave them somewhere to dispose of it. There’s one bin near the Chatham road 
entrance but Another near the high school end of the park would be very welcome.  

Mayfield park has suitable fencing and some facilities already. 

Consider other rate payers as well as considering the benefits for current dog owners. I have been 
fortunate to own a number of great friendly dogs, we always took them walking on a lead. It may be a 
good idea to be sure to enforce the rules regarding dogs off lead in areas they should not be allowed to 
be so. 

There needs to be more visible policing of dog owners who don't clean up after their dogs in all areas, 
not just off leash areas. The problem is particularly bad on the bathers way pathway where every day 
there are dog turds on the path that people have stepped on. It's absolutely disgusting! 

Regularly use fenced off leash areas in Chatswood and Roseville as well as sports oval in Epping with 
friends. Always worried about unfenced areas due to cars and snakes in bush areas. 

Tone monitored  

Should be fenced to protect both dogs and people. Dogs should be neutered 

The main issue I see for dogs in any public space is behaviour related and the ability/willingness of 
owners to control them and pick up after them. In Newcastle owners let dogs off leash where it is not 
allowed and it doesn’t matter if they think their dog is well behaved the dog can still bother or frighten 
others including children. In off leash areas it can be even worse with owners paying very little 
attention to, what their dogs are doing. 

People with big dogs put them in the smaller dog area. Maybe we need a small, medium and large size 

Better to make one large off leash area then several 
 
Smaller ones at different locations- small fenced areas increase aggressive dog behaviour  

Have nothing 

Big area, lots of dogs around, easy access, plenty parking, shade and seats on site 

If the Lambton area is approved it should be fenced and provide an area for puppies or small dogs  

I would love to use an off- leash area but it must be securely fenced! 

They must have dog poo bins and maintained grass. I take my dogs to redhead beach because it is a 
very big space so dogs don't get territorial and they provide bins for dog poo. It is terrible having to 
drive home with stinky dog poo filled bags in the car.  

As a previous dog owner, I think there needs to be more off leash areas 

Not really a dog person. 

Essential that we have accessible, attractive, large, shady, fenced areas for dogs & their owners to 
enjoy. Dogs are so popular, & we need to accommodate them in our cities in ways that work for all 
concerned. Horseshoe Beach in Newcastle has a tap, bins, but no shade,& could benefit hugely by the 
addition of a big sign at its car park entrance, reading ‘dog owners to be responsible for cleaning up ALL 
your dog’s waste, & for your dog's behaviour around others.’ I think dog lovers would get that 
message,& the area would be very welcoming towards the dog community.  

It should be clear to dog owners they are fully responsible for the control and care of their dogs. Fines 
for not picking up poo should be considered. 

Many people take their dogs off-leash to Learmonth Park though I believe this is not an off-leash area. 
A large dog jumped up on my child who wanted to play on the field and a fear of dogs has resulted. The 
field does not have gates closing the field. There are often dogs running too near to the children's 
playground. I don't know what the solution is for this area, clearly there are many people with dogs 
that need to have a good run, but it is difficult when it is in the same area as small children, or indeed 
anyone else who is enjoying the recreational facilities. The space for dogs really needs to be completely 
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separated to protect our community. 

Dog poo bags provided by council in parks & along walkways (especially Bathers Way) 

Problems lie with owners being responsible and cleaning up after their dogs. Horseshoe Beach is often 
very untidy and not very clean ...has become almost unusable for other than dog owners 

To be fully fenced 6 foot high with pool gate to automatic close and lock. This would provide safety for 
dogs and small/ elderly people. To not have dog off leash area near schools, playgrounds/parks for 
children to climb.  

Dog off leash areas would benefit greatly by providing poo bag dispensers like other states in Australia. 

dog areas need more  bins for dog waste owners can be fined for not removing dog waste so please 
provide the receptacles to encourage people to use them 

In Islington Park, many dog owners do not collect after their dogs. My son has played cricket there and 
the Cricket manager would need to arrive 30 mins early to go over the pitch, ensuring it was clean for 
the kids. 

They need to be fenced. Current facilities are close to roads and bike/walking tracks 

This study did not mention Horseshoe beach 

None, don't use them 

The sooner the better for Lambton Park. 

Learmonth Park - please refer to previous comment.  

In general, provide garbage bins for dog pooh and a regular garbage collection service. Make a 'push 
button' tap available for water. 

A dog off leash area on former BHP steelworks site (i.e. opposite McDonalds George Street, Mayfield.  
Existing greenspace and open area but needs to be fenced due to proximity to industrial drive. 

Off Leash dog areas are essential for all city living. Horseshoe beach, great location but it stinks of dog 
waste and no longer a beach I walk.  Same as The Hill, my favourite picnic spot was near but the tree 
we picnicked under became unbearable - the stench and amount of dog waste was unbelievable. Also 
Fernleigh Track needs waste bins, I don't know how you make owners responsible, but recently walking 
behind the mowing tractor we watched an endless number of dog waste plastic bags go flying all over 
the place, we had to stop walking because the stench, broken bags, and poop that had splatted all over 
the place from the mower blades breaking the bags.  Good luck with this contentious issue. 

I let our Lab off the lead in parks in the evening when there are no sports activities. Carry a couple of 
plastic bags and do the right thing..  
 
It's the people who don't that spoil it for every on 

Lambton Park  A major dog walking area 

There should be more encouragement for people to clean up after their dogs 

As per my previous answer about the Elermore Vale/Wallsend area near the touch football fields  

At Dixon Park, Need area to be separated from picnic area and road by fence. Trees and seats would be 
great.  

Make areas of Jesmond park off leash away from playgrounds and towards the Jesmond end are 
perfect.  
 
Make storm containment areas off leash areas off leash.  No need for fencing in since the houses rear 
fences contain most of the area. If wanted put a fence on the hill near paths above potential water 
lines. Learn to save money Newcastle council. 

I love visiting the area above King Edward park.Thats where we used to take our dog. It has a beautiful 
view and is very relaxing 

It needs to be secure. It also needs free dog bags (this is standard in a lot of Sydney councils and lots of 
bins to promote the collection of dog poo. They also somehow need to designed so small and big dogs 
can utilise it (maybe big enough) 
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While the need is recognised, I am against my rates being used for this additional NCC service - dog 
registrations should provide the revenue for this. 
Horseshoe beach was once fantastic for our young kids to swim, especially with rough seas - now it is a 
dog shit sand trap with uncontrolled dogs racing around. 
Please DO NOT give any more of our natural sites away, effectively sterilising them from the majority of 
rate payers. 

Please fence an area for small dogs. Please place poo bags and bins along the beach walks even when 
on leash.  

More prosecution of dog owners who don’t clean up after their dogs. 

Keep dogs off sporting fields sick of picking up poo so my children can play sport 

Foreshore Park is an ideal off leash area as it is open and not used as a sports ground. It would require 
more shelter and shade and fencing and taps for drinking  

certainly not around the Warabrook lakes 

not enough of them 

Need to be away from parks for children 

Promoting dog owner responsibility should reduce most of the problems 

I Encourage the provision of off leash areas  

Animals should be allowed on public beaches between 7.00pm and 7.ooam. 
More doggy bags to be provided  
and signage etc to encourage dog owners to use 

The Tighes Hill Park dog area seems to work well and Horseshoe Beach. Look for similar locations in 
other suburbs. 

no comments at this time 

Should be provided in ALL suburbs not just Yuppy areas  

Lewis street back reserve accessed of Barney street Wallsend.  The Wallsend Off leash Area. NEEDS 
BINS at the signage on Barney street and also signage and bins on the actual reserve area. There is no 
indication of when you are out of bounds I can go right along the back to the A15 and B53 or follow the 
creek right through the other way to Croudace Road which is great!! But no bins anywhere and no 
signage indicating there is that amount of access or a map of it.. I can walk a great circuit from 
Elermore Vale to the reserve and back again or put the dogs in the car and drive to Barney street for a 
quick run around but it needs work. 

Please securely fence Islington Park off leash area, and allow for separation of little dogs and big dogs. 

Plenty of shade required for the summer months. 
Garbage bins cleared more regularly,  
Easy access to drinking water for the dogs. 

I have no strong thoughts about existing areas.  Council should develop a plan to put to the citizens for 
particular comment.  I would suggest that Council should state clearly that just being near people's 
homes would not be a valid reason for that area's exclusion especially when the plan would include 
attention to safety and noise issues. 

Nothing to add. 

You did not include Horseshoe Beach in your off-leash areas for dogs.  It is heavily used and provides 
beach for dogs to run on and they can go in to the water.  If Horseshoe Beach is no longer to be used 
then what about the beach on the other side of the walkway to the lighthouse?  It is just as good as 
Horseshoe 

Older residents in New Lambton are not able to fully enjoy their walks and socialising with their dogs 
because of a fear of a fine particularly at Regent Street Park. 

Many dogs do not need to stand about in handkerchief sized off leash areas. All the Newcastle LGA 
ones are like this. Look at other LGAs, they have long distance off leash areas so dogs can be taken for a 
walk. HOW ABOUT: Nobbys Beach all the way out to the breakwall, 6pm-9am?? It's the emptiest of 
little children, most removed from people, yet well located for many people, and with good parking at 
the dog beach. Horseshoe.  
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Owners should be responsible for their dogs when off leash and should also pick up after their dogs not 
turn a blind eye 

I am not fully comfortable with off leash dog areas, because of the potential risks involved. 

West end reserve in Adamstown is looking better with the addition of some trees and a seat. Please 
don’t let develops to take any more of it away from the public. 

Adequate bins for dog droppings and signage as to what responsibilities owners have towards the 
community and ratepayers who fund these services. 

They are not well-defined - needs to be better signs.  Also addition of fences makes it safer especially 
near high traffic areas - also then suitable for dog training which benefits everyone - the owner and the 
general public by having well- controlled dogs. 

Acacia Ave to have fence and footpath around close to the road joining Morpeth rd park also. That way 
it can double as safe area/path for kids to walk and ride bike /scooters that’s not Lambton park  

An area designated for small breeds and puppies at Islington park would be useful. I currently let my 
dog off the lead in the area that is not the dog park because it is often too busy in the dog park and 
there are too many big dogs which pose too much of a risk for my 5kg older dog. 

mostly it is the dog owners who create problems. a lot of alcohol is consumed in dog parks and people 
concentrate on social activity and not their dogs activity 

Only dog off leash areas should be backyards 

We need a fenced dog area in Newcastle. Lake Macquarie has one now and we should have one too. 

As previously stated. A fenced off leash area for smaller breed dogs & puppies would be great.  

1. In fenced scenarios, it should not be possible for a dog to get out because someone leaves a gate 
open. So something like airlock-type entry and exit points would help. 
2. A fenced area shouldn't be too hilly so views of people and dogs coming into the park are obscured. 
For instance, if I don't like the vibe of a dog and their owner, I want to be able to see them and leave 
quickly. 
3. Access to recreational water would be extremely helpful so dogs that suffer in the heat can cool off 
easily. Sydney Park in Alexandria has an excellent dog pond, which is like a huge cement saucer. It's not 
deep and I believe is it self cleaning. 
4. It's important to remember that not all dogs have an idyllic start to life and some older dogs (I'm 
talking about rescues) may still be learning recall. This is why having access to a safe, fenced area 
where dog owners can take this sort of training to the next level is so important. I have a rescue 
greyhound in this situation. He is doing incredibly well with recall but as we rarely get the chance to go 
off lead, I can't take his training to a higher level, so while other dogs run around off leash, he has to 
remain on the lead because I can't guarantee his recall and he might run into the road. 

The times at Elermore Vale off leash are extremely restrictive. There is also a fantastic area behind the 
South Wallsend public school-between the creek, which should be off leash all the time, and it would 
take very minimal fencing to enclose it. 

Would be good if there were some sectioned areas available for use for owners of small dogs or 
puppies or dogs that are new to being with other dogs as a way of introducing them to the idea slowly 
and avoiding potential aggression issues if the owner thinks this may be the case. 

Make all parks off leash between 5am and 8am. This would make people more comfortable exercising 
their pets without worrying about a fine.  This would result in dogs being socialised more and less 
barking from bored pets.  

Burwood beach 
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- Fencing would be good, especially when the off leash areas are in busy areas (near big roads, near 
sports grounds). No matter how well trained a dog is, there is a chance they could wander near a road 
and it could be fatal. 
 
- Better facilities. It's not sufficient to just have an open field. That would not be sufficient for children 
so why is it for dogs. Stimulation, e.g. jumps, hoops, platforms, shelters, trees, etc etc. Dogs also 
require mental stimulation too, and an off leash area shouldn't be just a field to run in. 
 
- Better education resources for dog owners. I have done my homework, but many don't know the best 
ways to train dogs  
 
- Better signage. If there isn't clear signage that it is a dog area, you can get people doing other 
activities, that interfere with the dogs, seems unfair that some of the few off leash areas are being 
utilised for other activities (e.g. we have had horses and ferrets be brought to a dog off leash area 
previously). Or we've had someone come to the beach that clearly didn't realise it was off leash and 
screamed so all dog owners needed to put their dogs back on leashes for one person who didn't know 
it was a dog off leash beach. 

More bins for dog shit 

A small dog area away from larger dogs  
 
Fields to be open to off leash dogs during the day or when not using it for other purposes will help dogs 
who like to run off leash but don't get the chance as they are too scared of other dogs. Opens up more 
areas with less dogs thus this is not an issue 

The main problem seems to be lack of control by dog owners.  This is more of a problem where dog 
owners let their dogs off leash wherever they are regardless of whether or not it's an off leash area. 

We need rubbish bins for dog poo  

All off dog leash areas (and indeed most public parks) need a supply of biodegradable plastic bags in a 
dispenser for the use of owners to pick up after their dogs business 

Pls provide better water facilities, shelter and seating for owners within the designated areas  

it would be useful to have a dog behaviourist/trainer on site sometimes to advise about behaviour - ie, 
playful vs threatening. Many dog owners seem to be unable to distinguish. I'm sure many users of dog 
parks would be very happy to contribute financially to such advice/help.  
 
My main requirement is fencing (double gates) such as at the Fingal Bay park, and separate areas for 
puppies/dogs with issues. 
 
I have 2 greyhounds who are perfectly safe with other dogs but not safe (for themselves) without a 
fence. I doubt I will ever get 100% recall from them - they cover too much ground too quickly to be safe 
in the existing off leash areas in Newcastle  
 
I am so pleased that Newcastle council is showing interest in this issue - thanks very much! 

Please put up fences for everyone’s safety  

Grass, shade and water 

Need more fenced off leash areas. Much safer and more clearly defined. 

Off leash areas need to be kept well away from existing busy roads 

This facility needs existing need more water stations for the dogs along with more bins to dispose of 
the dog waste. Especially at horseshoe beach. People are asked to clean up but there is nowhere to 
dispose of waste.  

I worry about my dog being attacked by other dogs with less responsible owners. I like the idea of off 
leash areas for smaller dogs  

I would love to see more fully fenced off leash areas. I have a greyhound who does not come when she 
is called so I can’t take her to open dog parks. I also get concerned about other dog owners not 
supervising their dogs at the dog park  
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Plenty of signage re: picking up the dog poo and rules of the park. 
 
Regular visits from the rangers to ensure everyone is doing the right thing. 
 
Adequate fencing which is high enough for dogs of all sizes to be safe. 
 
Adequate shade and watering facilities. 
 
No too many seats as this will encourage owners to sit and chat instead of watching their dogs! 
 
Probably not in the budget BUT some cctv to encourage people to take responsibility for their dogs 
behaviour. 
 
A water feature/ shallow pool for them to splash in? 
 
Separate areas for big and small dogs with a height limit clearly defined. 
 
Serious and enforceable penalties for any perpetrators of serious Dog attacks. 

Fence is so important 

I would like to have a tap provided, fencing and some seating in Lambton Park as this park is very dog 
orientated and people travel from other suburbs to utilise park 

The area between Lambton pool and the bowling club would appear to be ideal. It is not currently used 
for any recreational purpose so would not intrude on other activities.  Could be a large fenced area. 
Need double gates to get in and out so no dogs escape while a gate is open. I think they have this at 
Fingal Bay. 

No comment 

Some fenced dog off leash areas are desired by a number of owners especially those with smaller dogs, 

Better signage, maybe council representatives providing education every so often so that these 
facilities are utilised correctly. 
 
Possibly better signage near areas that are not off leash (children's playgrounds) of where the closest 
off leash areas are 

Please relax the dog off leash rules - but please crack down heavily on dog owners who do not clean up 
after their dogs. 
 
Being a dog owner encourages community engagement, physical activity and utilisation of community 
spaces. 

Perhaps CCTV to ensure dog owners do the right thing for everyone. Ensure dog waste facilities are 
provided and adequate. 

Landscape needs to be safe. 
 
Owners need to keep their dogs under control and pick up after them. 
 
Site needs to be away from traffic. 
 
Dog owners need to be in attendance at all times. 
 
Dog owners need to respect the needs of others and wait their turn if necessary. 

No. 

No Suggestions 

Is there any chance that I would be restricted from using a Newcastle City fenced off leash area seeing I 
am a resident of Cessnock City? 
 
Any chance Newcastle City Council can put some pressure on Cessnock City to provide a nice fenced off 
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leash area? 

No useful comments to make. I have only been a resident of Newcastle for 4 years and am elderly so 
not familiar with outdoor spaces but my family uses the Islington Park space near their home. 

It would be great if a regular day/time could be set aside for both small dogs and large dogs. I have a 
large greyhound who is very friendly, but too boisterous for small dogs off leash, so I can't really take 
him to off leash areas. He does really well with medium to large dogs, so I'd no problem with him 
exercising at a time where there aren't any small/toy dogs around. It works both ways too - I'm sure 
there are lots of people with little dogs who'd love to go to dog parks but don't do it because they're 
concerned about larger dogs. 

The Islington park off lease area is fantastic and should always remain as such some improvements 
would be nice like a few more bins  

Fenced and area around leash free area police to ensure dogs are not leash free in streets and park 
near Carrington current leash free area. 

Burwood Beach south of Merewether beach is very quiet and suitable for dogs 

Put fences around them for animal and human safety 

Smith park 
 
Wonderers oval 

I think there is potential for a fenced leash free area at Gregson Park, Hamilton.  Perhaps the 
abandoned lawn bowls could be used or some other space here. 
 
Better signage for regular park users regarding appropriate use of the leash free areas would be 
wonderful.  There are lots of picnics at King Edward leash free and many people leave their food scraps 
and rubbish which the dogs get into.  Similarly at Dixon dog park I witnessed a family throwing foil 
wrapped chocolate eggs into the bushes for an Easter Egg Hunt.  My dog became ill from eating these.  
There is a code of conduct for those using the leash free areas as Dog Owners and there should also be 
clear guidelines for Non Dog Owners. 

The new fenced area that hasn’t opened near the roundabout at Speers Point yet is going to be crap 
and I won’t use it because here’s no shade and no access for the dogs to swim. There is nowhere near 
enough consideration for dog off leash areas to be near suitable swimming areas for dogs. In summer 
our options are becoming more limited with the closure of Speers point park as an off leash area. There 
should also be more allocated sections of beaches, horseshoe beach is a nightmare due to the 
overcrowding of it. I also think rather than making small dog/big dog separate areas you should make it 
“nervous dog owners who pick up their unsocialised dogs”/“well-adjusted and socialised dogs and 
owners” separate areas. Not even joking.  

Making a New off the leash beach park  

A good design will encourage more use and will ensure all the different activity areas within the dog 
park link well together. Landscape design will consider robust areas for dog free-play and rummaging 
activities as well as opportunities for dog agility equipment. It will also address amenity considerations 
such as shade, water and seating and the type of ground cover.  
 
A good park will encourage owners and dogs to interact and engage with each other, such as providing 
a circular path to follow, play equipment or sniffing trails.  A park should not encourage people to stand 
around talking with each other but serve the purpose of encouraging engagement and play between 
owner and dog.  Parks should be generous in size so dogs have plenty of individual space to explore 
and move in and if possible, include natural features for dogs to climb on, in and around.  Dog parks 
could also be planted with plants that provide natural sensory stimulation and health benefits for dogs.   

My two dogs become aggressive when dogs off leash approach them so we naturally steer clear of 
leash free areas when we walk our dogs. EVERY DAY in Carrington we are confronted on our walk with 
dogs not on leash whilst their owners ‘walk’ them. I’m worried my dogs might cause a serious attack 
either on the other dog or another person, should I be to blame for this when the other owner is the 
one originally in the wrong? My dogs are completely friendly as long as the other dog is on a leash. It’s 
so frustrating and causes me anxiety walking with them.  
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Potential- all beaches from 5am- 8am, and after 6pm. 

I believe I have answered this question throughout the survey. I attended the meeting in Lambton Park 
with Rufo and Clausen and found the concerns of the small dog owners as rather questionable; so 
many small dogs have a go at my Old English sheepdog.  A fenced area would just keep them safer and 
maybe a separate fenced off area could placate some owners. 

I strongly believe that there needs to be an area for puppies and smaller dogs - my girl only weighs six 
kilos and she had been bowled over on more than one occasion by much bigger dogs - nothing 
malicious just the meeting of two bodies that should have never met.... 

There are a number of uncontrolled dogs in these areas that put other dogs at risk. Also there are no 
supply of doggie litter bags which would send a message to God owners who do not pick up after their 
dogs.  

Double safety Gates at off leash areas 

People need to be more responsible for their dogs it's not the dogs fault if something happens it's the 
humans.  

All dogs off leash areas should be adequately fenced.  

Sporting fields are ideal as they are fenced and empty early mornings so it will cause no disruption to 
anyone.  

The area should be fenced and well maintained.  I would like to see some small area with some 
equipment and water for the dogs.   
 
The few people that do not pick up after their dog should be fined 

Previous comment  

rangers to patrol to fine people who don't pick up poo 

Prior comment 
 
Additionally having water bowls available and cleanup bags where walking is frequent eg around the 
foreshore would be great. Most people are good but there are always a few that don’t clean up. They 
do this in Bribie island which I thought was really cool 

People ignore the boundaries of leash free areas. Fines and or warnings should be issued for dogs off 
leash outside of the leash free boundaries. 

I like a larger area to exercise my dog as I prefer to keep him away from too many other dogs. As he is a 
larger dog the off leash areas are great to give him a solid workout whilst still being able to enjoy a 
pleasant stroll. We love to choose different walks on or off leash and like to be able to stop at a cafe or 
kiosk for refreshment.  

All areas to be fenced and definitely no beaches. 

The water bowl at Carrington dog park is dirty. The bowls need to be able to be emptied as they get full 

of muck and green slime like material. It’s gross. I bring my own water and bowl now 👎 That type of 
water bowl is at Nobbys too near the kiosk and is always disgusting. The seagulls bathe in it!!  I’d dog 
bags were supplied by council then maybe people would be more inclined to pick up after their pooch!  

To encourage people to clean up after their dogs more bins are required & possibly doggy poo bags 
available  

Fence the off-leash area on the corner of Alnwick and Acacia Roads for the safety of all the community. 
Too many dog owners infantilize their dogs and fail to control them adequately. I am frustrated with 
the number of out of control dogs which enter my property because of our proximity to the off-leash 
dog area.  

Fences 
 
Owner education sessions on body language, appropriate play, positive reward based training etc. 
council could work with local trained to provide this.  

Again, just that bins and poo bags are needed as they are often lacking 

Totally disagree with the proposed off leash area in Lambton Park. That money should be spent on 
providing more equipment in existing parks for children, not dogs. 
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Dogs are entertaining and therapeutic for owners and people who cannot own a dog it is nice to share 
other people's dogs. I for one love them but living on an apartment prevents me from owning one...... I 
love watching them play. 

Existing times are too limited  

Learmonth Park heavily used for sport and dogs. Do owners always collect dog droppings? 

Islington dog park needs more bins. People do not pick up after their dog there as the bin is always too 
full 

I would definitely use it for my dogs. Maybe have some dog exercise equipment and a separate area 
for puppies and little dogs.  

Why have an area which is the main focus of recreation for young and old, Nobbys beach and 
Horseshoe, and allow dogs off leash in such close proximity. Dogs owners regularly let the uncontrolled 
dogs annoy and harass passers-by with comments like " she won't hurt you" but don't offer money for 
dry cleaning to get the dirt of your clothes from the dogs nose.   

Needs to be more opportunity generally for off leash areas even if they are a curfew e.g. sports fields 
when no sport and all suburbs should have an area within walking distance of their house 

As part of our junior cricket competition, we regularly played at Tighes Reserve up until 2015, a 
sporting ground that was also used as a leash free area for dog owners. Each time our team played at 
this ground, the teams would be required to spend half an hour picking up the excrement prior to the 
start of the match. It was impossible to remove it all and consequently, many players would end up 
with excrement on them during the course of the match. This was a terrible experience for players and 
their families and posed health hazards for our junior players.  
 
Our experience around Tighes Reserve has shown that some dog owners consistently breach the 
Companion Animals Act 1998 by not controlling their dogs and being on a public place reserved for 
playing organised games. We question how these issues will be prevented and even policed should 
there be timed leash free areas on sporting fields and will it be left to sporting teams to once again 
clean up the excrement left behind by irresponsible dog owners. 
 
The sports field section of your Draft Community Land Plan of Management suggests that dog exercise 
areas and sport fields should not co-exist. Given that dog exercise areas can be placed on community 
land without regard to shape or topography of the land and sports fields require flat land of a 
particular size to meet code requirements, we do not believe there is any need for them to co-exist. In 
our opinion when flat land of a sport field size exists, the use as a sporting field should have preference 
over DEA use of that space. 

More rangers at Horseshoe Beach would be great.  I've stopped going there because of some members 
of the public who do not like dogs. 

Outdoor showers to wash dog off taps are too low for larger dogs 

Fine people that don't pick up the dog poop 

MAKE SURE PEOPLE PICK UP MESS AFTER DOGS - OR ISSUE HEAVY FINES 

As users of sporting fields in both summer and winter, the volunteers have enough site risks with 
vandals and the like to clean up and make safe for children, dog excrement will only add to this. 

Locate them away from child play and sporting facilities 

Must have bins provided 

Braye Park restrictions should be taken away. It’s not a very popular area during the middle of the day 
so why would you prevent owners from having dog off leash then. You think you would do the 
opposite  

Needs fencing. 

Please don't allow it on sporting fields. The fields end up with dog poo uncollected and the 
kids/parents have to try and clean it before every match. Inevitably some gets missed and the kids end 
up playing in dog poo. 

None 

Educational signage for the simple minded dog owners who cause most of the issues at dog off leash 
areas. 
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Don't use sporting fields. 

It is unreasonable to expect children to have to clean up excrement off a sporting field before their 
games due to lazy dog owners. If any off the leash areas are to be established, they should be fenced 
off and patrolled by the council to ensure they are being used correctly. Off the leash areas should NOT 
be expanded to sporting grounds where children are left to clean up after these dog owners or get dog 
excrement all over them whilst enjoying their weekend sport.   

People need to understand what control of their dog means  
I had a dog go to attack my dog once I put her back on the lead to put her in the car and the owner ran 
over to get his dog who was off the lead  
People should be told if your there’s dogs aggressive don’t have them off lead if others are in the area 
If they can’t control the dog they shouldn’t be off lead   
If you call your dog it comes back to not keeps running  
Bins should be in all off leash areas  
Taps should be in the area  
Signs should be bigger I found the off leash area by accident didn’t know it was there just changed area 
where I was walking and found it  
People should be informed of what  is control of your dog and what isn’t  
Maybe have bags available so people can pick up after their dogs I take my own bags but other people 
don’t  

Learmonth Park could be off leash outside use by sport teams.  
All areas need improved presence of bins and maybe poo bag dispensers 
More rangers to fine people who don’t pick up after their dogs 
Islington Park needs more fencing to prevent dogs falling in the water or going to the road 

Sports fields like Ballast Ovals which are in regular use from Cricket shouldn't be used as off leash 
areas. Playing on fields like these always comes with the risk that you may end up treading in dog 
excrement which is never fun. Players often complain about this and as a result don't come back to 
play. This is a big issue as we want to be encouraging people to get active and socialise but they do not 
want to play on fields covered in dog litter. 
 
Such sporting fields should have better signage erected and be fenced off to show clear boundaries 
between sports fields and public space, and hopefully keep dogs away. 

Tighes reserve is a classic example why off leash dog areas should be carefully considered. This park 
was no longer able to be used because of the disgraceful way it was treated by dog owners.  

These areas must have fences to protect children and families. They cannot be areas used by sporting 
groups as some dog owners do not pick up the excrement. They also sometimes do not respect the 
times at which the field is being used for sport and simply allow their pets to run through games whilst 
they are in play. How would you like your child when playing sport to come off the field covered in dog 
poo? 

The greatest need I have personally, is for a fenced area, so my dog can be off leash without running 
off  

Not enough fenced off areas. 

Reminder about off leash etiquette  
 
Better drinking facilities for dogs 

After experiencing the problems at Tighes hill oval when our son played cricket I strongly believe 
sporting fields should NOT be used as dog off leash areas. Owners do not pick up after their dogs and it 
shouldn't be our responsibility to go on "poo patrol" before every game.  

Y have you not mentioned 🐴 💩 beach? It's great. We go several times per week. Needs nothing more. 

I strongly disagree with sporting fields being used as leash free areas.  A lot of time and money goes 
into maintaining a lot of the sporting fields and to turn up to dog excretions all over the place would 
not only be disappointing but also a health hazard especially to junior players.  

Some dog owners are not responsible and do not pick up their dog droppings. This is often a hindrance 
for families and our children who also use these parks. It can be a health hazard. 
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More bins for dog poo and even supply dog poo bags in case someone forgets their bags. 

Not on used sports fields, cannot stress the inconvenience enough 

See my previous comments. 

Don't attend these areas. 

I think more fenced in areas would be good and I like the suggestion for a separate area for smaller 
dogs as my dog is small and gets scared by bigger dogs and is okay off lead but I wouldn't let her off in 
an un fenced area as this would not be safe 

Please provide dog poo bag dispensers all over the city centre 

need to be more concerned about protecting native wildlife than worrying about dogs off leash areas 

-Providing Doggy Bags.  
 
-Providing taps that can accessible for dogs to drink from (e.g. the tap at Horse shoe Beach).  

Need more poo bins - at least at entrances and exits of existing off-leash areas. 
 
Access to Throsby creek "beaches" for dogs to swim off leash - preferable at Carrington, as well as at 
Horseshoe beach. 

Islington dog park could be made much safer by completing the fencing to reduce dogs running into 
nearby roads. A small dog fenced area would almost perfect this area.  

Owner control of dogs is really important. I've left parks because another owner either wasn't paying 
attention to their dog and it was getting a bit full on. I've also seen a dog attacked by a staffy or Pitbull 
types breed and the owner couldn't call him off so he punched it (awful). Some dogs shouldn't be off 
leash, not sure how that can be managed though 

n/a 

Need safe area for small dogs. Many people have larger dogs which can be dangerous  

Novocastrian Park has been responsibly used by dog owners to exercise their dogs, usually early in the 
mornings.  This park is large enough to be an early morning off leash area to cater to the dog owning 
residents in the New Lambton area. 

Do not agree with them 

All Dogs on the footpath should be on a lead! 

Please keep away from sports grounds. People won't pick up excrement no matter how much you 
implore them and I don't like my kid diving in dog shit. 

Novocastrian should be off leash before 8am everyday - it basically is anyway 

They need to be fenced!! Unfenced areas are very unsafe for people and dogs 

Keep the dogs off all sporting fields and away from the facilities at the fields. Sadly too many owners 
don't clean up after their dogs leaving parents and sporting groups to clean up before the facility can 
be utilised.  Also keeping them fenced saves them from running away or onto roads.  

Fence them fully with proper metal fences that dogs can’t get out from, keep them away from 
playgrounds 

If dog poo is the issue, perhaps provide small dispensing machines that provide bags for a small charge 
near the entrance to the areas.  The only time I have left a poo is when I’ve unexpectedly run out of the 
bags attached to the lead.   

The safety of general public should come first. 

All local community suburbs should offer a lease free areas for dogs within walking distance. More 
positives than negatives. 

It needs seating, several (not just one) tree for shade and undercover picnic tables and BBQ facilities so 
that the area can have multi uses. 

I think I just did that, but I do feel very strongly that a number of dog owners ignore the rules, which 
puts everyone offside. 
 
A ranger enforcing the rules would surely help and would go a long way towards making non dog 
owners feel they were being considered 
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Elermore Vale. Too small, not an attractive area to have it. There is more room on over the path near 
the Elermore Vale shopping centre that would have more room for a big dog to run. Also more easily 
accessible and more people would attend. Suggest using the current area as a fenced puppy or small 
breed only area.  

More bins provided for “pooper scooping” and dog water stations.  

Consider the places where people are naturally gravitating to for dog walking and whether there are 
any reasons why they couldn’t become off leash.  

Fencing a must, poo bag dispensers , water play whether shallow pool or little fountain jets bubbling , 
shade, toilets for humans that are cleaned daily , seating, even smaller sections that can be hired out 
for a small fee and I mean small for specific breed groups to have planned fun days,  the list can be 
never ending, I know it can't be policed without having the gates manned but proof of vaccinations, 
this would stop a lot of diseases being transmitted   

They need to be carefully managed to be safe for all, with lots of input from behavioural training 
experts. 

They need to be fenced, particularly if they are near to roads.  Any dog, even the best trained, can get 
distracted and run off.   
 
Off leash areas are good for dogs, owners and the community as a whole as they should reduce the 
numbers of owners who let their dogs off leash in public areas.  Plus they encourage social interaction 
between owners. 

Dog off leash areas should not be on sporting groups or playgrounds. Our children deserve to be able 
to play sport in areas that are free from dog excrement. If there must be off leash areas then they 
should be for that purpose only and not in sporting fields which should be kept safe for our children.  

Maybe a ranger needs to be onsite or more drive buys. To make sure people are picking up after their 
dog. This really annoying. In both unleash dog parks an just around the streets.  

No comment 

Sports fields and other parks could be utilised as off leash areas between certain times of day when 
other users are not using them e.g. sunrise - 9am at some sports grounds  

A fenced area is safer for dogs that may run off and potentially get hit by passing cars. Good to have a 
separate area for pups or small 
 
dogs. The dog park at Tuncurry is an excellent example. We do there regularly with my in-laws dog  

Not fenced and therefore dangerous.  
 
Not enough shade  

There are many older people living in the Hamilton area to whom the only existing accessible area is 
Dixon Park which is still for many not within walking distance.  

Please do not allow dogs on sporting fields, they are used by adults and children throughout the year.  
It is not ok to expect sporting clubs (children included) to clean up faeces prior to using the fields.  It is 
filthy and unhygienic.  There are plenty of other areas for dog owners to unleash their animals and 
providing exclusive dog parks is preferred.   

I don’t take my dogs of lead but take them to a dog park so they can sniff around. My understanding is 
Dixon park is off lead at certain times. It would be great if there was signage to say when this is as I 
don’t like it when other dogs are off lead and approach my dogs which are on lead. I’m pretty sure I go 
when it’s not leash free and there are always dogs off lead which is frustrating.  

Sporting fields should NOT have dog off lead areas. Dog owners do not always clean up after their 
animals and sporting families should not have to clean fields before games.  

There are parks in New Lambton (particularly Novocastrian Park) where local residents go daily to 
exercise and socialise their dogs. The significant benefit of this is that these residents are exercising 
themselves and connecting with other people over a common interest (with no regard for 
socioeconomic status, gender, sexuality or race). There is a group of elderly dog owners who meet at 
about 7.30-8am, and I would love to see this area deemed a Time Restricted Off Leash Area to allow 
people the knowledge that they are exercising their dogs there legally - the reason being that social 
connectedness is created through this activity and as a society, we need to foster this. I appreciate that 
there are possibly complaints from the football club who reside there (e.g., dog poo), and this could be 
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tended to if there are concerns from them. 

It is very useful to have a council supplied litter bin for animal faeces with litter bags provided and a 
few taps... if running water pipe why not put more than one tap in the park? 

People need more education on dog body language, what is appropriate behaviour  

We travel a lot and NCC is really neglectful in their provision of dog friendly areas compared to councils 
just as Moreton Bay Council and Brisbane City Council. Their dog parks provide plenty of fenced areas, 
shade and shelter, agility activities, water facilities etc. it would be great for Newcastle to do the same.  

Ensure that sporting fields are NOT impacted by dog excrement by not allowing dog unleash areas onto 
these sporting areas in the first place 

Instead of talking about this do it 

Need to consider if it is a high tick area when choosing off leash locations. 

Make them safer, more shade and water. More amenities for the owners would be a good and thing. 
For the dogs something to play/exercise on.  

If the section behind Lambton pool is fenced it would require gates both north and south.  I currently 
walk my dog through this area. 

Better signage 

Allow dogs on beaches after 6.oo PM 

More waste facilities, when visiting Stockton off leash some time ago I had to take my dogs waste in 
the car as there were no bins.  

Novocastrian Park is a natural meeting place for dogs and their owners in the early mornings, it would 
be great if it could officially be listed as a leash-free dog ground at certain times of day. It is a nice way 
to keep people in the local area connected and allows dogs some dog time to sniff, socialise and 
exercise before their owners leave them for the day. 

I don't believe that Horseshoe beach should be a dog free leashed beach. This beach was once popular 
with families because it was a safe beach for small children. I have not been there for a few years but I 
am told that dogs run wild and sometimes disturb bathers with children. 

Fines if people don’t clean up after dogs 

Dedicated dog waste bins encourage more people to do the wrong thing. 
 
There is nothing worse than having to pick up dog poo prior to your children playing sport! 

We have had to move from our sporting ground which has been used by our club for over 50 years 
because council didn't see fit to fine or police the poor behaviour of dog owners on our oval. Every 
Saturday morning we would have to continually pick up dog shit and spend hours doing this before 
each game. Council were notified and didn't do a thing about it. If you put more dog of leashes out 
there this will make all local games on a Saturday morning even more intolerable.  We even had to 
leave this ground because council wouldn't help clean this up. Both parties could have used this facility 
if council proactively helped support other users instead of giving dog owners a free rein leaving us 
without any alternative but give up on that ground which like I said was used by our club for over 50 
years and find another suitable ground. Totally unacceptable from NCC!! 

Keep away from sporting fields 

Make sure dog owners pick up after their dogs on the street to and from these areas. 

Areas must be clearly defined and if possible fences, along with either harsher penalties for owners 
picking up after their dog or stricter policing, as numerous sporting organisations struggle with this 
issue currently. Especially if located near current off-leash areas. 

Dogs should not be allowed on sporting fields 

Have done that already 

no comment 

Off leash areas need water available, shade where possible & free plastic poop bags for owners to use. 
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At Adamstown dog free leash area, more dog poo receptacles, seating, shade cover, toilets and better 
policing of those who don't pick up their dog excrement, this also applies to all other dog leash free 
areas in Newcastle. 

They are often in poor condition & poorly resourced.  There needs to be  
 
-Poo bags for the owners to encourage people to pick up poo (sometimes I genuinely forget or have 
run out of bags, and other cities have them on most walking paths anyway) 
 
-Access to water for the dogs 
 
- toilet blocks 
 
-Fences and gates to protect dogs from the roads and car parks  

n/a 

Fenced. 

Shady trees, fencing and lighting 

My previous experience of a sports field being used as an off leash area has been that a lot of dog 
owners have not picked up poo, so literally a bucket of poo has been collected before a game, dogs 
have been on field during cricket games and if approached about either issues, owners have been 
aggressive or suggested the council will not take any action against them so they don’t care! So 
suggesting sports grounds can be used when not in use is still not practical as there are surely health 
issues when players or younger siblings can step in poo.  

More facilities for dogs - bins for droppings, bags available to encourage picking up after your dog, 
water facilities for both dogs and their owners 

Please please please don't have off leash areas on sporting fields. It is putting our kids and others at 
risk off illness as some pet owners aren't picking up after their animals. No parent wishes to scrub dog 
poo out of their child's cricket whites especially. 

The dog parks can only be used before 9am and after 6pm.  As a semi-retired person, I would prefer to 
take my dogs off leash during the day.  The closest to us is Adamstown but there is no shade in the 
summer and it is too close to Brunker Road - I have a (sometimes) runaway dog and it's too risky. 

Please keep Horseshoe Beach open for dogs off leash. This is an AMAZING facility in Newcastle. Social 
for people and dogs. 

On sports field before 9, after 5. 

There is overcrowding at existing off leash areas particularly Horseshoe Beach. 

I agree with dogs off leash areas however not on sporting fields. Too many owners do not pick up after 
their animals 

Newcastle junior cricket had to stop using a field at Tighes Hill because it was a big park n we were 
forever having to spend 1/2 a week before the kids could even contemplate playing there. Kids coming 
home with dog poo on them etc. it was disgusting. N when playing there people would still let their 
dogs run free. You want kids to play sports...don’t make them play in these conditions.  

No comment, except that people do not always pick up after their dogs, so perhaps more signage and 
facilities are needed.  

Sporting clubs play a vital community role and mostly look after sporting grounds well. However, they 
need to realise they do not OWN the grounds and need to share them with other community 
members, e.g. dog owners.  Dog poo is not the only rubbish which is left by irresponsible people on 
sporting grounds (I have for instance seen many pieces of broken glass and even used syringes on 
ovals).  However, some clubs seem to appear obsessed about excluding dogs and ignore other issues. 

Would like to see rangers patrolling the surrounding area, we have too many dogs off leash in the 
surrounding streets this causes problems for both children and other dogs that are on a leash 

Do not allow leash free areas on sports grounds  

Off leach areas are important as the owner has a venue to continue obedience training  

Fenced off leash areas do not need to be as large as the Lake Macquarie facility at Speers Point. This off 
leash area is far too big and inaccessible. Having divided areas for small and large dogs is also a good 
idea. Fencing needs to be appropriate, extending partly into the ground to stop smaller dogs fitting 
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under the fence, the lake Macquarie facility has a gap under the fence. 

Our children used to play cricket at Tighes Reserve. At the start of each match my husband would have 
to use a shovel to pick up dog faeces, usually filling a bucket full. Unfortunately there was usually some 
that he may have missed making the ground unsafe for children to play on. We contacted council in 
regards to this issue and was very disappointed in the council's response. While I have used this space 
for our dog, I strongly believe that leash free areas should not be shared with a sports ground.  
 
Furthermore,  even though it was decided that we could no longer use Tighes Reserve, council spent a 
large amount of money on the upgrade of the pitch, a pitch we could no longer safely use. 

Braye Park - the whole park should be off leash during the existing times and better signage put up at 
all entrances (including footpaths) so all park users are aware that they might come across unleashed 
dogs. To protect children, maybe put a fence around the playground?  

I object to residents from adjoining cities thinking they should be able to use Newcastle City facilities 
without paying to do so. 

I think it's really important to provide these spaces for dogs. 

In the area mentioned in the last question I often see dogs playing and exercising with owners.  This is 
a large area of open space, ideal for this purpose, however, the perimeter of the leash-free area is not 
clearly defined.  Sometimes children use the back entrance to the primary school, and if not used to 
dogs, could be wary of any unrestrained dog that may be nearby, or appear to be heading in their 
direction, even when still a distance away.  

Formalisation for dog off-leash use of an area at Empire Park between the southern-most tennis court 
and the Bar Beach bowling club would be great.  The public rarely use this area, people preferring to 
use the playground and barbecue areas/ skate park areas etc that are closer to the beach.  The grass 
here adjoining Bar Beach Bowling club also remains green and intact during drier times (unlike sandy 
Dixon Park).   
 
For many years now my husband and I have walked our dog at least twice a day to off-leash dog areas 
provided in Newcastle.  I think I have used almost every off-leash area provided! 
 
We have a very active dog (kelpie cross) and there would have been real problems if she had not been 
provided with a variety of places to exercise off-leash.  Without her off-leash runs twice a day, she 
would have been barky, diggy, chewy etc whilst at home, annoying those in our house and all our 
adjoining neighbours. Instead she is a very well behaved dog that our neighbours are very pleased to 
live next door to.   
 
All our fellow dog-park visitors are very diligent dog owners who pick up after their dogs and call them 
back if they go near other park users that may not be interested in having a doggie running around 
them.  The dog owners I know are also very aware of any wet areas that might be deteriorated by dog 
foot traffic and keep their dogs away from those areas.  They also keep their dogs out of any sections 
of the park beyond the off-leash exercise areas. 
 
If this strategy results in any off-leash areas becoming closed down or reduced in size/time of use, the 
dog-owning community will be aggrieved.  There are currently not really enough resources for most of 
us within walking distance of home.   We should not have to drive across town to be able to exercise 
our dogs, but should be able to walk to an off-leash area.  Needing to drive instead of walk would be a 
negative outcome for everyone – health wise and environmentally, by replacing walking with car use.   

Horseshoe Beach is such a wonderful area for dogs and their owners. Please, please keep it. 

Keep the options open.  

Any new off-leash areas should be fenced - I can't let my rescue greyhounds off-leash at any of the 
existing areas because the risk of them running into the road is too high 

The most important requirements are fencing, seating, drinking water for both dogs and humans and 
double security gate so dogs can't escape. 

Learmonth Park - brings people together 
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Poo bag dispensers and delineating off and on lead areas more clearly using landscaping more cleverly 
as natural dividers, so that it's obvious the off leash area 'is behind the row of shrubs or trees' for 
instance. I believe this approach would work at Dixon Park, and would help improve the 
condition/appearance of the Park more generally. 

Please provide fenced off leash areas - We own a greyhound who can run much too quickly for us to 
allow her off leash anywhere unfenced 

Lighting In Islington park would be good as some dogs like to run around later especially when hot.  

Maryland Drive, Maryland - Good large area to exercise dogs, ample parking. There is a bin here 
however it is often overflowing with household waste. Often find that people are not cleaning up after 
their dogs when I use this park. Would also be good to have a tap to access water for the dogs 

People often have aggressive dogs that are not under owner control however most people do the right 
thing. 

Lambton Park is a busy park for families, sport and fitness. The pool has access in the area that has 
been proposed to be a fences off leash area. Karoola Rd is already busy throughout the year for parking 
access for the pool and sports fields, both summer and winter and with the bowling club. We don’t 
need more cars in the street. Find another area. The proposed area for fencing also impacts on a bridge 
access to the southern end of the park. 

The off leash area in the Upper Wallsend Reserve, next to Lake Road, is way too dangerous for dogs to 
be off leash. Lake road is very busy and cars travel very fast. If a dog chased a bird or something and 
ran onto the road they would almost certainly be killed or seriously injured. Loud traffic can also make 
dogs anxious, increasing the likelihood of fights/attacks.  

Potential sit at Lambton Park: Another smaller separate fenced area for unsocialised dogs so they can 
learn not to be fearful/respond with aggression by meeting other dogs through a fence. This also would 
protect other dogs & owners from their attacks. 
 
Existing park at Acacia Ave: Some shade/shelter with a seat or picnic table underneath. 

Bins are essential in dog parks. 
 
New site - Perhaps designating the Carrington beach - near the rowing club. 

Please don’t allow dog off leash areas to take over any current sporting fields. 

Provide appropriate facilities to deal with dog poo and educate dog owners to be responsible  

Suitable hours of access to be determined with existing sporting groups using park. 

none 

full of dog poos 

Need to be fenced. Some breeds like rescued greyhounds are difficult to retrain but love to run  

There are areas in town, such as where the rail line used to be that could be a fenced off dog area. 

I would like the sporting oval in Islington Park to be off-leash early mornings when no else uses the oval 
- say 5am to 9.30am 

There are areas of Lambton Park that are used as off leash areas already. The grassed area between 
the Lambton Pool and the Bowling club is constantly used as an off leash area. As I have observed as 
living in the area there are no problems with the dogs off lease as the owners are still responsible for 
their dogs and have broken up dog fights in the area before they have escalated. The responsibility of 
the dog owners needs to be maintained and not have them releasing dogs without supervision into a 
fenced area where dog fights can indeed escalate. 

There were points about providing shade areas and seating.  I thought the whole idea was to promote 
the activity of dogs off leads, which requires the owners to manage and supervise their dogs, not sit 
down and have a picnic.  So, while some shade trees/areas seem fine, as does drinking fountains for 
dogs, tables and seating seems to be compromising what the area is for. 

The only other comment I would add is that leash free areas need to be established in conjunction with 
a zero tolerance approach to owners who allow their dogs to roam unsupervised on our streets. I have 
heard of a number of attacks on dogs and humans of late and there doesn't seem to be much in the 
way of enforcement happening. 
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The one in Nesca park, they moved the bin and people are too lazy to walk to either end of the path to 
get rid of their dog poop.  I'm constantly picking up my dogs and then some other dogs or taking bags 
of poop that have been left on the grass.  Lazy people. 
also, Nesca park needs better signage - far too many people just walk into the park and take their dog 
off the lead, around the kids play area. 

n/a 

better fenced, toilets for people (none at Islington park that are unlocked) 

Some dogs run - fencing is good to allow owners to catch them. Otherwise owners are not able to let 
some dogs run. 

People need to be educated to control their dogs even in off leash areas 

Some dog owners neglect to pick up their dogs poo. 
 
So letting owners use sports ovals could pose a hazard for children playing sports on the same park  

I think a local sporting oval  is a perfect place when sport is there 

empire park fenced off area would be great 

You really need to do something about dogs on Stockton Beach. People ignore "no dogs" signs and 
walk their dogs off lead on the beach. I've been harassed a number of times on the Beach and when I 
tell the dog owners they aren't allowed on the beach they tell me that they are allowed on the beach 
despite every sign at every entrance to the beach saying "no dogs". Every morning on my morning run I 
see dogs being walked on the beach against council regulations. 
 
There's something really wrong with the attitudes of dog owners. They walk their dogs off lead around 
our suburb and  
 
when I've been harassed by their animals and I tell the owners to control their dogs I get abuse, insults 
or even threats of violence. How about you force dog owners to do some basic training with their 
animals before they can get a dog licence? At the moment they think they're a law unto themselves. 

Blah Blah Blah. 

Please don't put them in existing sporting fields. We don't need to compete with dogs and their 
owners. We are big enough city to have both, not shared. 

Make Gregson Park a dog off leash area. There is plenty of room and bins.  

Fully fenced areas! that would be great, much safer for dogs and people 

Off leash areas should NOT utilise sporting fields aa careless, irresponsible dog owners do not pick up 
after their dogs. This impacts the users of these sporting fields who have to attempt to clean the fields 
before use & inevitably end up stepping or falling into dog waste. Council does not appear to fund 
enough rangers to patrol the areas sufficiently or to educate dog owners on how to responsibly use 
these areas. 

More areas that are available for dogs to be off leash in Newcastle would be great particularly on 
longer beaches such as Nobbys beach. Horseshoe beach does become quite busy during peak times. 
Clarification on which cafes and bars allow dogs would be good to create a more accepting dog culture. 
Some cafe owners believe they are not allowed to accept them, which seems inaccurate. A growing 
number of cafes and accommodation accepting dogs is assisting with this change of perception that 
has been in existence in other countries and larger cities for a long time.  Consideration of dogs on 
public transport would also be helpful, as the CBD becomes more and more reliant on public transport.  

I cannot praise Horseshoe beach enough as a successful off-leash area 

Sometimes the ground at Dixon Park off leash area has big ditches in to making it dangerous for the 
dogs and people walking around the area. I am not sure if this is from dogs digging or if it is soil moving 
due to it being on a slope 

There should be better education for dog owners that off leash areas still require them to control their 
dogs and pick up after them.  As a park user I don't feel safe in these areas. If you say anything to 
owners about controlling their dogs or picking up after them, they verbally abuse you. 

Would love to see some exercise equipment for both dogs and owners, has to be beneficial for 
everyone. 
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NO SPORTING FIELDS. 
 
It’s bad enough that council allows cricket to be pushed off grounds because of soccer, don’t allow a 
small percentage of dog owners to ruin the grounds we do have access to. 

The off leash park in Carrington (Hargreaves st) needs to be fenced & signs put up. Too many dog 
owners use the entire park to have their dogs off leash (outside the designated area). My dog has been 
attacked, I've seen other people & their dogs attacked from dogs not on their leashes. If the area was 
fenced then it would send a clear message of where you can have your dog off leash.  

Just more areas off leash would be appreciated.  

Signage and facilities for owners to clean up after their dogs. Fence some areas. 

Dog friendly bubblers, particularly at Horseshoe Beach.  More bins to dispose of waste.  

Fencing of King Edward Park off leash area would be a safety precaution  

There are NO designated off leash areas in the Kotara area, despite the fact that the area has a high 
proportion of dog owners.   It would be wonderful if NCC could address this lack and provide a safe 
place for owners to exercise their dogs; currently I have to drive to Croudace Bay Park!    

Would like them fenced or moved away from playgrounds as my children are terrified of dogs and it 
makes certain places unusable for us. 
 
More patrols to fine owners if doing the wrong things 

I have no suggestions as I don't own a dog 

Lambton Park is too small for an off leash area. The park is already busy with many recreational 
activities, and its park like quality is diminishing. More trees are needed for people to rest under and 
enjoy time on the grass in the great outdoors with a bit of park like vision. 

Spaces including water and shade, and seating  

Make signage clearer and increase patrols to ensure people are doing the right thing.  

Having a beach for dogs is Disgusting, it is the only flat water beach in Newcastle and should be an icon 
like Melbourne south. 

Provision of free dog bags for owners to pick up poop 
 
Stricter rules on owners not picking up their dogs poop 
 
Bubbler for humans to drink from 
 
Proper dog drinking area available  
 
Secure fencing  

Existing unfenced off-leash areas are not suitable for my dog who is frightened of bigger dogs (has 
been bitten by a Great Dane) and has a history of running off if she sights one. 

Your existing off leash areas are NOT fenced.  Yes, it's that easy.  You see DOGS are not robots.  They 
have brains of their own and yes, occasionally they might run on the road and get hit by a car.  You 
fence off children's play equipment and parks you have spent a fortune of our rates on, but provided 
absolutely nothing for dogs to run off lead.  Your existing off leash areas are appalling in regards to 
location.  It's like you picked the worst areas and just gave them to the dogs. 

haven't been for a while as my local dog leash free has been remove for housing 

 Access to Burwood beach via Merewether - not the bush reserve should be allowed. Burwood beach is 
the sensible place for dogs to run. Allow legal access via the baths and if people pick up their poo they 
should not be fined for using this great beach. Horse shoe beach is far too small for Australia's biggest 
non capital city. Also Sea Cliff Bridge Wollongong and Sydney Harbour bridge allow dogs on it.If you 
simply put poo bags on Anzac Bridge you could allow dogs there!!! In my view Newcastle council are 
ANTI DOG! 

More fences areas please! Or at least, a few enclosed agility areas. I would pay a membership to a dog 
park that was enclosed, well maintained and had facilities. Please check out the ones in America - 
people are happy to pay if their dog can be safe!! Kind of like a dog membership gym- and even more 
helpful if it could be monitored and people not looking after their dogs had membership revoked. I'd 
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pay for a great place to take our dogs  

The existing area in Waratah is on a hill Ian’s on a main road. Not suitable for my dog who loves chasing 
the ball.  

My dogs and I use the doggy gym type equipment at Islington Park.  I think that is a great idea 

Claremont ave Adamstown should be unleashed 

Having fenced off leash areas is important as it allows dogs the freedom to run and socialise in a 
contained area and without owners having to worry about their dogs running up to strangers who may 
be scared of them. 

They all need to be fenced 

Please open the suitable area at Speers Point as soon as practicable. 

Horseshoe beach so busy more areas needed 

The one in Elermore vale needs more rule with owner taking dogs off leash that aren’t able to socialise 
with other dogs! 

For those areas already designated off leash areas....fence them, provide water, poo bags and a 
bin.....it’s not a big ask....and it’s best for the community that have activities nearby.... 

Need fences 

Dog owners think that all people like their dogs. They don't and owners are generally inconsiderate. 
The general public should be able to access all areas, park and pedestrian, without interference or 
harassment. Dogs should be kept on leads in pedestrian areas at all times and this should be effectively 
policed by Council. 

Lambton Park as long as owners 

All off leash dog areas need to be fenced to contain the dogs with child proof gates. 
 
Divide area for small and large dogs. 
 
Provide poo bags and a rubbish bin at each entrance. 

Horseshoe beach is great!  
 
Braye Park is creepy  

Horse shoe beach is too small and becomes over populated by dogs and their owners easily. Newcastle 
needs more off-leash dog areas, like the Northern side of Nobbys or Dixon Cliff, between Merewether 
and Bar.  

I have no problem with off leash areas on sports grounds such as Adamstown sporting Park as long as 
dog owners pick up after their dogs. More rubbish bins though are needed. My suggestion is that 
inspectors concentrate on issuing heavy fines to dog owners who do not pick up their dog droppings! 
Not on owners who have well behaved dogs and let them off leash on sports ovals or other open areas. 
If owners can feel free to be able to take their dogs to ovals it will help stop the constant back yard 
barking of lonely and bored dogs. Lonely Dogs constantly back- yard barking is a major problem in the 
suburbs. The ability to complain to Council is virtually non-existent or moribund, because of the 
process a complainant has to document. Complaining direct to the dog owner is usually conflicting. 

I think they need to be fenced and maintained, and contain a couple of different areas, one for little 
dogs etc.  I would also like to see poo bags provided and a garbage. 

Not familiar with these areas. Unable to comment 

Do not create any further off leash areas, unless it is a fenced area in a reserve not used for sport and 
recreation. 

MAKE THEM FENCED FULLY FENCED 

I think Newcastle LGA has enough; it would be nice if there was another water option, maybe 
somewhere along Throsby Creek? 

By providing these areas I would hope that dogs in public areas, such as cafes, could be removed.  It is 
so unpleasant to share these spaces where people gather and eat with animals of any type. 
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We occasionally visit Horseshoe Beach but this space is very crowded. Releasing more beach/water 
space would be great - Carrington foreshore or the likes where the water is a bit protected. 

No comment 

Islington dog park needs proper water stations for dogs, not the bowls the community has provided. It 
also needs the toilets open during peak use hours - weekends and weekday afternoons/evenings. 

It’s really important to provide fully fenced areas for dogs to be off leash. As council rate payers I 
believe we have equal rights as other rate payers to use parks with our dogs as well as be responsible 
for cleaning up after them and looking after the fields. Most people are responsible dog owners. I see 
this as a positive step that council is making to try and consider the needs of the population with pets 
(which is overwhelming).  

Organised dog training should be conducted and advertised through Newcastle City Council with 
qualified trainers and some instructed volunteers to lend helping hand! 
 
Islington Park would be great location for such events. 
 
I believe Speers Point Park are conducting such training. 
 
More Community events such as Dog Olympics!  

I have noticed an increase in dog droppings in the parks around my house. Henderson Park used to 
have 3 bins and now has only one that is often overflowing and very smelly. 
 
Adamstown Park has 3-4 bins in Popran Road and none on the east, west or northern edges of the 
complex. 
 
I think that people would be more inclined to pick up after their dogs if they didn't have to carry waste 
for such a long distance. Please can we have more bins? 

I would love to see more bins provided and also the ability and promotion of the opportunity for a 
coffee and drinks cart operator to be onsite at the larger or new areas. 
 
Lastly, at Stockton, on the walking track adjacent to the off-leash beach area there is a picnic table area 
with cover. It would be SO GREAT to see a bin near this facility as we often walk our dogs on-leash after 
or before the beach along the pathway but there is no bin there for poo bags for people rubbish such 
as drinks bottles. 

We need fully fenced off leash areas so that puppies and dogs who are still in training can be safe.  I 
would also like to see signage offering suggestions of activities that people can do WITH their dogs 
rather than just ignoring them and letting them run around unsupervised. 

The LMCC Croudace bay park off leash area that has the cycleway through it is a litigation waiting to 
happen scenario.  It is where I most consistently get the worse abuse from other dog owners when I 
ride through, and when I am walking/training my dog.  It is essential to fence these areas. 

none 

? 

Would be able to use Islington park if large dogs which seem to be the main users could be separated. 
However needs much more shade and access to a toilet. Bcc does a poor job for dog owners compared 
to Leichhardt 4 off leash areas with toilets dog water fountains and poo bags within 20 mins walk from 
previous home 

Keep dogs and sporting fields separate. 

I am pleased that NCC is considering the interests of dogs and their owners. With the influx of 
apartment dwellers, there will be more kids, more dogs and no apparent increase in areas for them to 
play. 

Dog off leash areas need to be fenced. This would stop dog owners from going to areas they shouldn’t 
that are fenced.  

more parks where you can take dog off leash early in the morning eg 5am - 8am would be very good eg 
Regent street park New Lambton; Novocastrian park  
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They are essential for the happiness of my dog and husband. The more the better!  
 
Another off leash dog beach would be good. Horseshoe get busy. 

Clearly define area and inforce fines for dogs off leads in public non off leash areas 

I believe we need some fenced areas. Even well trained dogs can occasionally run off, especially if 
something really interests them. I've used a fenced off leash area at Tuncurry and it was more relaxing 
because I wasn't worried about my dogs running off and being hit by a car.  
 
Using sporting fields that are already fenced off would create less expense. At the area we use 
(Mayfield), there is no problem with dog poo because everyone picks it up.  There is more dog poo left 
in Lambton than at the leash free area.   

Fencing is important. We currently have no fully fenced off leash areas. 

These work well if people ONLY use these designated areas for off-leash exercise. The real problem is 
that many, many dog-owners regard ALL parks as off-leash areas because 'it doesn't say you can't' . 
They don't realise that it doesn't say YOU CAN. I've seen one dog killed and one dog run over when let 
off leash in Regent Park, Evescourt Road due to proximity to traffic. Better signage, making it clear that 
a park is OR ISN'T an off-leash area, might help, but some people will always regard any park as their 
private dog exercise area.  

Dog owners are generally not capable of controlling their dogs, and do not seem to care about the 
concerns of non dog owners.  This is evident in many of the high rise apartments in Newcastle 
(including mine) where owners take their dogs in lifts and car parks off lead.  If they cannot be 
bothered controlling their dogs near their neighbours, what chance they will control their dogs in 
public spaces?  It only takes ONE large dog to run up to a small child to scare the child for life, or worse, 
inflict harm due to jumping up.  I am an animal LOVER, having grown up on a farm with many animals, 
including dogs.  My animals have ALWAYS been under control. 

Especially for younger dogs, fencing is paramount if near roads or well-trafficked footpaths. Fencing is 
also useful is the park is nearby sporting facilities in use or playgrounds.  

See my previous comments about leash-free areas. No owner is in control of their dog when it is leash-
free. Dogs run faster than their owner, and if determined to attack something, or someone, will not 
stop when called by their owner. It is completely unsafe to have dogs in leash-free area's that are NOT 
fenced. 

Again, areas such as Birdwood park, which has currently a suggestion for landscaping, could d have  a 
small dog park fenced in obviously as it is surrounded by busy roads - as a social amenity 

While our dog is very well behaved, we are unable to use existing facilities as we require a fenced area. 
A retired racing greyhound is simply too fast for a small park and unfortunately does not recognise a 
pathway or sign as a boundary so typically overruns the designated area into other park areas. She had 
(for the first four years of her life) been taught to run at maximum speed until a physical barrier stops 
her. Unfortunately she is moving a little too quick to be able to read a small sign indicating the 
boundary of the off leash area. 
 
While I believe combining park facilities and having infrastructure for families nearby is important, 
there needs to be clear separation between the two. Again, while or dog is in no way aggressive and 
loves the attention of people, she is able to run up to around 70km/h, meaning any collision between 
her and a person (a child especially), could cause serious injury. For this reason we only allow her off 
leash when in fenced areas meaning we are forced to use sportsgrounds to allow her to exercise. We 
will have to continue to do this until a fenced dog area is provided. 
 
With the recent political and media attention around greyhounds, they are becoming incredible 
popular pets (typically from rescue meaning they have not had the same opportunity in terms of 
training and socialization as all previous training was focused on racing). These dogs relish the 
opportunity to run off least with other dogs and learn so much by doing so.  

Signs need to be put up "Please Pick Up your dog's Poo" that's what I find awful dog poo laying around. 

Nil 

Provision of poo bags and bins 

See previous question and answer. 
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The dog park at Acacia Avenue North Lambton is well used by considerate dog owners and well 
socialised dogs. We take our dog there daily, as it is within walking distance for us. 

Please see previous comments about Acacia Ave park. A great area and resource but fencing to stop 
cars driving all over it and dumping would be excellent. A surfaced carpark would be wonderful too. An 
invaluable resource to the community.  

Owners need to respect areas that are not dog off leash areas, and keep dogs under control; eg: 
Myamblah Crescent Oval - although it has a small sign, nobody keeps their dog on a leash 

Learmouth Park, Hamilton South - time restricted dog exercise area  

As per previous fenced areas and signage with two gate entrance. 
 
Fences 6 ft to avoid jumpers over 

Islington Park - fence off acess to Throsby creek on the northern side. The water is very dirty and stops 
us taking our dog there.  
 
Horseshoe - provide a simple shower head for people after swimming with my dog  

Just to have more 

There does need to be cameras set up. Both to protect innocent dogs/owners from irresponsible pet 
owners (savage dogs and dog attacks) and to protect the council from any false complaints. 

I prefer a fenced dog off leash area, as my dog has no road sense and runs on the road.  I'm not able to 
run after him, therefore when we walk, he's always on a lead.  Also a fenced area allows him to move 
freely and within a confined area that won't let him run on the road.  Also he's a small breed and he 
has been attacked by larger dogs. 

Existing off leash areas are too far away from the Hamilton suburb for most people to access. For those 
who work, they need somewhere central and accessible where they can take their dog before and/or 
after work. Most people don't have the time to put their dog into the car and drive to any of the 
existing off leash areas. Hamilton has plenty of spaces where an off leash area could be established. 
Gregson Park is the most central & accessible, especially for elderly people who can't walk far and 
don't have a car but own a dog for companionship, as many do. Existing off leash areas are too far 
away from Hamilton and too overcrowded for elderly people to feel confident to use. 

Off Leash areas are of great benefit to all park users .. Allowing dogs to have their own safe fenced area 
keeps all park users happy and knowing that your dog can't run off and has a lovely area to play would 
be fantastic. 

Having been attacked in the park by a dog off leash I am not keen to see dogs running loose. Many 
owners continue to walk their dogs off leash anyway. I have fear of a child being attacked and 
remaining traumatised from this experience. Lucky for me the skin was not broken only bruised. This 
dog was one of four off leash belonging to same owner. Object also to people allowing dogs to drink 
from fountains in the park. 

Would like to see cameras installed and increased fines for owners who do the wrong thing and don’t 
pick up dog waste. Would also like to see Learmonth park returned to use as a dog off leash area 
morning and afternoon when not used for sports. Thanks. 

I would like to offer support for retaining the Pilkington Street reserve off-leash area.  It is shared by 
many dogs in the morning and evening and used for fun activities by humans at other times. 

Acacia Avenue parking area needs to be maintained. It is used as a dumping area for contractors and 
during wet weather it is a nightmare. 
 
Michael Street North Lambton needs to be better maintained. The  bindis and farmers friends make it 
unusable. 

DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 
 
DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 
 
DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 
 
DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 
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DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 

As previously. I think off leash areas are great but not fenced - encourages inattention. 

No comment  

With any new area I'm sure there are concerns about safety and rules but dogs are already off leash 
areas and owners and other people in the park could relax and enjoy the space more with a designated 
and fenced off leash area. Sports fields are good off leash but only if owners clean-up which isn't 
always the case. So perhaps signage in these areas could help encourage owners. Behavioural 
economics has strong evidence that people respond to messages like "8 out of 10" people are sure to 
clean up after their pet. Perhaps these signs could help make sports field owners and users feel better 
about the dogs using the space also.  

as I have said grant the off leash areas but ensure this is in return for greater respect to be 
demonstrated by dog owners, our street is full of dogs and I would not say that one owner has any 
respect for the noise their dogs make - it's like "it's a dog" and it can bark and bark and bark - no it 
cannot  - so this needs to be drummed into these owners - then give them what they want - also make 
sure they know they should pick up all the dog droppings - too many walk very early or very late to 
avoid picking this up and also they can walk their dogs off leads at this time as well - happens all the 
time in lamb ton 

N 

Fenced area make sense for safety of all - dogs, owners, and passerby's. 

Learmonth Park is our Only local park we can walk to. Many residents walk their dogs there. Ideally we 
would be allowed to walk the dogs off leash when the field is not in use for sports. That could be four 
evenings, seven mornings and one weekend afternoon per week! 

I do not want a dog off leash are in Lambton Park. See previous question for reasons.  

Learmonth Park. I use it now & always will. Home territory ,walking distance;I /we as a family respect 
the cricket;H. sth infants, (special needs kids) Souths football;touch Sunday guys who are an institution 
@ L/Park.we 2 dogs + 4 adults love & KNOW each other. Family 

Fenced off leash areas would be greatly appreciated. Thank you for the opportunity to participate in 
this survey 

Further access to beaches.  
 
Previously dogs were allowed access to beach to the right of Merewether baths but this was stopped 
quite a few years back.  

Make them all fenced, most people won't use the dog parks because they don't want to lose their 
dogs. Yes dogs should have some recall but some dogs are still training/or puppies, or like myself have 
two deaf dogs. They can easily get distracted while playing and accidentally run onto a road. Why 
should people's dogs suffer and not be allowed out to socialise because their training isn't complete  

Better signage at access points to Carrington foreshore clearly showing the area which is leash free. 
 
Couple of additional bins at access points. Hopefully this will encourage more owners to pick up after 
their dogs. 
 
Council rangers being a bit more proactive. 
 
Off leash area should be fenced with appropriate signage stating that this area is the leash free area 
and that all dogs should be on leads if they are outside this area. 

The majority of dog owners currently using the Carrington off-leash area treat the entire Carrington 
foreshore park as an off-leash area. This leads to dogs entering private properties, and less likelihood of 
owners cleaning up after their dogs. It is imperative that clear signage is installed including stencils on 
paths indicating where dogs should be ON-LEASH. This should be done by staff who understand where 
the off-leash area begins and ends. Without adequate enforcement there will be little or no 
improvement. 
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We need a off the lead area 
 
At Mayfield west  

The dog poo bins at Islington off leash area are often overflowing on weekends and should be emptied 
more regularly or capacity increased.  
 
A bubbler for humans/dogs would get a lot of use. 
 
More signage urging/shaming people to pick up dog poo would be good.   

The best off leash parks are the ones that have water access for the dogs.  

Make sure the area is left clean from dog poo. 
 
Also no dangerous dogs are allowed off leash. ie pit bull terriers. 
 
Also the area is policed by council rangers. 

Please also consider leaving areas and sports fields that ARENT off leash and perhaps signpost as such. 
It's been difficult for me with a dog that is still learning how to interact when we are exercising at 
another local park (not off leash) and dogs are released from leash relatively uncontrolled and have 
come up to us not responding to their owners. We have been lucky that the dogs weren't outright 
aggressive although my girl is large and deserves to have her space respected when NOT at a 
designated dog park.  

N/a 

Please see previous response. 

Rathmines - adjacent to pathway  
 
Toronto - to west of sailing club - to old railway station (I would park my car near the cafe on the lake 
then walk along the path past sailing club and allow an off-leash run to the clearing between the old 
station and the lake  
 
Wangi Wangi also has many lovely areas.  
 
My dogs love a swim too... so, somewhere lakeside would be brilliant  

I believe the community would be more favourable to a fenced area as it keeps dogs in a specified 
area. There is less chance of dogs running loose, they are less likely to dirty randomly in the streets and 
less likelihood of loose dogs frightening people and other dogs who may not be ready for off leash. In a 
fenced off leash area there is minimal interruption to the community and those who are not 
particularly in favour of off leash areas.  

In sum: 
 
(1) reinstall dog waste bin in Nesca Park leash-free area; 
 
(2) redesign fencing in King Edward Park area to better protect grassland and allow access to the little 
area of wilderness where the smaller dogs can play without interruption from the bigger dogs.  I have 
been using the KE Park leash free area since 1980 and the new fence is the biggest problem. 

Bins for dog poo as a lot of people don't pick up after their dogs. It may encourage them to pick it up.  

Refer to previous answer  

Supplying of plastic bags and more rubbish bins for poop pick up, this works well in other LGAs. More 
shade, easier access. Predominately fenced areas.  

A fence might also help separate any dogs that might not be getting along until one can get in the car  

I would really like Islington off leash park to be fenced. 

People running dog day-care at Islington park in particular between 3-4 pm often has 8 to 12 dog to a 
single person and they cannot control them all and should not be allowed to use a public facility to run 
their businesses from. In particular a woman called Jane romelinson, business called "Pampers". Dogs 
in her "care" have on numerous occasions had altercations with other users dogs.  
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Waratah park - please!! 

More drinking fountains with dog bowls like Mereweather to bar beach foreshore. Fully fenced areas 
are a must, even well trained dogs can get distracted and run on to roads. 

Potential off leash area at Lambton Park beside Lambton pool has too many trees!  

Westend Park at Adamstown: 
 
requires a defined parking area.  
 
needs clear signage indicating the actual area of the reserve that may be utilised as off leash.  
 
unauthorised vehicle access needs preventing. 
 
has a high number of unreported incidents (dog attacks) unverified. 

The off-leash area in Stockton is adjacent to the cycle-path.  As a dog owner & cyclist I know that 
sometimes dogs and bicycles don't mix and there probably needs to be some separation between the 
two (landscaping, tree buffer etc) 

Islington can be very busy, King Edward park isn't very safe, Acacia Ave is ok but lacks facilities and 
shade. 
 
Behind Kentish oval Netball courts is perfect because it links with the walking/cycle track, it's so close 
to Lambton park and it's safe nearly completely fenced already with a storm water drain blocking the 
other edge. 

Have  not used one yet as my dog is a puppy   

Make.it.two.seperate one for small.dogs and O e mixed. Have info sessions to owners invite various 
dog trainers have dog related events. Education opportunity for owners to become better owners and 
have happy healthy non nuisance dog barking digging etc  

Dog owners spend a lot of money in the community and should have some good facilities for their 
companions 

M 

None 

Too many people are using parks where signs are erected as dogs on leash areas and are not being 
policed by Ranges causing disturbances and angst in neighbourhoods. 
 
 Please leave donated Peoples Parks and spaces for the use of families and children in the 
neighbourhood. ..Not dogs. As mentioned previously. If you haven't room for your animals don't force 
it on to others. 

I would like to see facilities such as water fountains with dog bowls at different heights, specific dog 
poo bins so we aren’t throwing faecal matter into general waste.  

Fence the off leash area in Islington  

Great for responsible dog ownership.  Allows dogs to social and play together.  People feel safe to take 
their dogs into public.  Need to provide fenced areas with bins (and bags) to encourage to owners to 
pick up.  I always pick up after my dogs and am frustrated when we get portrayed to not do the right 
thing. 

Dog owners do not keep their off leash dogs in the off leash area at Carrington foreshore. They go 
anywhere, very unfair to people walking dogs on lead, cyclists and joggers! 

Make sure they are clearly advertised as such. Visit current parks to see if there is any problem. I have 
never encountered one at Stockton but I cannot speak for other areas. The point I am making is that if 
these areas are not clearly marked, people MAY just take the opportunity to let their dogs run free.  

Rangers to patrol and fine inappropriately behaving owners. More education about requirements of 
dog owners 

I would like to encourage the development of fenced, safe, accessible, well-maintained neighbourhood 
dog off leash areas where locals can appreciate a sense of community, look out for one another and 
their dogs and enjoy the health benefits of exercise and 'belonging'. I have driven to off leash areas and 
had bad experiences: witnessed drug, alcohol use and prostitutes touting for business at Islington; had 
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my dog attacked by large (apparently regular) dogs at Nesca Park; had my dog's coat inundated with 
grass burrs at West End Park as weed management had not been addressed. It would be preferable to 
integrate dog off leash areas into regularly used parks rather than allocate them to less attractive 
places where potential users feel unsafe. 

Provide dispensers with plastic bags for the picking up of dog droppings, this concept has been 
installed and is successful in Ballina NSW. 

Education. Signs educating public  
 
*area is off lead other options available for those who do not like/enjoy dog interactions 
 
*know your dog* they may enjoy a leash walk without the crowds elsewhere  
 
*dog social/tolerance- if dog is less social visit at quiet times to enjoy freedom 
 
* body language-pictures depicting general dog body language  
 
* responsibility- look after your dog physically and emotionally, if they need help or to be reined in step 
in and do so.  
 
* tidiness - waste collection for nature and disease control   

- Water fountain for dogs essential 
 
- Disposable poo bag dispensers and bins in easy to find and access locations are essential 
 
- Clear signage about what is and isn't permitted is essential 
 
With these things, land can be used for many different activities without disruption and with cohesion 

I would be happy to drive to any fenced off leash dog park in the Newcastle area if it was specifically 
for Whippets and Greyhounds, had water, and poo bag disposal facilities and parking. That would be 
no different to providing the same thing for small dogs and puppies! 

Please do ASAP I feel like this discussion has been going for a while and nothing being done  

They need to be defined more and not on main thoroughfares. I have a small reactive dog who is 
always on lead. We used to walk along Carrington foreshore on the cycle way until we were attacked 
three days in a row at the off lead area. I had no idea it was even an off lead area until I saw a map. If 
I'd known it was off lead I would never have taken him near it. I love off lead areas, I love being able to 
take my greyhound to them. But it's not fair to the dogs or the people using the cycle way to situate 
one on a main pedestrian thoroughfare.  

Either facilitate off leash dog times at existing fenced sporting fields (at minimal cost).  
 
Fence some existing of leash areas.  
 
Establish a new dedicated fenced off leash area, perhaps seeking sponsorship from nsw greyhound 
industry  

More garbage bins for poo bags 

The existing oval could be used at times when it wasn't being used for sport. 

Must be fenced 
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Would prefer a carpark with larger slots so you can get the dogs out without potentially hitting another 
car with your door, multiple water dishes that get cleaned regularly or have a cleaning bay (soap and 
water) to prevent any zoonotic and contagious diseases.  
 
The fences would need to be at least 1m under ground so dogs are unable to dig their way out.  
 
Different surfaces within the facility, grass, dirt, woodchips and even cement or gravel in some areas. 
The variety of surfaces help to wear down overgrown nails, acts as enrichment to help further 
stimulate dogs. 
 
I highly suggest having two bins (one at either side of park) in which owners can dispose of droppings 
and rubbish.  
Having larger carparks, clean water dishes/supply, and different enrichment factors will make the dog 
parks more safe, enjoyable for both owners and canines, and will engage more people to use the parks.  

They are all great ad we are very lucky to have them. The main problem is that none of them are 
fenced. 

Some parts of Stockton Beach, if it is still there, would be great as people staying in the caravan park 
could take their dogs. 

Horseshoe beach facility entirely attractive as off leash - superb community spirit every time - and also 
self-cleaning tidally. Supercars improvements have added immeasurably to the amenity for dog owners 
and walkers and others. 
 
Nobby Road area for local residents would be valuable for after working hours dog off leash and 
community interaction. Good quality fencing essential to use and look.  

There not fenced & dogs run up to you some not friendly 

More off leash beaches 

Bags, bin, water, undercover seating, fully fenced. I have a whippet and have no chance catching her if 
she escapes. Substantial size area.  

Most off leash areas are near busy roads so they need to have defined fenced boundaries to keep dogs 
and humans safe 

Please see previous comment. 

Our park needs retail mowing, a bin for poop, and more lights, there is also a creek that runs through 
and it’s disgusting.  

General maintenance  
Shading  
Lighting  
Fully fenced 
Agility 
Adequate water  

Fenced dog areas help to build happy communities and to promote healthy lifestyles. The dog park at 
Newman Western Australia has dog agility equipment, shade and seating. There is a safe double gate 
entry, bins and poo bags supplied. Water play and toilets would be also good. 

Fencing is really important to keep dogs secure and away from traffic. Some additional amenities like 
poop bag dispensers and bins make it easy for all dog owners to be responsible and tidy. Water, shade 
and good signage are a bonus.  

Shad water for dogs  

Some fenced off, totally enclosed leash free area would be great. 

Wickham would be so easy to make fences  

Existing areas must be fenced (at least some of them) needs to be safer for animals and owners. New 
areas must also be fenced- would be fabulous to add dog exercise equipment too! 

The benefits to off leash areas provide social interaction between people and dogs. For the number of 
people living alone these days the interaction between other dog lovers and dogs is both healthy and 
rewarding for all. 

Add poo bag dispensers 
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If the Council provided bins and bags for disposal of dog waste there could be an increase in 
compliance by users. This is also true of other users of the park - Learmonth Park is often left heavily 
littered by sporting bodies. The benefits of dog ownership are well documented and off leash areas 
need fences and be in walking distance for owners. It Is not reasonable to be required to walk for 
longer than twenty minutes or to use a car to access such facilities. 

Keep in mind the current use of the area and impact of interaction with those users. 

I used to use the leash free areas more frequently but my dog was attacked at King Edward park and I 
am reluctant to go back there.  I am always concerned there too because it is unfenced and the cars 
race up the hill.  If a dog sees something and can't be stopped by its owner it could run across the road 
with disastrous consequences for both the dog and the driver.  It would be useful to have traffic 
slowing humps in that area like near the child playground.  I would LOVE a large fenced area as I have a 
dog who loves to chase things and run.  Whenever I go to Sydney and see their leash free areas which 
have poo bags provided and are large safe open areas for dogs I always feel disappointed with 
Newcastle council.   I don't think the vandalism argument I have heard as an explanation why they are 
not used by Newcastle Council  is a valid reason if it (vandalised poo bag dispensers) can be managed 
by Sydney councils.  I think it would aid in less dog poo around and in my local street area it is 
disgusting. 

existing off leash areas are not fenced and often are poorly maintained. Would be great to have 
separate areas for large dogs and one for small timid dogs. 

a multi fenced area with more pick up bags and bins would be  

Secure , fire proof garbage bins 

They need rangers patrolling and issuing fines, not all this namby pamby education nonsense. Fine 'em 
if they have dogs out of control on off leash area. 

I have been to Islington with my dog but people don't pick up the dog faeces. It was gross so stopped 
going there.  

It is almost essential to have off leash areas well fenced. Sites should be monitored by rangers to 
ensure correct usage and prohibition of dangerous and uncontrolled dogs.  

Provide doggy bag bins & bags  

The area should have a bin for disposing of doggy do. A supply of doggy do bags might be desirable but 
owners should be encouraged to bring their own. At Boomerang Beach near Forster (Great Lakes 
Council) dogs are permitted on the beach in restricted areas and times and doggy do bags are supplied 
at both ends of the beach. Garbage bins are provided as normal services to the beach users so no 
special bins are required. The new bags are supplied as tear off rolls contained in a metal dispenser on 
a post. 
 
A water supply with a fixed bowl underneath would be required. A drinking bubbler with overflow 
running into the dog bowl such as the one installed, I think, at Nobbys Beach picnic shelters is a good 
idea. Serves both owners and dogs. 
 
As some owners have large dogs who love to run very fast, a large area without obstacles is preferable 
to avoid injuries and collisions with other dogs. 

Newcastle needs fenced dog parks. 
 
For inner and outer Newcastle. 
 
That are well maintained, shaded and have agility activities  

 

Question 19: Any general comments (verbatim responses) 

More fenced areas for off leash 

Dog doesn't like walk from home to park and back likes being in park 

Previously noted 
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They are pretty good, most have good bin access for dog poo. 
 
I guess the 2 in Stockton could have dog watering facilities but it isn't a big deal as you can just carry 
water for your dogs if you're worried about  

When I lived in Georgetown off leash use of the park was a continual problem. Uncontrolled dogs and 
young children are a bad mixed. I didn’t perceive any policing or management of this by Council, despite 
providing feedback.  

I think if you have a small dog which cannot do damage to a child or adult you should be allowed to 
walk off leash anywhere 

It would be good to have some clarity about how and where to report issues with dogs in public places. 

Not as user friendly as they are not fenced. More bins and water for the dogs should occur. 

Leash free areas are so important for so many reasons  
Dixon Park is awesome  
Bags would be good especially on busy walkways 
A section on a Newcastle LGA beach other than Stockton and Horseshoe would be great - I have to go to 
Lake Macs 
Thanks :) 
Thanks again for the opportunity!  

The more we have the better as people need encouragement to get out and exercise for themselves 
and for their pets. 

People who own dogs need to have the space at home to care for them and to walk them on leash. 
People should also pick up droppings even when walking on residential streets on the way to a dog 
park. All parks should be fenced. 

There are too many irresponsible owners who fail to exercise or discipline their dogs. This is becoming a 
real social issue and the procedures for taking action to address a barking dog problem are too 
bureaucratic and take too long. There should be immediately enforceable regulations about dog 
ownership, and maybe even some kind of training program that potential owners have to complete to a 
satisfactory standard. Barking dogs are unfair and even distressing to other people, and persistent 
barking means the poor dog is in a prolonged state of anxiety. Dogs, like children, are not things to 
possess. They are sentient beings that need to be treated (and domesticated) well, and people should 
be required to learn how to do that.     

Not on any sporting grounds... 

All should be securely fenced.  Uncontrolled dogs are a menace. 

ok 

Children can be scared of dogs and are also more vulnerable to injuries from dogs and must be 
protected adequately by any off-leash areas. 

Council needs to efficiently and quickly deal with problems with dogs (and other pets). Dog noise in 
particular needs speedy resolution. Fine the owners, if that doesn't work take the dog. People are 
helpless if nothing is done. 

They should be removed 

There are lots of visitors to the Newcastle region and many residents visit other local government areas 
with their dogs. I strongly recommend that the Hunter Councils share information about where the off-
leash areas are via a Lower Hunter Area map accessible by citizens via the internet. This should have 
place markers and descriptions of what is available.  

Dogs should be allow5off leash anywhere unless signposted 

Fence them 

. 

Some breeds are just not suitable for domestic living 

More policing for dog poo non picker uppers 
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See previous comment - poo bag dispensers!!!  

None 

Dogs are your possession, for your pleasure and for which you are responsible for their actions. They 
should NOT invade anyone else's space. 
 
My 3 grown up kids and my grandchildren all have dogs German Shepherd, border collie (on Tamworth 
farm) and both a British and French bulldog (Stockton) and they are great dogs BUT they all agree with 
me on the above.  

Many dogs are walked on the walking paths; I use the one along Throsby Creek from Islington to 
Wickham frequently. There are no receptacles for dog poo along that path. On the path on the opposite 
side (Carrington) I saw one bin on Hannel St. Unfortunately, dog owners don't always bother to cart 
away their poo after bagging it, just throw the bag at the side of the path. A few bins would be good. 

More and clearly designated spots would be great. Signposts about what to do if another dog is a 
danger.  
 
Poop bags and bins with bio-degradable bags in many more spots (for on and off leash) would be a 
fantastic initiative.  

We are seeing more dogs illegally on beaches despite signage (not including Horseshoe Bch). eg. at 
Cowrie Hole Beach. There needs to be some enforcement and/or more prominent specific signage 

Inappropriate to have them near areas frequented by non dog owners, especially places with children 

Brisbane city council provides excellent dog park facilities for dogs - a good model to replicate, perhaps.  

it would  be appreciated  if clear  signage is used  to ensure  dangerous  breeds are not exercised  off 
leash 

People not picking up the dogs mess and the owners let their dog jump up on people. 

Dogs love water and sadly Newcastle City Council has no off leash areas with water that I know of at the 
current time.  I understand that Horse Shoe is available but not owned by NCC.  It would be great to 
have more water areas for dogs and owners. 

Newcastle should become more dog friendly. look to countries like Germany where you can take your 
dog anywhere for inspiration  

I have only been to Tighes Hill and Horse shoe beach. They are both great areas. 

These areas need access to water. 

Bins for rubbish and dog faeces  

Ban all dogs bigger than Kelpie size (only half-joking) 

I don't think there is any (or if there is, any adequate) control of dog-owners and their dogs in public 
places. Council should enforce regulations (including noise abatement in respect of barking dogs). 

There is a dogs off leash area in my neighbourhood but residents still allow their dogs off leash on the 
streets & walkways and to foul footpaths. There needs to be greater deterrents to change the 
behaviour of the owners. 

I’m disappointed with the number of Newcastle people walking dogs who do not pick up dog droppings.  
Along Northumberland St the droppings are revolting at times.  Also along Throsby Creek cycle way, 
sometimes they’re picked up in plastic bags and the bags left at side of path. 

For the most part they're ok only. They are small and pokie and hot due to Nil shade.  I actually like to 
WALK with my dogs and have them off lead, not do couple of laps of a tiny park.  They get bored after 
10 mins.  Or you just end up standing there looking at them as they move around.  If we could have an 
area like Croudace where your actually moving along with the dogs is ideal.  One park I use is the skate 
park at Wallsend. It has pathways, takes 15 or so mins to walk around and both I and my dogs are 
continually moving. The paths are shaded which is ideal in summer.  

Fur babies are important too & their physical and social needs cannot be overlooked. 
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Our dog is on a farm most of the week so doesn't need a lot of exercising in Newcastle. But our 
experience of off leash parks in Newcastle over many years is great. If affordable, more would be good. I 
strongly hope Horseshoe Beach and Islington Park are retained as they are - more bins and 
shade/shelters would be terrific but not a major issue 

Horseshoe beach is fantastic 

I love dogs and people have a right to own them and exercise them but owners must always be 
responsible. 

Centennial park is commonly used for dogs off leash although not an off leash area. As this park is very 
busy with young children, ball games and picnickers, another area close by would be a great solution  

no 

Should (must) be kept under control by owners. 

just to reiterate  there must be a stipulation that dangerous breeds (that the council should stipulate) 
be kept on a leash and muzzled in any public area 

Many dogs now go of leash even in areas such as supermarket areas. Owners have expected me to go 
on the road to let a dog pass on footpath. Higher fines for dog owners who do not comply with rules. 
 
All that said there are majority good dog owners. 
 
There are dog owners who do not believe they should follow rules which affect the life of other 
ratepayers. 

Thanks for being concerned.  

I LIKE DOGS BUT IRRESPONSIBLE OWNERS WHO ALLOW DOGS TO BARK, RUN OUT OF CONTROL & WILL 
NOT CLEAN UP THEIR MESS ARE OUR PROBLEM  

Council's rangers to enforce existing Reg. Re dogs being allowed to run off leash in non leash free area 
and owners not picking after dogs. 
 
Get out earlier and later to observe and act. 

I appreciate that they exist. 

I think fenced dog areas are also great for the community as a whole. I have found when visiting places 
with them - they connect communities and people. I talk to my neighbours - but that is about it. But a 
couple of times I come across a stray dog - and try to find their owners before taking them anywhere. I 
have connected with community then (in unfortunate circumstances though!) - And talked to all walks 
of local life - where I would never have the opportunity before. Dog lovers would have a safer place to 
come together (not all dogs are safe off leash without fences etc)....talk; communicate and connect. The 
social aspect for the human owners I think will be of a HUGE benefit. Personally - I am hopeful and 
cannot wait. 

dogs are an important part of peoples wellbeing and should be encouraged and supported but there 
does need to be more incentives for people to be responsible owners - or disincentives for those who 
are irresponsible 

No other suggestions to make. 

n/a 

There need to be bins in the area (possibly with plastic bag dispensers) to dispose of the dog poo as 
some owners need additional encouragement to pick up after their dogs  

na 

It would be good to have these areas patrolled by rangers more often. Rules about dogs being leashed 
need to be more strictly enforced e.g. On shared paths and other non off leash areas. People who 
choose to use off leash areas even though they don't have a dog need to be responsible and not get 
annoyed at dogs and their owners. 

For every well-kept dog area there is there could be other spin-offs for Council such as pop-up coffee 
shops (fees for Council etc.). 
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There seem to be a lot of people who use no dog areas to exercise off leash. I mainly do not have a 
problem with this, however small areas that are heavily populated and close to waterway 
(contamination) such as the beach at the Cowrie hole need to be better regulated.  

I worry about unfenced off leash areas close to recreation areas where children are present. Some 
children are scared of dogs and there is also a danger of dog attacks. 

Same as before? 

Generally well controlled but some selfish owners do not pick up and occasionally do not use a leash in 
popular areas such as beach walkways. 

The most annoying part of off leash areas is the amount of droppings left on the ground. If areas were 
fenced,  then the only people having to deal with the issue would be dog owners. I have seen fenced 
areas in Queensland and they seem to work extremely well. 

Thanks for giving pet owners the opportunity to have a voice. 

At times there are too many dogs on the Bathers' Way, especially around the kiosk at Merewether.  I 
suggest they are banned from the area at busy times such as Surfest. 

What remedies are available through council to compel property owners to take responsibility for 
constant and sustained loud barking of dogs in residential backyards? 

They are an important community facility, especially with the increasing number of units and the 
greater ownership of dogs in high density residential areas. Having them close to, but not interfering 
with, other recreational areas is important to the general education and wellbeing of the broader 
community. 

Dogs, like people, vary. Some ok, others not. So hard to have a general policy. 

Dog parks are also great places to meet new people and make new friends through a love of animals, 
which is good for the community.  

People walk their dogs off leash on the break wall & do not pick up poop 

? 

As population density rises we need to protect more open space for companion dogs, kids and 
community gardens for any real quality of life. Cats should be discouraged of course and not allowed to 
roam as they still do. 

Please get dogs off the beach. There are dogs on Stockton Beach almost every time I go there. They are 
running free there, frightening people and leaving messes on the sand. 

I would like to see council doing more about the awful dog poo problem on Bather's Way and in Dixon 
Park. It is filthy and constant. 

No comment 

No further comment 

Need to educate some dog owners on their responsibilities when having their dog unleashed for safety 
of both dogs and other people. 

A high percentage of dog owners seem to consider everywhere as "off leash" areas. Of particular 
concern is in leashed dogs on shared pathways and other public areas. Also concerned at the 
widespread lack of owners cleaning up after their dogs - I believe this is made worse by the large 
number of dogs off leash. I also believe that the council needs more signage to remind dog owners of 
their responsibility with regards to leashes, cleaning up etc. Council also needs to employ more/ some 
rangers to control dogs. 

Dogs generally run uncontrolled 
Many dog owners do not pick up pooo! 
Compliance measures are inconsistent 
Signage is inconsistent and their need to be upgrading around all urban areas and streets. 

The area of Mayfield west bounded by Industrial drive, Werribi St and Maitland Rd does not have a 
designated off leash area. This leads to dog owners letting their dogs run off leash on the soccer, 
baseball and softball fields. There is a significant problem with excrement left behind. Providing facilities 
may alleviate this.  

Dogs need off leash areas to socialise and learn how to behave around other dogs and people  

No comment 
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Walkers with dogs should have a leash length restriction of between 1/2 metres. I often observe 
walkers on the Bathers Way compromise by dogs on leashes running in front of then and occasionally 
tripping them up 

Should provide dog bags and bins. Main resistance from other non dog owners is the dog poo!! 

In suburban areas large dogs are inappropriate because they need more exercise space, and frighten 
small children. 
 
Aggressive breeds should not be permitted at all. 

I think you get a feel for what I am pointing out  

Please enforce the fines for people who do not 'pick-up' their dogs mess. There's the body function 
mess and the trash that dogs can leave behind. 

I am in favour of off leash areas, but there needs to be better education of owners in general about 
regulations of walking dogs. I currently walk frequently around the Fletcher area and am appalled at the 
level of dog owners who do not pick up dog droppings, in many cases these are on walking paths. 

There should be advertised penalties for having dogs off lease outside of off leash areas 

Provision in the Newcastle area is substandard when compared with other similarly sized cities. Most 
provide poo bags, signage, fenced areas and shading/benches. 

Just need to provide plenty of bins and bags to promote owners to pick up after their dogs.  

Stay with the ones we have. 

Provide further restrictions for dogs on a lead as well. And enforce them (as well as current rules)! Many 
owners let their dogs run off leash in areas where they are currently not allowed, where people, 
families and children are about, but they get away with it because it is not enforced as it occurs most 
often on weekends and outside of "normal" working hours.  

None 

The beaches are good but very crowded.. I go to Redhead because there is space to let him off but also 
keep a good distance from other dogs. 

Don't like dogs. The fewer the better. 

It seems to me that there should be fenced off areas for small dogs and let the bigger dogs run far and 
fast as long as they will heel when the owner calls them. Untrained dogs can create chaos. 

I support NCC's efforts to manage dogs in the city. Good. Keep up the good work. Patrol dog areas 
without fear or favour. And be ruthless with those people who let their dogs off leash in restricted 
areas: eg., the north end of Nobbys Beach. 

. 

There are too few so we tend to always walk with our dog on a lead everywhere else!!! 

There are too many dog owners that breach the requirement  for a leash in parks where this is required.  
The council needs to get serious about imposing and enforcing the requirement. 

Off leash areas, particularly when they adjoin a road or sporting field, must be fenced for the safety and 
welfare of all users of the dog area, the roads and adjoining sporting or recreational areas. 

Dogs are important as companion pets to their owners. Some small dogs are intimidated by larger, 
excited dogs and it would be beneficial if there were areas for smaller animals say under 10k's. 

No comment survey said it all. 

The majority of dog owners comply with regulations, therefore enforcement need to be carried out for 
people not complying. 

See previous comments re all public places within Stockton - and NCC in general.  Comments I've had 
from visitors to the region are very negative on the subject of dog excreta. 

It’s important to maintain all areas of not increase to help provide happy healthy family actives  
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Adamstown is not a safe space for females as it is very isolated.  
 
My rescue dog is good now but in the early days it was stressful worrying that he might run away. A 
fenced area is important for dog safety. 
 
I love the social aspect of dog parks. It's just lovely. Just wish I didn't have to travel so far and I wish my 
dog didn't have access to the river as he gets wet & dirty and it's hard to wash & dry a large dog late in 
the afternoon or in Winter. 

Newcastle needs more dog infrastructure  

Manage the owners with extra overt surveillance. 

There should be more leash free beach areas in certain hours. Many councils allow dogs on beaches eg 
between 7pm and 8am when they are not being used by others. If other councils can provide for this 
usage, why can't Newcastle with the number of beaches that we have? 

Most are dust bowls, no shade very little equipment or shelters. A dog park needs more than one 
garbage for poo, for those of us who pick up after our pet. 
 
The west park off leash area is now only off leash early morning or late afternoon. What about those 
people who like to exercise their pets during the day. Walking them around a dry paddock in full sun is 
not as good as allowing the dog to run, fetch or communicate with others without the restriction of 
leashes  

Dog ownership is visibly increasing 
 
Many view their dogs as cherished family members 
 
Allowing them access to more places (like in Europe) would be highly desirable. 

Have had a few incidents where dogs are off lease in a not off lease area (national park) and when they 
get aggressive and you ask their owner to control them they give you the bird. Another irresponsible 
owner spoiling it for the other half owners. A few too many bad experiences for me while walking 
across a park that is not lease free. Maybe rangers should not just work office hours. 

More garbages and council to provide dog poo bags via a dispenser.  

As I am not a dog-lover, I am very happy with the regulations re: dogs on leashes that the council 
enforces.  And I can see the benefit for our friends of the off-leash areas.  One thing I'd like to see is 
control of dog barking--we have friends who live in Brisbane--there, if neighbours complain of barking, 
the owners are required to put a special collar on their dog.  We are often woken by dogs barking or 
hear them through the day when they are left on their own.   

My dogs need leash free areas and enjoy them greatly as I do.....and paying large rates I feel we should 
have them. 

As an owner of dogs who is very particular about cleaning up after my dogs I would really appreciate 
more bins in which to deposit the waste.  Carrying dog poo bags for long distances must be really 
putting people off picking up after their dogs. 

Start policing off leash dogs along Nobbys to Newcastle beaches. It's so blatant and is increasing in 
frequency. 

There is always the problem of owners who don’t control their dogs in off leash areas 
 
I think off leash areas are great and I’m delighted that NCC has provided them for us 

Off leash parks encourage people to communicate with each other and some of these people are 
socially isolated normally.  They are of huge benefit not only to the dogs, but to people who may not 
have the opportunity to talk to others.  There are many more dogs, and responsible owners, in this city 
than there used to be only five to ten years ago and council needs to provide for them. 

More policing of owners to pick up droppings 
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We desperately need safe well thought out fully fenced areas for dogs to socialise develop and train in 
safety. We need at least one of these in each Ward as more and more dogs become part of the 
Newcastle environment. This is also important for the safety of adults and children... particularly those 
who have a fear of dogs and often this is well founded if dogs have not had the opportunity to socialise 

The more the better. Perhaps dog toilets on the main streets as they have in Europe would also be a 
good idea. 

 no dogs ever 

Sorry but I'm not a fan of dogs. 

need ability to take dogs on public transport 

Needs to be more education for dog owners that it is unacceptable for them to have their dog off a 
leash in a general public area. People think they can control their dogs with voice commands but plenty 
of times I’ve seen dogs go nuts when they see another dog being walked on a leash. My husband has 
had to prize dogs apart because an owner let his walk off the leash. And they are ANIMALS NOT PEOPLE. 
Please ban them at markets and cafes.  

In some areas especially around the Islington to Honeysuckle area, even though there is a  large off 
leash dog area at Tighes Hill, people still have their dogs off leash which is a worry to myself as I ride a 
bicycle and you never know if they are going to run in front of .  There are some signs to say that you 
should have your dog on a leash, but some people just ignore them. 

Please see previous comments regarding providing fenced off leash areas with signage indicating 
hazards. 

No further comment.  

Dog owners need to supervise their dogs and ensure they don't bother non dog owners and that their 
dogs can socialise with other dogs appropriately. Perhaps provide pamphlets with guides or fog 
socialising schools.  

Dogs are an important part of the community and can improve social interactions and mood.  

Fencing off leash areas must be made compulsory; it’s negligent not to do so.  

Please provide fenced areas !!! 

They are too far away for my dog to walk 

In Newcastle (Islington) I have found aggressive dogs not under control by their owners on more than 
one occasion and don't go there anymore. 

More publicity and instruction regarding picking up a dogs mess when walked in public streets would be 
a good idea. Publishing the fines offenders receive might encourage others to be more respectful of our 
public places. 

See my comment for previous question. Please increase the policing of dog owners who don't pick up 
after their dogs because it is a chronic problem along the bathers way pathway. If council rangers fine 
dog owners who don't carry plastic bags, I'm sure the problem would reduce. 

Off leash parks near busy roads without fences are a waste of time for most dog owners. High usage 
offenced areas in Sydney, much better animal welfare due to pets getting exercise! 

Un-neutered dogs are often aggressive and territorial. Registration of dogs in off leash areas needs to 
be monitored 

people need to pick up their dogs poo 

I would like to see some suburban beaches be off leash before 8am and after 7pm when it is unlikely 
children are playing on the beach  

Have taken own and visitors dogs and they are all a pleasure to go to, the dogs behave well and so do 
the owners 

Na 

I hate cleaning up dog shit in my own yard when I don't even own a dog. More council dog patrols 
picking up strays and bigger fines for people that allow their dogs to roam loose. 

Please make Claremont reserve leash free. Dogs love it there.  

There are not enough  
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Please ban all dogs from cafes and restaurants.(except guide dogs) 

Bins and bags for droppings would be good. It would encourage dog owners to pick up after their pets.  

A supply of dog poop bags at these parks would be useful. 

I feel that others amenities should be updated and built before dog off leash areas. We have broken 
footpaths, broken playground equipment. There are no toilets located at the local parks in Maryland or 
fletcher. We could use bike paths for humans and dogs on leads, to better the health of the rising 
obesity among children.  

Separate fenced off areas for small/medium and large dogs. 

Most owners are concerned about other people & dogs but some can be lazy they don't pick up after 
the dogs or   control them it would be sad if other dogs were hurt 

Safe fenced areas are a priority 

Do not hold events or formal activities in off leash areas 

None 

Dogs are a vital part of society and well socialised dogs should be able to be a part of family/ individual 
outings (bbq, picnics etc).  

King Edward Park and Horseshoe beach seem to work well. 

Cameras to be installed 

- 

See previous answer 

I feel it is important to provide off leash areas for dogs as they need to be able to run and most 
backyards are not big enough these days. It is also important for the community to be able to keep dogs 
as pets. 

Great idea as some dog owners can’t exercise dogs in usual way, due to health limitations. Excellent for 
dogs social behaviour and owners socialising too. 

You need lots more in the Lambton and Jesmond areas. Newcastle is so far behind Sydney in this area. 
Use the open water way grassed areas that have house both sides as dog off leash areas. Fencing on 2 
sides a ' ready done.  

don't fence them in 

I find the Newcastle area lagging behind many of the other councils I have lived in (Sydney and Lake 
Macquarie). There is substantial research demonstrating the benefits of dog ownership in particular for 
mental health. More off leash areas will help people who own dogs get outside and get the benefits of 
exercise and socialising with other people.  

Need to be away from general public areas with clear signage, fencing and proper clean-up facilities. 

I believe that can be on busy roads if they are fenced rather than taking prime park space.  

Provide bins and bags maybe people might use them  

should be strong disincentives for people who let dogs off leash in residential streets  

Generally, there is not effective control of people not cleaning up after their dogs. I remove dog shit 
from my front nature strip at least weekly 

Dogs are a positive part of our society and should be permitted to partake in a greater way. Eg. allowed 
on transport in more indoor areas etc. 

Not everyone thinks of other uses especially re picking up  after their pets , suggest may be occasional 
visits by council rangers  

No other remarks 

my opinion people should have be 'registered' before they own dogs 

Council only provides them in mostly Yuppie areas 

Bins, water, shade, and signage in general I think. And DONT mix pedestrians, cyclists, and dogs. Look at 
the ongoing fiasco at Lake Macquarie's Croudace Bay Leash Free area. There should be enough area for 
dog families to enjoy the space with their animals e.g., lake frontage, or may be large reserve areas? It's 
a hard one.  
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Is it possible to provide poo bag dispensers in lots of places all over Newcastle? So many people don't 
pick up their dog's poo, which then becomes a public health issue. 

I think Islington Park is a difficult one to go to with a puppy or adopted dog as it is so busy and can be 
confronting for them.  Also, some owners do not control their aggressive/dominant dogs. 

The privilege of owning a dog comes with responsibilities and obligations.  I believe that Council could 
take an initiative and formulate conditions of responsible god ownership on which enforcement can be 
made for breaches. 

I think off leashed areas should be clearly fenced with separate areas for small dogs.  Paper bags 
provided in case people forget to bring bags to pick up after their dog.  Some dogs do more than 1 poo. 

There are currently too many dogs in the Foreshore park running off-leash and my dog (on leash) has 
now been attacked twice 

Why wasn’t horseshoe beach indicated as an option?? 

It is always surprising when we travel at this time of year and see dogs happily on beaches, on 
foreshores, with people, much more welcoming than in Newcastle LGA. 

My dog is a small terrier which loves to run but often his activities around other larger dogs has been 
cut short due to being set upon.  

I think dogs are a very important asset in any community providing companionship and making people 
exercise.  Encouraging responsible dog ownership through providing good dog off leash areas and 
suitable spaces for dog training should be a council priority. 

Drinking facilities for dogs is great and bins for poo to be placed  

Monitor cycle paths for cyclist breaking speed courtesy rules. 

So many residents have dogs a d socialising them is really important   It also helps create community 
awareness about dogs and allows people to socialise.  

I drive to Newcastle beaches every morning for the sole purpose of walking my dog, and I would love it 
if there were some fenced off leash areas I could go to so I could further my dog's off-leash training, 
especially recall. My interest in having such a facility is not to let my dog run around like a mad thing, it's 
so he can continue his socialisation skills and training and become an even better dog citizen of the Lake 
Mac/Newcastle area. 

We need more off leash areas, and fenced in areas so all dog users can enjoy exercising their dogs. It 
would be great to create large off lead areas which are currently very underutilised, eg Elermore Vale 
behind the shops between the creek and the South Wallsend school. 

Would be a great place to advertise and promote the fundamentals of responsible pet ownership or 
training tools. 
 
Availability of obedience training classes such as the ones held at Hillsborough would be fabulous 

There is a definite need for fenced off lead areas. 

I think Newcastle has pretty poor facilities overall. It does feel like you are somewhat outcast with 
substandard outdoor areas as a dog owner (rates of pet ownership are around 40% btw so it's a big 
chunk of the community). I think making it clearer about where dogs can go on and off leash, allowing 
people to have dogs with them at cafes and bars, all of these things change the community for the 
better. It should also go along with education. Do the rangers have good dog knowledge? I've actually 
never even seen a ranger around an off leash area, would be good to increase their presence and more 
in an education role. 

These are very important 

Regulations requiring dogs to be under effective control are often ignored by owners.  Education could  
help here eg when the council sends any correspondence, rates etc include a flyer outlining responsible 
care of pets.  It also applies to cats which are often allowed to roam free annoying neighbours e.g. 
soiling their yards and killing wildlife.  This would need to be a continuing education campaign to 
reinforce the message. 

The more the better 

None 
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People out walking in the mornings with their dog are generally friendly and everyone gets along 
regardless of dog's behaviours- people understand dogs aren’t always perfect!  

Need to ensure that the general public is made well aware it is a dog leash free area and that entry into 
the area is at their own risk. To prevent unnecessary legal action against dog owners  

More information needed regarding dog supervision! Too many people just let their untrained dogs run 
wild  

I personally wouldn’t use a fenced dog park but as a responsible dog owner and a rate payer I feel very 
strongly that the council should provide fenced facilities for dog owners. Please make this happen 
ASAP!!!! 

Lambton is in desperate need for an off leash area due to high canine traffic 

I think current area around me are underused as they are not fenced. I go out to Redhead beach so that 
road traffic is not an issue for us. 

It is sad to see big dogs kept in suburban homes.  They should have space to roam. 

We love the Islington park but it would be great if it was more secure so dogs couldn't possibly run onto 
the main road or into the car park.  
 
Love most of them but even at King Edward park there's no clear distinction or bins.  

It could be beneficial to crack down on irresponsible dog owners - who ruin it for responsible dog 
owners who are conscious of others and the community spaces around us. 

off leash areas can be very positive as long as everyone is mindful of others 

Need safe fenced-off areas away from traffic, wildlife and anything that might distract or disturb the 
dogs. 
 
Dogs may need to be separated according to size and temperament if necessary, which may require 
owners to respect others and wait their turn. 

No Comment   

Many dogs and dog owners do not have a sociable attitude. These can be a danger to other dogs and 
their owners. Generally dogs are friendly creatures when off leash and sort out their issues through tail 
wagging and sniffing. Very rarely do they ever come to blows. 

Off leash areas are a plus wherever they are. 

It would be great if a regular day/time could be set aside for both small dogs and large dogs. I have a 
large greyhound who is very friendly, but too boisterous for small dogs off leash, so I can't really take 
him to off leash areas. He does really well with medium to large dogs, so I'd no problem with him 
exercising at a time where there aren't any small/toy dogs around. It works both ways too - I'm sure 
there are lots of people with little dogs who'd love to go to dog parks but don't do it because they're 
concerned about larger dogs. 

The dog beach at horse shoe is awesome as well 

Dogs off leash areas are fine if they are properly fenced and owners clean up after their dogs. Hence 
why it in not acceptable health wise to have dogs off leash areas where people play sport and can come 
in contact with urine / faeces and huge potential for infections of sport players. 

fenced areas are needed 

Oops. Provided in the previous section. 

Recap: 
 
1 Supply poo bags - personally I bring my own but plenty of people obviously don’t. 
 
2 consider dog off leash areas being near water, including allocated “ends” of beaches. 
 
3 separate spaces for nervous dogs and owners?   

I'd like to see more fines for poo  
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I think it's wonderful you are giving this some time and effort and can only hope other council areas 
follow your good example. Thank you 

Poo bags should be supplied by council and bins should be regularly emptied (more often than 
household garbage) due to the build-up of waste and the associated odour.   

Better policing of owners not putting leash back on their dog once they leave the off leash areas.  

The people of Carrington who own dogs think if they're dog isn't aggressive that they can walk their dog 
off leash anywhere. I have a dog who's difficult to control at the best of times and these dogs approach 
him and cause problems as he's on lead and they're off leash. There needs to be inspectors patrolling 
these areas and enforcing on leash walking and having a backbone and actually fining people 

As stated previously, I find Newcastle to be very dog unfriendly. Thankfully, cafes and pubs are 
increasingly welcoming dogs. Newcastle Council needs to follow this trend being more welcoming of 
dogs, particularly at beaches at appropriate times, and with appropriate exclusion zones. Also Farmers 
Markets. Maybe examine Gold Coast City Council approach, and also the European culture of 
welcoming dogs everywhere- shops, public transport, government buildings, planes etc. Most dog 
owners are responsible people who love their dogs and will always do the right thing. 

I was impressed when visiting Perth recently that their sporting fields are generally fully fenced and 
available for off leash dog exercise even when being used for sports practice. The dog owners were 
respectful and kept their dogs out of the way of the players by keeping to the perimeter of the field and 
players were largely unconcerned by the dogs occasionally running into their practice area. It can be 
done!  

Not enough dog friendly places in Newcastle compared to other cities 

Most of the areas that are off leash are near busy roads or other distractions, this creates problems for 
the dog safety. 
The off lead area is Islington is not well maintained although it is a great area 

Previous comment  

Dog ownership seems to be increasing among the general population and although most dog owners 
are fairly responsible there are a number who don’t seem to want to limit their dogs’ freedom and who 
want equal rights for people and dogs.  
 
I don’t mind dogs being in open spaces provided they are kept under control. Having two small children 
makes me particularly nervous around dogs and I don’t think its right that children and their parents 
should feel intimidated or frightened in public spaces regardless or what the owner believes their dog 
will or won’t do. 
I’d also like to see improved facilities and signage reminding people of their responsibility to clean up 
after their dogs. 

What can you do about people who don't pick up after their dog? There is always some dog droppings 
on the cycle way from Wickham to Honeysuckle and on the walkway out along Nobby's break wall. 
Maybe a sign to say that the area is under video surveillance, it doesn't have to be but it may cause 
some people to get a conscience.   

I did not realise there were so many as they are not well published  

NA 

It’s great to have somewhere the dogs can run around and also enjoy the company of other dogs 

Needs facilities and fencing 

PLEASE FENCE OFF LEASH DOG AREAS.  

Dogs need to be more accepted and tolerated in public places like in other countries (have just lived in 
Canada & the US and both allowed dogs everywhere inc hotels, cafes buses, trams etc).  

This is a blatant waste of ratepayer's money. This is only being driven by 1 councillor, Declan Clausen. 
There are a lot of silent people in Newcastle either too scared or lazy to voice their opinion.  Dogs are 
Not People! 

Owners of dogs need to be very responsible and if their dogs cannot socialise well they should not be 
off the leash ... each owner knows their dogs particular behaviour... it can be dangerous if owners aren’t 
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aware and canine smart  

Great that these areas are provided- maybe provide dog poo bag dispensers 

N/a 

Please provide fenced areas.  

Let the dogs and owners find a comfortable place in the bush to let their animals run free.   

Newcastle has beautiful beaches -perhaps a winter morning curfew could be introduced for some of the 
beaches to allow dogs to be walked 

I'm delighted that dogs are becoming more welcome in Newcastle and Lake Macquarie.  In Europe 
they're allowed everywhere.  I think in Newcastle and Lake Macquarie, where we have plenty of dogs 
and plenty of space, we can show Australia how easy it is.  It's proven that children with pets are 
healthier and fitter.  Dogs get kids off the computer!  Man's best friend <3  

Way too much dog poo left on ground 

. 

Great idea, much needed  

Not acceptable that these dog leash areas are used in conjunction with sporting fields. It is disgusting & 
a health hazard for those using the fields.  

Change the restrictions on braye Park. I know I am not the only one to think this  

Do not let dogs on cricket/sporting fields at anytime  

I don’t think dogs should be allowed in Newcastle sporting fields my children have had to play on the 
ground at rugged hill were the coaches of the Cricket teams have to go around and pick up all the dog 
crap from irresponsible owners. With some children either standing in it or getting on their clothes.  
Also the ground at Learmonth is the same. As soon as sport is finished dogs pooing everywhere and not 
a ranger in site.  
I totally agree more dog parks are needed but not at the compromise of our children playing sport. Not 
on this day and age of computer games where it is getting harder and harder for parents to get children 
out doors to play.  
I think there needs to be a compromise between council dog owners and sporting grounds  
At the end of the day. Dog owners buy a dog for company and should understand their requirements. I 
ha e owned dogs for 25 years and never had trouble exercising them or training them.  
Please don’t destroy our sporting fields. We have lost enough of them already  

They should all be fenced and for the specific use of dogs off leash. They could also be located in an area 
that does not impact others that don't have dogs. 

Need to provide bins.  
 
Poo bag dispensers would be helpful but owners should provide their own 

Just keep them away from our local sporting fields and you can't go wrong. It will mean better playing 
conditions for our local sporties and encourage more people to take up social sport. 

Must be fenced so that the dogs can be controlled. You cannot rely on all owners to do this responsibly. 

The areas a really appreciated by the communities, so thank you for maintaining them! 

Not enough 

Generally good, confident new areas would be well used and hopefully reduce people walking their 
dogs off lead 

Just relax about it. Stop taking it so seriously! Having said that - ban hoons with pit bulls - and all is well 

😊. 

We are both dog owners and sporting field users. We have major concerns over the use of sporting 
fields as off leash dog areas. We do not agree with sporting fields being used as off leash dog areas.  
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More shade, Parking, toilets and signage 

Review legislation regarding dogs off leash causing injury to persons or other dogs.  i.e. owner liability. 

I think it's really great that there are so many off lease areas in Newcastle and would like this to spread 
to other parts of the Hunter Valley 

Dog poo management please 

worry about native wildlife and then about dog leash areas 

Newcastle has generally a good and positive approach to dog off leash areas, with an impressive culture 
of tolerance and respect for dogs and dog-lovers - much better than other communities in which I have 
lived. I am pleased to see time and effort being extended into the maintenance of this culture. Well 
Done. 

 People who cannot control their dogs either on or off leash are the greater problem. Some policing of 
the users at off leash areas regarding control of their animals would make them more appealing to 
more dog owners. People fear for their dogs, small ones in particular, from being attacked by big dogs 
that aren't under control. This is not acceptable in a public area.  

We have leash free parks. We do not need any leash free dog parks on sporting complexes.  

I really support the idea of small dog/puppy areas. My dog is little and even a play nip by a big dog could 
damage him badly  

It’s wonderful to be able to use these areas and let our dog get some good exercise.  

More facilities- dog water taps, seating, shade, fencing. More safe areas for smaller dogs to run and 
socialise without staffing, Rottweiler etc. 

There appears to be a large dog owning community in Newcastle and a lack of off leash areas. More 
designated off leash areas are needed.  For example Novocastrian Park in New Lambton is also a 
sporting field on weekends. This large area is used by responsible dog owners to exercise their dogs, 
usually in the early morning before work.  A designated early morning off leash time would work for this 
park, i.e. before the sports begin 6.00am to 7.30/8.00am. 

Do not agree with them 

There are enough. 

Fenced areas away from playgrounds that do not have restrictions and can be used in all daylight hours 

More beach access please 

Need to be fenced! Provide water for dogs also 

Areas need to be appealing for dog owners as well as dogs as sometimes this is the only exercise an 
owner will get and will involve social interaction with other dog owners. 

It’s horrible. Sitting st the lake on Fridays I’m fed up with dogs being let off because people assume 
“under control” (as per the signage) means the dog comes back when you call it. Clearer notices are 
needed- I I’ve cleaned poop from 
The playground at Warners Bay too often this summer, and have had to ask people to take their dogs 
away from 
The kids play things.  

I think off-leash areas are very important in a city, especially now there are so many people living in 
apartments. 
And dogs that are taught to socialise are far less likely to become aggressive.  

More litter bags and bins to encourage people to pick up their dog’s poop. Most families have dogs so 
playgrounds close by would be ideal. A fenced area would ensure that dogs stay in their area and if kids 
don’t like dogs they can play on the playground without feeling scare. Non fenced areas do not allow 
children with fear of dogs to feel safer  
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Majority of dog owners are very responsible. I would love to see fenced off leash areas available in a 
variety of locations within our city - areas should have a separate section for puppies and smaller dogs 
with doggy equipment available for use. We recently accessed fenced area at Forster/ Tuncurry and felt 
that it was safe for humans and dogs alike. I personally will not allow my dogs off leash in unfenced 
areas. No matter how well trained your dog is there is always a risk of animal being distracted with 
possible tragic circumstances. I have found that some dog owners allow their pets off leash and walk 
well back from their animals. If I don’t know the animal I find it confronting to see a large dog running 
toward me or my own dogs with the owner in background yelling "don't worry, my dog is friendly”. I am 
aware of too many instances where so called friendly dogs have bitten other animals or humans. In a 
fenced area I feel that there would be more control and that my own dogs would be able to enjoy the 
company of other dogs in a secure environment. 

Also add Henderson park Lockyer street Adamstown as off leash 

They need to be coupled with an education campaign for dog owners 

We do not want our children having to play sport on fields littered with dog excrement. Council should 
be protecting our children from possible infection and from being exposed to this disgusting experience. 

No comment 

Provide additional off leash areas around Newcastle, increase enforcement of dogs off leash in busy 
public areas (i.e. non off leash areas) 

Dogs should not be able to run free on sporting fields/grounds. There is nothing worse than arriving for 
a cricket or netball game only to find dog droppings over the wicket or court.  

Fenced dig parks would be good. I have an extremely friendly large dog who likes to go and say hello to 
people. A fenced area allows confidence in knowing everyone inside is a dog person. 

Dog owners should be encouraged to make use of the off the leash areas of Newcastle and leave the 
sporting fields to sporting use only.  We want to encourage our community to live healthy lives, we 
don't need another excuse to exist to keep away from ovals either because of dog excrement or for the 
fear of dogs.    

I can understand community distress esp when people do not pick up their dogs faeces... so inclusion of 
litter bins with dog bags included may reduce the issue... also if dog owners alert other dog owners 
when their dog makes mess 

More training and education for dogs and owners  

It would be great if we had fenced areas or if we could use sport fields like cricket fields that are already 
fenced when they are not being used.  

Na 

nil 

Nothing 

Control is the key. There should be less policing of off leash dogs in all areas, with more emphasis on 
controlling dog behaviour in both off leash and normal areas. 
If a dog is fully controlled by a responsible owner, the presence of a leash is unimportant. 

There should be more dog friendly places in general (not of leash) as dogs and other animals are a big 
part of people's lives. I would like to see another section of beach available in Newcastle for smaller 
dogs as horseshoe has a known reputation as having big dogs and non responsible owners. I will not be 
taking my small dog there but would like him to have the same opportunity without me having to travel 
to redhead!  

Designated areas for large and small dogs 

Overall I think the council is quite dog friendly. It would be great to maximise the use of existing sport 
grounds when they are not in use but I do think that bins at least need to be made available to 
encourage owners to pick up after their dogs. 
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Dogs are an important part of society, having places to exercise with a dog can be really beneficial for 
people. I don't mind dogs barking or running around. It feels too restrictive and regulated that family 
can't just play with their animals publically. If people don't pick up after the dog, or if a dog is 
aggressive, then they should be dealt with. Perhaps Rangers could visit the dog parks randomly at busy 
times. I can't see why all dog owners should be punished just in case some do the wrong thing. If I get a 
dog I will hope to take it out every day, and give it some of leash time. 

I love dogs but I still see them in my area, unleashed. 

The existing ones are fine just need more. South end of Newcastle beach should be dog friendly as 
should the beach south of Merewether where the sewerage outlet is. As it stands now most dog owners 
I know track down to redhead as horseshoe beach is too busy and crowded.  

Don't mix dog areas with sport areas. Enforce dog owner clean-up  

They should not, Under any circumstances, be on our sporting fields 

When I walk my dog on a lead in our neighbourhood it is disappointing to see dog droppings on the 
nature strips where dog owners let their dogs roam at night and don't pick up after them.   

Dogs should not be on sporting fields  

need to provide bins and poo bags 

There are not enough in parks or the beach areas, there should be a designated off-leash space in every 
park/beach with available space.  Other cities around the world, such as New York have several fenced 
designated dog parks scattered throughout the city.  Look at other cities for ideas, Newcastle is getting 
so many more units, dogs are being brought up as inside dogs and need designated outside spaces just 
as kids need playgrounds - it is the way of the future. Fence them in to make it more secure for the 
dogs. 

n/a 

Police the areas, people don't pick up after their dogs. 

Dogs that have a controlled area to exercise in don’t usually cause problems like lots of barking etc and 
are more social 

Keep all dogs of all sports fields at all times it's that simple 

We had a holiday in Hawaii a couple of years ago and it was great to see an off leash area which was 
fenced, had lights, shelter, seating, water for dogs and humans and even BBQs! There was a separate 
area for small dogs and puppies and a larger area for big dogs.  Both areas were separately fenced and 
gated so that children couldn't move from one area to another.  There was also the above amenities in 
a dog-free area.  It was abuzz with people both with and without dogs and it was a regular place for 
anyone to go and meet people and dogs.  I think it's important that those of us who don't have dogs for 
various reasons, but would like to have one, can go somewhere and interact with dogs and also their 
owners.  It's a great way to get to know the people in your area and build up some support networks 
(and dog sitters!). 

Some people need to be more responsible for their dog and some shouldn't be off leash at all. I prefer 
to stay away from overcrowded areas with dogs as I have children and don't trust that other dogs are 
safe. We run with our dog on leash and socialise him with the neighbourhood dogs. 

They leave poo everywhere. It’s disgusting  

Providing more off leash areas is critical for improving overall community safety, not just for dogs and 
their owners, but for other people such as parents, children and older people who can then avoid areas 
where dogs are allowed off leash if they are concerned about their safety.   

I believe that they provide a good exercise area for dogs.  It probably results in less walking of dogs 
(leashed and unleashed) on roads and footpaths. 

I think they are a good idea in the right location  

At present I am taking my dog to other council that have fenced off leash areas. I can only do this once a 
week as I have to travel about 50 kilometres to enjoy a proper venue. 

I think leash free areas are important, they should not be located on a sports ground.  

Thanks for providing these areas - me and my dog love them! 
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Newcastle city Compliance officers should police dog off leash areas  

In Newcastle, dog off leash areas are not really the main issues with dog ownership. Responsible owners 
will walk their dogs regardless. The main issue is owners who think it's ok that their dogs only ever 
experience a back yard, with little social interaction and then bark all day. I would rather the council 
focus on dealing with this issue, as an environmental noise issue. In the UK, local councils are 
responsible for enforcing and responding to dog noise. There seems to be no clear management plan 
for this anywhere. 

Over the past few months I have noticed an increasing amount of dog droppings on several footpaths 
around Adamstown.  Maybe a reminder of the potential consequences for offending owners should be 
issued, either by general advertising or letterbox flyers. 

I just want to reiterate, please do not make any changes that will disadvantage the dog-owning users of 
Dixon Park off-leash area. 
Note that fencing an area will encourage more people from afar, and more intensive use, so choose 
carefully which parks receive a fenced section, as it will deteriorate the grass.  Soft ground and intact 
green grass (during dry spells) is essential for fenced and unfenced dog off-leash areas.  Any fenced dog 
area that is not grass would be very unpleasant. 
Thanks for running this survey. 

I feel that lack of shade is a big issue.  

Should have one off leash area in every suburb of Newcastle if possible 

Dogs are an important consideration in promoting social inclusion, particularly for the aged or more 
isolated people whose social life is greatly enhanced by daily interaction with other dog owners. They 
also offer companionship to I slated people in their homes, and indeed the homeless. No one wants to 
see dogs creating problems for children or other non-dog owning people/ families, but it would be 
wrong to place greater restrictions on dogs and their owners simply to appease people who are not 
familiar with them or just don't like them. The wider social benefits of pets are being increasingly 
recognised and embraced (eg laws in Victoria allowing pets on public transport), so any move to 
increase restrictions would go against best management principles being adopted everywhere. 

Would love to see more dog off leash areas throughout the LGA, especially fenced ones with more 
facilities (bins, water, shade etc.). Would also be great to have another beach to be able to take dogs, as 
horseshoe is small and often overcrowded at peak times. I often take my dog to Redhead beach which is 
fantastic with such a large area to exercise him. 

Utilising beaches after hours and during winter months would be excellent as they are safe and under 
used at these times.  

Generally not great spots. Most have limited off leash hours which is inconvenient, especially on 
weekends. Not enough good shade.  

There are unfortunately too many dogs that don't get exercised because their owners haven't learnt 
how to control them (on or off leash) and won't walk them. These dogs haven't been socialised, so 
when they do finally get taken out they need a separate area (ie one dog in it at a time), to protect the 
other dogs. Socialisation takes time, especially when a dog has been deprived of the opportunities to 
learn how to be. I'm concerned that when those dogs get taken out, because their owners finally have a 
confined place to take them to, will be overwhelmed by the experience and attack other dogs in the 
fenced area.   

I love the idea of lease free areas, however after my dog was savagely attacked by 3 dogs at Braye park 
I'm terrified to go to them as people don't control their dogs. 

No thanks. 

Don’t take over kids sporting fields.  

The dog issue is not a “dog” issue - it is an “owner” issue.  If dogs were properly trained and socialised 
and all owners were responsible there wouldn’t be any issues.  Areas could be shared and enjoyed by 
all. 

No comment  

none 
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It is not the dogs as much as it is the owners of dogs that is my problem. Many dog owners do not clean 
up after their dog/dogs 

Most dog owners v responsible  

I think if NCC provided more garbage bins within the designated dog park, more people would pick up 
after their dogs.   Water inside the park would be great too 

The area proposed at Lambton Park is adjacent to the BBQ lawn area of Lambton pool. If this goes 
ahead you will have dogs on one side of the fence with patrons from the pool holding a gathering on the 
other.  Issues of concern are dog droppings next to an eating area as well as small children capable of 
putting hands through the fence to pet the dogs. I remember a small girl in Valentine who had a dog 
chew her hand off underneath a fence. 
The dog owners who are proposing the fenced area have conducted their activities in the winter, whilst 
the pool has been closed. The pool managers (Lane 4) and the pool users should be canvased on this 
issue prior to any decision is made by council. Lambton Bowling club members may also wish to have a 
say. 
During summer months parking in Karoola Rd is a premium with pool users using Karoola Rd as the 
swimming center car park overflow area. I noticed that a number of dog owners drove to the meeting 
to bring their dogs as they were nit local residents. One in particular had to drive from Waratah to the 
area but was not prepared to have a fenced area in Waratah suggested as an alternative. This will make 
parking a bigger issue as the park is used by dog owners outside of the local area. 
A report titled “Off Leash Areas, Consultation Report, August 2011”, prepared for Compliance Services, 
The City of Newcastle and prepared by: Newcastle Voice, The City of Newcastle raises a number of 
issues. Issues in relation to conflicts between dogs and other animals and people, the behaviour of dog 
owners about dog poo, dogs running at people not welcoming dogs, and abusive behaviour of dog 
owners to others. The report is available on the council website. 

I presume that there is a budget for this, but spending too much money on what is in effect an exercise 
area for dogs seems a bit over the top.  Our rates are continuously rising, it would be nice if the council 
focused on the most important infrastructure rather than creating new and somewhat unnecessary 
infrastructure to maintain. 

More off leash areas can only be a good thing for the city. 
 
My only concern is that leash free areas may encroach upon areas where children regularly play. I know 
many parents would be hesitant to allow young children to play in an area that was also frequented by 
leash free dogs. 

nothing! 

n/a 

Some people go to Horseshoe Beach and get upset with the amount of dogs and complain. 
Some dog owners do not stop their dogs jumping on people. Both are an issue and I do not know how 
to appease them. 
I think good signage is needed plus a co-existence statement and maybe some rules - no jumping on 
kids etc (for the owners, not the dogs to read - maybe some graphics to make it humorous) 

We often use horse shoe beach and find that the beach is not cleaned on  regular basis. 
 
The beach cleaning tractor should visit the site weekly as a minimum  

Please keep them off sports grounds.  

Water and Poo bags should be provided with sufficient bins to encourage dog owners to pick up after 
their dogs 

Council needs to campaign to dog owners about the dangers of having their dogs off leash when 
walking or running around the general suburban or city areas. Too many people are doing this now. 
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The noise around my house from distressed animals barking is getting worse. Don't dog owners realise 
the trauma dogs go through when separated from their family? They are pack animals, not solitary 
creatures like felines. Being alone is terrifying for them. Dogs shouldn't be owned if they're going to 
spend the greater part of the day alone. That's just torture. 
You might also want to explain to dog owners that kicking sand over dog faeces on the beach is not 
cleaning up after their dog. Little kids play in the sand on our beach and dog faeces can contain a 
parasite that can cause blindness in  

Some very large dogs, dangerous breeds, or dangerous dogs should not be allowed off lead ANY where.    
Dogs with any history of being frightening or attaching should be banned. 

Dog off leash area are great.  

Often dog owners are insensitive to others who, for a range of credible reasons, do not understand dog 
behaviour. Perhaps signage could remind dog owners of this.  

see previous comments 

Dogs are family, they need places to hang out too 

I really enjoy taking my dog to the off leash area at Dixon park  

Not on sporting fields !!!!!!!! 

The Bathers Way is an attractive path for people to walk (and they take their dogs). This is not always a 
good thing as some people do not keep their dogs on a tight enough leash. So maybe those people 
could let their dogs run in a fenced/open area. Signage to direct people to appropriate areas to be 
installed. Too many owners do not pick up after their dogs on the Bathers Way. Does Council have 
people patrolling/monitoring the Bathers Way for this? 

When there is Weed Control happening, if it could be written if the chemical is toxic to pets. Dogs eat 
grass and I worry when I see the weed control signs but I don’t know how harmful it is.  

Horseshoe Bay need water faculty for dogs to drink.  

There are no fenced in leash free areas in the NCC area and there are no leash free areas in Kotara 
whatsoever!   As a dog owner and a rate payer I would like NCC to do more to address the needs of 
responsible dog owners.   

I feel dogs should be banned from cafes where other users are in a close proximity.  My kids are 
terrified of dogs and the owners don't care at all. 
Dogs should also be banned from events like street festivals, markets to avoid close proximity with the 
crowds.   
More patrols should be in place to fine/control owners who blatantly disregard rules. 
Fines/patrolling should be in place for off leash dogs in non off-leash areas 

I think they are definitely a great idea to incorporate them 

Dog owners have to take responsibility for the animal they have taken into their family. If they have to 
drive a little way to find a suitable off leash area, so be it. The general public do not have to confine 
their activities for the sake of dogs. Parks are primarily for people and not all of us are enamoured by 
dogs 

Fenced areas are important for dogs to socialize and exercise as well. My dog cannot be let off lead 
without a fenced area hence why it's so important to have fenced dog areas around 

If sports field are available as off leash when not in use, installing plastic bag dispensers for picking up 
after dogs to keep sports fields clean.  

Generally nobody policing dogs off leash or crapping on footpaths. 

More dog bag stations 

Would welcome a large fenced area for smaller dogs and puppies. 

If off leash areas are close to family home they should only be open between 7:00am to 7:00pm in 
winter, and In summer 6:00am to 8:00pm. 
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Hurry up and do it!  We have been waiting years and years.  Your council staff and councillors are full of 
dog haters.  Get over it.  And whilst you are considering fenced off leash areas, please make sure you 
get fencing at least 6 ft so all dogs can use the parks.  Also, make sure dogs can't get under the fencing 
and get out and get hit on the road. 

Although not a dog owner, strongly support he need for off leash areas. Prefer the areas remain multi-
use and are not fenced off, but it is critical that dogs are trained/socialised and owners respect other 
users of the reserves. 

Why don't Newcastle council just put poo bags on Anzac bridge and open it up? Sydney Harbour bridge 
even allows dogs!! The big "NO DOG" signs give a negative dog culture. Other councils just provide the 
poo bags at the site. Also Burwood beach is the logical place for dogs to run off lead. If access is allowed 
via the baths this would be sensible. I understand the bush is reserve and has native wild life but the 
beach is open safe running space. The big "NO DOG" signs everywhere are negative. Port Macquarie 
have more BEACH off lead areas than Newcastle and we are a much bigger city. Horse shoe beach is far 
too small for a major city. Instead of fencing dogs in - legalise big open spaces > Burwood beach. 

Please make Newcastle more dog friendly  

I am a responsible dog owner.  Provide bins and bags for dog poop.  Heavy fines for people who don't 
pick up their dogs poo. 

I have concerns around people walking their dogs on leash in off leash areas. Dogs behave differently on 
leash and it can create tension when other dogs are running around off leash. 

Nothing to add  

Off leash areas with no fencing are never safe. Never. No matter how good the dog's recall is, accidents 
happen and having worked in a vet clinic that was opposite an unfenced park I can guarantee you they 
happen way too often. Even if you don't care about the dogs, care about the owner who (albeit 
foolishly) trusted their dog would be safe, the person who hits the dog unable to stop in time, the child 
who sees all this happen, and the veterinary staff who have to deal with the mess - alive or not - 
afterwards. It is irresponsible of a council in an area with such a love for dogs, to provide off leash areas 
and fail to provide safety in the majority of those areas in the form of a fence. It's like telling people it's 
okay to set their young children down by the road to play, except their children don't speak the same 
language as them, are much stronger and faster with better reaction times and far heightened senses, 
with less regard for car safety and a much stronger will to chase that fly, follow that weird noise, or just 
to run around without a care for direction. 

Love my dog  

More rules, people take their dogs off leash but can’t control them. Maybe have people of council 
attend the parks on weekends etc to watch over the parks. People leave the faeces behind and don’t 
clean up which creates an unhealthy environment for dogs. Have a station with poo bags so if people 
forget they can locate a bag.  
If you are interested in opening more parks, make more rules, have people patrol the parks and make 
sure is a healthy environment for dogs. Have a small dog and big dog park, to separate them. Please 
make sure there are strict rules accessible for people to read.  

Some of the areas designated are no bigger than my back yard...all dogs just love a good run safely...no 
non-working dog has any road sense when they are playing....like our children we just want to keep our 
pets safe from harm.... 

. 

Owners must pick up after their dog 

Good signage required for every off lead dog area stating owners are fully responsible for controlling 
their dogs and preventing dog attacks against other dogs or people with notice failure to comply will 
result in charges and fines. 
 
Council to target dog owners who let their dogs off lead on streets, parks and beaches and issue on the 
spot fines and NOT just a warning. 
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Given that beaches are generally a no go for dogs, allow them to be at Dixon park for longer.  A fenced 
area there would be also good given proximity to beach and carpark... even if it was only on the car park 
side. 

Z 

I often go to these places even if I don't have a dog because it helps me cheer-up and relax more just 
watching dogs playing around. It is like a pet-therapy  

I have a small dog and don't use off leash areas much due to the dominance of big dogs which owners 
don't and often can't control. 

They are in horrible condition with no fencing or half fencing just fix them and make fully fenced 

I think fenced areas will only attract people who cannot control their dogs so it is likely those fenced 
locations will be the most dangerous to attend. One positive for fenced areas is that anyone on the 
other side of the fence will be safe from dogs that have limited recall. 
I also don't like the idea of closing off open green space where families play groups games like cricket 
and volleyball.  

More emphasis needed on being a responsible pet owner. Could be good to partner with delta dogs or 
Hillsborough training and run workshops at off leash areas etc. for free. Or a series of programs and 
include Council rangers, vet clinic for pet health etc.  

A small part of unfenced off leash parks could be fenced to provide a zone for those needing an 
enclosed area for training or timid dogs to get exercise. 

It will be good to see many more areas available in the near future.  

I feel dog owners who frequent public areas are generally very responsible and enjoy their dog's 
interaction with others. The health benefits of owning animals are most important to the wellbeing of 
humans. 

I welcome Newcastle City Council acting on this issue, which I think is long overdue. Most of the leash 
free areas presently are close to busy roads, and even the best trained dog can be startled or run onto 
the road after a ball or while playing. I don't use these areas because I don't feel my dogs are safe there. 
 
West End Park has had units built on it but I notice that it still appears on your list of leash free areas. 

I would love an off-leash area that is away from water. Often in winter my long-haired (golden 
retrievers) go with me to off-leash areas but all the ones near my (Mayfield) are adjacent to a drain that 
is usually full in winter. 
They are 12-years old and I am not willing to have them all wet for hours in winter and blow drying 
them takes too long. 
The off-leash parks away from water are near roads and not fenced, so can be dangerous. 
It would be great to have somewhere safe and where they will not get wet. 

Ban those stupid extendable re-tractable leads.  They are dangerous and often in the hands of someone 
not paying enough attention to what their dog is doing. 

none 

My main concern is adding fenced dog parks. 

Not enough designated off leash SAFE areas in outer suburban areas 

Whoops put this in last answer 

The benefits of dog ownership are well recognised, especially for kids and the aged. Yet regulations 
restrict the interaction between people who do not own dogs and those that do. Responsible dog 
ownership is of paramount importance - but when the owner and the dog are well behaved, barriers for 
interaction can be lowered. 

Need to be fenced 

current parks are great but more options would be excellent 
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More bins near Islington dog park would be great (for dog poo). 
Toilets are NEVER open at Islington dog park.  

Heavier penalties for dogs found off leash in non off leash areas. I have several small children who are 
terrified of dogs all sizes because of past experiences from dogs off leash's in non off leash public parks 
and beached 

Dogs shouldn't be trusted with children. Leash free areas are a good idea to keep them separated in 
well-used spaces like Lambton Park.  

Owners need to be better educated about their obligations in terms of noise from barking dogs. Council 
ought to be prepared to be more helpful in intervening when dog-barking is an issue. There has 
obviously been a massive increase in dog ownership and Council cannot encourage dog owners by 
meeting their needs, without at the same time respecting the needs of the whole community by 
providing better assistance where dogs have become a nuisance due to owners that fail to accept the 
onerous responsibility of pet ownership.  

See previous 

Current dog off-leash areas are very inadequate. Having lived in Sydney previously (with great dog-
friendly facilities) my family really missed the connection to my local community through our local off-
leash dog area when we moved to Newcastle. 
For example- Michael St Reserve, Lambton is woeful. It is very wet and muddy underfoot if raining. 
There is inadequate drainage, fencing is needed (as it is close to a road), and it is extremely hot in 
summer (no shade). Additionally, the kid's playground is not visible from the dog park, making it not 
family friendly. Our family has also been harassed by a young man doing 'burn-outs' very close to us 
(deliberately so!) in the park. We have not visited since.. 

From my observations of using Braye Park at Waratah, a lot of dog owners don't obey the restrictions 
and rules of off-leash areas - particularly in relation to times that this can occur. The walking tracks 
continue to have large dog droppings that owners do not pick up. The council rangers never patrol the 
park to catch offenders, and if you try to suggest to someone to leash their dogs during the correct 
time, then they are very abusive. If council persist on having off-leash area's in parks, then they MUST 
be fenced to protect other innocent users, and council rangers must enforce the rules. 

I would love to see dogs allowed (on leash only) in Glenrock reserve. It is a fantastic place that we 
currently do not visit because we are unable to walk our dog there. The main fire trail would be a great 
walking track and would help to reduce dog traffic on the Fernleigh track and paths around beaches 
while providing a large natural area. I have no issue with this being on leash only.  
Similarly, I believe restrictions around access to many of our cities parks, beaches and natural settings 
for dogs need to be reconsidered. Allowing dog's access to many of these spaces as on leash would 
encourage many more dog owners to exercise and reduce loads on existing popular infrastructure 
which also allows more dogs a bit of space reducing the current overcrowding issues at many 
designated areas.  
Australia in general, and specifically the hunter has some of the most restrictive regulations about 
access for dogs. Councils as close as Mid Coast (formerly Great Lakes) have significantly reformed access 
controls to the benefit of the community and should be looked to as an example. 

Nil 

Some off lead areas are just unappealing, with nothing but what looks like a large patch of grass. 
Elements like trees, benches or picnic tables make a huge difference.  

Off leash areas are essential for dogs and their owners. We may not have chosen to have a dog if we did 
not have an off leash dog park within walking distance of our house. A daily visit to the dog park is part 
of our family routine and greatly appreciated by our dog, who is well socialised, fit and healthy and 
better behaved at home because of the stimulation he gets in the off leash area. 

They are an amazing resource.  

It would be great to have additional dog off leash areas in Newcastle City Council. More are needed 
outside the CBD area. 

Glad that council provides these areas but some we do not know even existed so must not be in areas 
we frequent. We would drive to an off leash beach but would only walk to an off leash park as part of 
exercising the dog so it would need to be within 0.5km of New Lambton for us to use it as we have a 
small dog. 
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Council ranger patrolled to enforce those who don't bag dog poop to receive  

Bins needed for poo 

I love them and think that there should be more of them. 

I like the idea, unfortunately have a small dog with no road sense.  Therefore unable to utilise them.  I 
find mainly that there is no shade either for owners or dogs.  Also no water for the dogs.  Also there are 
no poo bags supplied or bins supplied for responsible owners to bin poo bags.  I find this interesting as 
we do travel down to Sydney where all areas have bins with poo bags attached and supplied by the 
council.  Is it that expensive?? 

Off leash areas should be fenced, open and large. The Hamilton suburb is really in need of this type of 
facility as there are a large number of dog owners in the vicinity that currently have nowhere to take 
their dogs off leash. It is just not possible for many people to drive their dog to an existing off leash area 
in a nearby suburb. It is also not necessary as there is plenty of spaces in Hamilton to establish an off 
leash area. 

Walking daily in Lambton Park I see people who do let their dogs run off leash .. I don't feel comfortable 
saying anything to them but if we did have a fenced off leash area this could be suggested to these dog 
owners as an alternative to letting their dogs run free around the park and sporting fields. 

They are a good idea and the number should be reduced. 

If a fenced area is to be created, it needs to be sizable. A small fenced area is likely to cause too many 
fights between dogs. 
An off leash bushwalking track (e.g. through Jesmond bushland) would be great.  

DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 
DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 
DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 
DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 
DO NOT PUT ANY ON SPORTING FIELDS. 

It is hard to walk dogs in suburbs that don't have footpaths. One of the greatest things about dog 
ownership is the health benefits. However, it is incredibly dangerous walking in this area. Can we get 
some footpaths in North Lambton?!! This would be beneficial to children walking to school, students 
walking to uni, etc. 

They are a way for dogs to get great exercise and for people to communicate with neighbours. 

There are many dogs in the city and designated places for them would ensure a healthy lifestyle for 
owners and their pets. Apart from finding space I imagine a fenced area is a fairly low cost project 
initially and in terms of maintenance. Some simple signage with basic rules would also help encourage 
the right behaviour. 

please read all my comments - dogs owners need to be held accountable for noisy, dangerous and 
barking dogs - us citizens that suffer should have some avenue for it to be addressed by a council officer 
or ranger - you will grant these off leash areas and there will be no increase in respect for the general 
public - they are dogs at the end of the day not voting members of your community who pay rates and 
expect better ways for nuisance dogs to be managed 

Love 'em! 

See previous answer as to why I don’t want a dog are in Lambton Park.  

I am only concerned with the love and affection that is shared with my neighbours & a select few who 
respect our home park... I pickup, ALL; some dogs are YETI'S but I want to have Learmonth as an 
undisclosed free for ALL.it is when I / We can have our private area. A blessing 

Off leash areas need better disposal facilities  

Just fence them all 

Many owners ignore council rules regarding having their dogs on leads when they are outside leash free 
areas. If you make rules and don't enforce those rules they are pointless. I overlook the Carrington 
foreshore and in the time I have lived here I have yet to see a Newcastle Compliance officer walking 
along the foreshore ensuring that dog owners are doing the right thing. 
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From my observations owners are far less likely to clean up after their dogs when they are off-leash. I 
have rarely seen any policing of areas where dogs should be on-leash and almost never seen a ranger 
get out of their vehicle. More bins need to be provided for dog droppings. Dog owners need to be 
regularly reminded of their responsibilities. 

Around 63% of people own dogs. Dog exercising is as important and enjoyable for owners as well as 
dogs and this justifies the use of Council resources in relation to leash free areas and balance with other 
interests such as sporting and recreation. Seeing empty parks that could be used for dog exercise seems 
wasteful in some cases.    

I am wondering if the provision of fenced dog areas would cue owners to put leashes on their dogs 
when they leave the park to walk home. 

Must be safe to all members of public and clean. 
Also no noise pollution from barking dogs. 

Sorry!!! Didn't know this option would come up!  
Please also consider leaving areas and sports fields that ARENT off leash and perhaps signpost as such. 
It's been difficult for me with a dog that is still learning how to interact when we are exercising at 
another local park (not off leash) and dogs are released from leash relatively uncontrolled and have 
come up to us not responding to their owners. We have been lucky that the dogs weren't outright 
aggressive although my girl is large and deserves to have her space respected when NOT at a designated 
dog park.  

N/a 

More dog friendly water taps desperately needed 

Please fence some areas!  My dogs are great at recalls 99% of the time but just occasionally will run off 
if they are spooked by another dog or see a cat.  Having a fenced area would keep them safe & allow 
me to catch them before they get to a road where they might get hit by a car (as happened to a friend's 
dog at Islington Park). 

I always clean up after my boys. Some parks in Sydney have poo-bags available (usually in fenced areas) 
this is a great idea and ensure people always do the right thing!  I have been caught out having taken 
two bags (1 for each dog) and then needing 3! 
Perhaps signage to alert humans that it is an off-leash area and so, dogs are permitted to run around. 
That if they are not comfortable with unleashed dogs that perhaps they make prefer another area.  

The more the merrier. They're great for both people and dogs to exercise and socialise. Both of which 
are great outcomes. 

Fence playgrounds too if you want to take the dogs and the kids to the park  

I would love sports grounds, when not in use for sport, to be considered off leash friendly. Many dog 
owners already do this, but it would be nice for this to be allowed/approved by council. 

Not only off leash but we need more areas where dogs are allowed ON leash - like walking along the 
beaches 

Fishermen at horseshoe can often become aggressive to people with dogs on the beach. Been witness 
to a fisherman threatening to stab a dog for coming near a fisherman 

Dogs are a wonderful part of our community, they provide companionship and increase vitality, exercise 
and social interactions with neighbours. We love that Newcastle embraces dog culture. Give the 
community the best chance to look after their dogs with more fenced in areas and fresh water. Oh, I'd 
also like to see poo bag dispensers! Most people clean up after their dogs, but the Merewether to bar 
beach walk - there is always poo all over the sidewalk! Thanks! 

Dog parks encourage interaction with people and their pets which I believe enhances people's ability to 
get on with each other 

Make it fun we would save a lot of time and money in the long run making sure dogs and owners enjoy 
it and have fines in place for people that abuse the rules  

The already nominated parks are well visited demonstrating that there is a need 

M 

N/a 
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People not dogs are priority. 

Dogs are a part of our community and we appreciate NCC providing a facility for dog owners to be 
included and consulted. Thank you and I am looking forward to the outcomes.  

Improve the beach  

Need more 

On leash rules should be observed in on leash areas and the council should enforce them!!!! 

I’m not sure they are great. Dogs need socializing, but not in large “packs”. I’m too concerned about my 
small dog being attacked on an open beach, especially as its owners could be 200 meters away (and 
quite a few irresponsible ones out there!). I’ve heard too many stories of dog attacks. I have a dog, but 
also have kids, and I wouldn’t really ever use it for fear of our dog's safety and my children’s. 

No other feedback. I have said enough. Probably too much. 

NA 

Newcastle could do much to improve facilities for dogs and their owners, places such as Brisbane and 
Canberra provide examples of what can be done. The use of local parks seems to be dominated by 
organised sports which caters to the needs of only a portion of the population. Dog off leash areas 
should ideally be integrated into popularly used parks as families often want to combine a park visit for 
children to play and a dog to be exercised. Special dog agility equipment may be installed in some 
locations but a large number of areas should be available for residents to walk to and exercise their dog. 
It would be ideal to have positive interactions between council and dog owners rather than the ongoing 
negative vibe of dogs being an unwelcome nuisance in the community. 

Provide garbage bins aligned to walkways throughout the parks not only around the children's play 
areas. A typical example is Jesmond Park where there are no garbage bins south or west of the drain.  

Newcastle is a generally dog friendly place. With such beautiful areas to explore it would be nice to be 
able to take dog's on-lead with us. Eg Glenrock reserve, beaches, etc. As a city which is largely 
populated with dog friendly home s adding more places that are dog accessible would further 
Newcastle’s appeal as a destination to the rising dog lover population. 

At the moment, I cannot take my greyhound to any leash free designated areas, because she is a 
greyhound, and all of them are unenclosed and often near roads/dangerous roads. 
So many greyhounds desperately need to be adopted and given a happy life, and to accommodate this, 
Newcastle CC should embrace enclosed off leash areas. With water, bins and disposable poo bags, we 
can all take responsibility for our use of an area, and share spaces cohesively. 

Please please please provide some fenced dog parks. It would make a world of difference to so many 
people, especially the large number of greyhound and whippet owners in the area.  

Need to make off leash areas more known, better signage and make owners more aware of the areas 
such as putting them on the map, in information desks and advertisements on the Internet.  

My observations over may years are that the dogs generally sort out any problems themselves. 
 
People often complicate matters by being over protective of their own dogs and not allowing them to 
learn how to socialise. 
 
However, it's also true that many older dogs like to put eager puppies in their place, so I support having 
separate areas for puppies up to 12 months and small fluffy dogs that big dogs (e.g. working dogs and 
hounds) like to chase. 

Great idea.  Hopefully something will come out of this survey 
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Entirely admirable. I have properties in other municipalities well outside Newcastle in which the off 
leash areas are contested constantly, returned to other owners or uses, and not replaced. The 
maintenance of off leash areas in Newcastle is also noteworthy for the apparent care and attention they 
received. Water-side/access off leash is an added advantage. Choice available, and merit in Newcastle's 
attitude to large dog and to dog ownership. For elderly residents with companion animals, off leash 
probably a crucial well-being element of their daily walks with their dogs. Harmony of owners, dogs and 
fine outlook such as KE Park instantly apparent. Minimum social tension. 

Dogs out and about encourage social interaction and community cohesion. People feel more able to 
strike up casual conversations with relative strangers if you are with your dog. Older people, particularly 
are interested in chatting and the dogs provide an accepted reason to interact. This is good for people's 
mental health and Newcastle as a community. 

Need a lot more fenced areas so we can let adopted greyhounds off  

Dogs are proven to help the mental health of people. Anything that can be done to increase a sense of 
community and encourage exercise is local government money very well spent and would go towards 
improving Newcastle for the future 

Thankyou for redhead beach. Its wonderful being able to go there. It's just a little bit too far for us 
sometimes.  

I think there are enough established leash free zones already across Newcastle.  
 
Apart from Horseshoe Beach as being the best dog friendly area in Newcastle, the time-restricted leash 
free zone at Dixon Park is a great idea. And you don't need a fenced area to enforce this.  
 
Dog owners tend to respect the times when their dogs can run off the leash and stick to these 
designated hours.  

I appreciate the council looking into this, I believe animals are being more accepted within the 
community and appreciate this.  We attend quite a few areas however they are usually used by non dog 
owners limiting our ability to allow dogs off leash, we are not allowed in no dog areas and comply 
however we are restricted it’s a little frustrating  

Please keep them fenced  
 
Down here in Shepparton we have secured fenced dog park  
 
It’s been great! 

The dog off leash areas we have are not good enough. We want Newcastle to be a great, happy place to 
live. Dogs are important members of our families. Horseshoe beach is a wonderful venue, let’s have 
more. 

It's great that there are off leash areas but they are generally very close to roads and none are fenced. 
Even dogs with good verbal recall can get carried away running with (or away from) other dogs using 
these areas and wander into roadways.  

Shade water for dogs 

After living in Sydney I’m appalled at the lack of facilities in Newcastle for dog owners. In Sydney there 
are drinking fountains that spill over for dogs, fenced dog areas, doggy bag stations and dog bins.  
 
I also think more could be done in low socio economic in regards to dogs that roam around and making 
sure dogs are registered.  

Brings communities closer, provide dog bags and bins.  

I think there should be an option for fenced parks as some breeds are not able to run free off leash  
 
Existing parks are too close to main roads or busy public areas  

I don’t use them at present because it’s too much of a risk from cars, pedestrians, bike riders etc.   
Please give dogs and their owners a beautiful safe place to go. Newcastle is behind the times was there 
is not a fenced area- if we are about development for the city and moving forward please give your 
residents something other cities have had for years!!! 
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I don't own a dog therefore I am not aware if there are sufficient dog off leash areas. I think every 
suburb should have at least three or four and be in easy walking distance. Residents should not have to 
drive to get to a dog off leash area 

The dogs love it. To see them running flat out and playing is such a joy to watch. ❤️ 

It is excellent to see that the Council is attempting to address this important issue. For many years I 
used Learmonth Park to run my dog and met some lovely people to socialise with. A crack down about a 
year ago when the Council ranger seemed to be permanently at the Park and signs were stencilled on 
the entries meant that this group of approx. 20 people dispersed overnight with dogs and owners losing 
out. It is galling to see the park unused on many occasions but the threat of heavy fines seems to have 
discouraged the group from reforming. It is not sensible to exclude ratepayers from using their local 
park when no other area is available without using a car to transport their dog. The benefits far 
outweigh the disadvantages. Stupid comments like dogs and kids don't mix, owners don't pick up the 
dog waste etc. etc. are not helpfully and uninformed. Responsible use of parks should be everyone's 
concern - active and passive users - and is an educational issue not a reason to bar some potential users. 

A large number of irresponsible owners who do not control their pets or clean up after pets when off 
leach. Same pet owners are conscious of cleaning up when pets are on leash. 

The only one I use at the moment is Horseshoe beach which I have to drive to but at least I feel my dogs 
can get good exercise, they love swimming and I feel they are safe there.  As noted before, the provision 
of poo bags would assist with picking up after dogs as I have often had to give someone a bag. 

N/A 

More visible signage to say it is an off leash area 

Irresponsible owners that do not comply must be fined. The dogs are fine. It's the owners that aren't 
always great. 

My dog loves socializing with other dogs. This is a great experience for her that cannot be 
underestimated. Zhe also exercises more with other dogs. For the humans it generally increases social 
experiences, and because of this people are generally happier.  

Need more fenced areas 

I believe dogs in general are friendly social animals who benefit physically and mentally from mixing and 
playing with other dogs, off leash, as long as there are owners present to maintain discipline if needed. 
Otherwise they can develop a pack mentality with the Bully dog being boss. Also, there is the occasional 
anti social or domineering animal that cannot be trusted to behave so these ones must be controlled. 
This sounds VERY much like human animals as well but I think that in general dogs are better behaved. 

I don't use the dog parks in Newcastle. 
They are not fenced and are unsafe 

 


